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Vegetable Research Station.
A vegetable research station has

been approved at Herdsman Lake ad-
jacent to the poultry research station
and preliminary work in its establish-
ment has already commenced.

Poultry Research Station.
Major development has taken place

in the last three years.

District Offices Regional Centres.
The following district offices have

been opened:-
Officers

Attached.
Moora ..
Northam
Narrogin ..
Bridgetown ..
Bunbury ..
Geraldton ..
Manjimup ..

Total ..

4

14
.8

7

... 51

General.
The Government has provided ac-

commodation for district agricultural
advisers involving several houses at a
cost of £20,000.

That is the annual report as it affects
the Departments of Lands and Surveys.
and Agriculture. I think that it can be
said that this Oovernment in its term of
office has demonstrated its interest in the
agricultural industries, and its intention
to proceed with worth-while works on be-
half of people who obtain a living from
the land. If during the debate any mem-
bers of the Opposition feel disposed to
comment on any of the matters with which
I have dealt or to suggest any further im-
provements, at least they will know that
this is a Government which is particularly
interested in this State and is anxious to do
everything it possibly can.

Progress reported.

BILLS (3)-RETURNED.
1, Licensing Act Amendment (No. 1).

With amendments.
2, Licensing Act Amendment (No. 4).

3. Members of Parliament Reimburse-
ment of Expenses Act Amendment.

Without amendment.

ADJOURNMENT-SPECIAL.

THE PREMIER (Hon. A. I. G. Hawke
-Northam): I move-

That the House at its rising adjourn
till 2.15 p.m. today.

Question put and passed.

House adjourned at 1.12 a.m. (Fr iday).

?irwosatinyr (Zhutux
Friday, 25th November. 1955.
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The PRESIDENT took the Chair at 2.15
p.m., and read prayers.

QUESTIONS.

ONSLOW WATER SUPPLY.
Cane River Scheme.

Hon. C. W. D. BARKER (far Hon. W.F.
Wiflesee) asked the Minister for the North-
West:

In connection with Onslow water sup-
ply-

(1) Has boring on Cane River been com-
pleted?

(2) If so, what are the results as regards
quantity and quality?

(3) Uf the answer to No. (1) is "No,"
when will this be completed?

(4) What is the estimated cost of the
proposed scheme?

(5) If quality and quantity are satis-
factory when will work on the scheme
commence?
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The MIISTER replied:

(1) Yes.
(2) The quality of water when initially

tested was satisfactory. Extensive test
pumping over a prolonged period is neces-
sary before the safe draw can be deter-
mined. This pumping is in progress and
present planning provides for it to continue
until about the end of April, 1956.

(3) Answered by Nos. (1) and (2).
(4) Provided quantity and quality prove

satisfactory, the estimated cost of a supply
f rom this source is approximately £44,000.

(5) Subject to authorisation, the work
would be commenced as soon as possible
after the source of supply has been proved
to be satisfactory.

AMALGAMATION OF LOCAL
AUTORITIES.

(a) Effect of Legislative Council's Action.
Hon. L. A. LOGAN (without notice)

asked the Chief Secretary:
Was he correctly reported in "The West

Australian" of Tuesday, the 22nd Novem-
ber, as saying that local areas would not
now be amalgamated? In the Press
statement he was reported to have
said that because of the action of the
Legislative Council those areas could not
be joined together as no provision had been.
made for the alteration of the wards. If
the Minister was correctly reported, will
he give an assurance to the House that
he will have a correct report made, be-
cause this information is incorrect?

The CHIEF SECRETARY replied:
I cannot understand the hon. member's

question. He asked whether if I had been
reported correctly I would have the matter
corrected. If I had been reported incor-
rectly I could have had the matter cor-
rected. I was reported quite correctly.
The legislation submitted to this House was
to give me power to re-subdivide boun-
daries, and that was the portion of the
Bill that was refused by this Chamber.
The hon. member shakes his head. I do
not know whether he read the Bill. All
that was left of the original measure that
came to the Chamber was the Powers I
asked for in order to re-subdivide wards
and postpone elections.

Hon. L. Craig: You could have amal-
gamated wards.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: I could
amalgamate now without any fresh legis-
lation at all. I could amalgamate munici-
palities. But I would have the Position in
Fremantle-as I instanced. but do not know
whether the Press Published it-that East
and North Fremantle could be amalga-
mated without my coming to Parliament
at a, as the Act stands, but there would
thereby be created in Fremantle a mmii1-
cipal council of 33 councillors.

To obviate that, I brought legislation to
this Parliament which would give me the
power to re-subdivide combined areas into
suitable wards of approximately five. But
that Power was denied me by this Cham-
ber; and rather than have the ridiculous
position of a council with 33 members-

Ron. L. Craig: It would have been only
temporary.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: In the Clare-
mont-Nedlands area there would have
been 24 or 25. I could have carried on
with the Midland Junction-Guildford
amalgamation because I had no need for
additional power In that regard as they
were being transformed from municipali-
ties to road boards, and I have power to
reduce wards in road board districts. All
I asked this Chamber to grant me was
the Power to do the same with regard to
municipalities, and the Council refused.
Consequently, because of the ridiculous
Position created, I decided to leave the Bill
on the notice paper and let it become one
of the slaughtered innocents.

Hon. Sir Charles Latham: How do you
Prove its innocence?

The PRESIDENT: Order!
The CHIEF SECRETARY: I have not

seen the report in "The West Australian."
but I know what occurred; and taking a
line from what the hon. member said, I
would say the report was correct.

Hon. L. A. LOGAN: I asked the ques-
tion because it was my opinion that this
House did not delete that Part of the
Bill. All it did was to insert a Provision
for a referendum. The other provisions
are still in the Bill.

The PRESIDENT: Order! The hon. mem-
ber cannot debate the question.

(bi) Provisions of Relevant Bill.
Ron. C. H. SIMPSON (without notice)

asked the Chief Secretary:
Is it not true that the amendments

passed In regard to the Bill under con-
sideration did, in fact, only provide that
a referendum should be held before any
action was taken?

The CHIEF SECRETARY replied:
That is so.

(c) Retention of Powers in Bill,
Hon. C. H. SIMPSON (without notice)

asked the Chief Secretary:
In view of the answer given to my pre-

vious question, is it not correct to say that
the powers which were stated by the Chief
Secretary to have been denied him by the
action of this Chamber do still remain
in the Bill?

The Chief Secretary: I do not quite
catch what the hon. member is driving at.

Hon. C. H. SIMPSON: Is it not true to
say that the amendments made referred
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to the provision for a referendum only and
that otherwise the provisions of the Bill
were left intact.

The CHIEF SECRETARY replied:
The interpretation I place on it is that

the question of the referendum overshad-
owed everything. I hope the hon. member
is not inviting me to comment on the
amendments. I would not like to make
the actions of this Chamber look as ridi-
culous as they were. I hope members
will not pursue the subject.

Hon. Sir Charles Latham: You can
please yourself.

The PRESIDENT: Order! This matter
shall not be debated across the floor. It
is a question.

BILL-TOWN PLANNING AND
DEVELOPMENT AUT

AMENDMENT.
Second Reading.

THE CHIEF SECRETARY (Hon. G.
Fraser-West) [2.38] in moving the second
reading said: I had intended to deal with
this question as quickly as possible, but
I realise that one can hasten too quickly
very often, and that that would be pos-
sible in this case. So, having had notes
prepared to cover all the points dealt with
in this proposed legislation, I thought it
might be better if I submitted the matter
in that way.

As members are aware, Professor
Stephenson's Plan for the metropoli-
tan region of Perth and Fremantle was
handed to the Government in the early
part of this Year, and copies were made
available to the public in September. In
the meantime, the Government had ap-
pointed a Town Planning Advisory Com-
mittee of nine members, consisting of Gov-
ernment, Opposition, and local authority
representatives, to consider the plan and
to make recommendations. Mr. Hearn
and Mr. Diver are members of that com-
mittee.

At Its first meeting in August, 1955,
the committee decided to approve of the
plan in principle and then proceeded to
consider the more detailed aspects. Among
the more pressing problems was the need
for amending legislation: firstly, to pro-
vide for interim development control in
the region until such time as a statutory
plan was approved; and, secondly, to pro-
vide for the implementation of a statutory
plan. Neither of these provisions exists
under Present legislation.

Amending legislation to provide for both
of these essentials was submitted to the
committee and examined. One of the
major issues in this connection was the
constitution of a regional authority to
operate the Plan. Time was too short to
allow for complete agreement to be
reached on all the issues involved; but
at the last meeting of the advisory com-
mittee, the opinion was expressed that in

view of the approaching close of the par-
liamentary session, there was urgent need
to provide at least some holding powers
during the ensuing 12 months, and until
the vital Questions of the authority and
the plan were settled. It seemed quite
clear that if a further year elapsed be-
fore a regional plan was approved, many
of the proposals inl it might have to be
completely recast.

This was agreed to by the committee
and it was decided that the Bill should
be as short as possible and operate as
an amendment to the existing Town Plan-
ning and Development Act, with the Town
Planning Board acting as the interim de-
velopment authority. This proposal was
accepted by the Government, and a Bill
wvas drafted which was submitted to the
Opposition parties for comment. The
amendments suggested by them were re-
latively minor ones and, generally speak-
ing. have been given effect to in the Bill.

The Bill provides the necessary powers
to make an interim development order or
orders. This is the commonly accepted
practice in New South Wales and Victoria
and other countries where town planning
operates. The object is to provide a hold-
ing power for the planning authority dur-
Ing the period when a town or regional
planning scheme is being finalised.

It generally takes some time to prepare
a large planning scheme; and unless there
is some holding power in respect of build-
ing development, it is probable that to-
wards the end of the preparation period,
development will have taken place wich
would prevent the carrying out of some of
the major proposals in the scheme. This
is obvious.

We have not had this power during
the preparation of the metropolitan region
plan: and as a result, many of the pro-
posals originally included have had to be
amended in the final submission because
of building development. It is likely that
they may have to be amended still further
as a result of development since submis-
tion; and if a further year elapses, build-
ing development could be such that the
whole plan might have to be recast again.

In New South Wales and Melbourne
there is no limit to the period of opera-
tion of an interim development order; but
in our case, because the scheme is now
virtually completed and has reached the
stage of consideration by the Government
and the public, the period of operation of
any order has been limited to the end of
1956. If a statutory scheme to replace the
order or orders is not approved before that
time, Parliament will then have to consider
whether the order should be extended or
not.

A suitable interim development order is
now being drawn up, but will not be avail-
able for some weeks, as it is fairly compli-
cated. It is intended that it be brought
into force about the beginning of January,
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1956. The order will be based on the pres-
ent proposals of the metropolitan region
plan as set out on plate 9 of the atlas,
copies of which have been given to
members. The intention is to preserve as
far as reasonably possible the present state
of development in regard to the specific
regional proposals in this plan without
hindering to any great extent the growth
of development in the region, and to ensure
that development is generally in accord-
ance with the broad zones suggested. The
specific proposals can be said to be:-

Major regional highways.
Important regional roads.
Railway proposals and lands for

railway purposes, including those for
marshalling yards, wharves and har-
bour installations.

Lands proposed for public open
space purposes.

If any development is intended which
affects these Proposals, it is considered
by the Town Planning Hoard; and if there
is no way of adjusting the proposals to
allow the development to continue, then
the development must be refused for the
time being. In such cases it is provided
that where the owner of the land suffers
loss, he is either compensated or the land
is acquired from him because, in effect.
it is needed for public purposes.

The requirements of road and rail pro-
posals are not capable of much adjustment
as to size, but only as to location and route.
The open space proposals are capable of
adjustment as to size as well, and more
latitude can be given. In addition, it will
be necessary to exercise some control over
certain types of special use which have
a wide effect on the adjoining area--such
as future racecourses, drive-in theatres and
other large places of assembly, special
industry-offensive or noxious-etc.

Apart from the specific proposals, the
general zoning for industrial, residential
and other purposes must act as a guide to
approval of development elsewhere in the
region. The residential zones, for example,
are very broad and would include local
shopping and business and light industry.
At the same time, it would clearly be
wrong to permit extensive residential devel-
opment in the areas proposed for industry.
No compensation is payable during the
term of the order in respect of decisions
under this head, as in all cases there would
be a reasonable private use of the land.

Nothing would prevent the continuance
of existing uses of land and buildings and
their extension on land already in their
ownership, unless they come within speci-
fic requirements for major regional high-
ways, important regional roads. etc. Exist-
ing town-planning schemes and by-laws
would continue to operate unless they
severely prejudiced the proposals in the
plan, when they would be superseded dur-
ing the term of the order. There is a

right of appeal to the Minister in respect
of all decisions made under an order. It
is proposed that the operation of the order
should be as simple as possible from the
Public Point of view.

Anyone who wishes to erect a building
now has to apply for a permit from the
local authority of the district concerned.
The Bill provides that where such an ap-
plication affects the proposals in the plan
the applicant will also require approval
under an interim development order. Both
approvals would be issued by the local
authority at the same time.

Only the minimum will be subjected to
this dual approval, and the larger propor-
tion of applications for development will
remain unaffected. In many cases it will
not even be necessary for the application
to be referred to the Town Planning Board
as it can be left to the local authority
to handle. Each local authority will be
fully cognisant of the requirements of any
interim development order affecting its
district.

Elaborating a little on my remarks, I
would mention that the term "metropoli-
tan region" is defined as including the
areas of the 29 local authorities as shown
in the new Third Schedule to the Bill.
It has been described in this way to save
time and for ease of description, but the
interim development order will apply
to only a part of the region.

The Bill enables the Minister to make
an interim development order or orders
regulating, restricting or prohibiting devel-
opment in the region while the Govern-
ment, or an authority to be appointed by
It. is considering the metropolitan region
plan. Such an order has to be approved
by the Governor.

Developers of land in the metropolitan
region are bound by the provisions of an
interim development order, but nothing in
an order can prevent the cantinuance of
the existing use of land or buildings
before the date on which the order comes
into force, or the erection of buildings,
etc., which were lawfully authorized be-
fore that date, but which may not yet be
erected.

After approval, the order comes into
force as soon as it is published in the
"Government Gazette." It also has to be
published in summary form once in a
daily newspaper operating in the region,
and copies have to be available for public
inspection at the Town Planning Board
office and local authority offices. A similar
procedure applies in Melbourne. An order
has to be laid before both Houses of Par-
liament after approval, and can be re-
voked by either House within a period of
14 sitting days. This also is the same as
in Melbourne.

An order made under the Bill ceases to
have effect on the 31st December, 1956,
unless Prior to that date it is further ex-
tended by Parliament. It also ceases if
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in the meantime further legislation is ap-
proved and a statutory town planning
scheme for the metropolitan region comes
into force.

The Town Planning Board is charged
with administering an interim develop-
ment order made for the metropolitan
region, although in certain cases its func-
tions can be delegated to the local auth-
orities,

An interim development order may pro-
vide for the regulation, restriction or Pro-
hibition of development in the region, or
part of it, to the extent that certain types
of development may be prohibited in cer-
tain zones or areas. In other cases, the
Town Planning Board's written approval
must be obtained before development is
carried out.

Certain types or classes of development
will be exempted completely from the
order or the need to obtain permission.
I might mention that this exemption will
be as wide as possible. Where the order
requires that written permission is needed
before development is carried out, it can
be issued through the local authority.
Permission can be conditional as to the
length of time for which the development
can be carried out, and can require the
development to cease at the end of that
period.

The issue of decisions in this way is for
the convenience of the public, who will
only have to make the one approach for
building and planning permits. An order
can suspend, alter or supersede a local
authority town-planning scheme or by-
law where the proposals in the metropoli-
tan region plan differ from the local
scheme or by-law. There will be few in-
stances of this, and they will be confined
mainly to the specific proposals in the
plan.

The provision that an order can dele-
gate to a local authority the functions of
the Town Planning Board, where neces-
sary, is essential, as otherwise the board
would not he able to handle all the appli-
cations.

Hon. H. K. Watson: Who are the mem-
bers of the Town Planning Board today?

The CHIEF SECRETARY: The Town
Planning Commissioner, who is chairman,
and Mr. Hanvey, representing the business
section. or local government-everything
outside the professional services.

Hon. H. Hearn: And the egg board.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: Yes: but do
not bring that up! The other members
are Mr. Steffanoni, who is a valuer of
the Taxation Department, and Mr. Clare,
the Principal Architect. The delegation
will be quite definite in operation and will
not relate to any of the specific proposals
in the plan which are essentially a gov-
ernmental or regional function.

Where an application to develop is re-
fused, or where the conditions attached
to a Permit are not acceptable, an appeal
may be made to the Minister within 30
days of the decision being issued, and his
decision will be final. But if the develop-
ment would not have been permitted any-
way because of an existing town-planning
scheme or by-law, then there is no appeal.
The Minister may appoint a person to hear
an appeal for him.

if an applicant does not receive a deci-
sion of any sort within 60 days of re-
ceipt by the local authority, he automatic-
ally has a right of appeal on the assump-
tion that it has been refused. This is
standard practice elsewhere and prevents
undue delay to the public.

A penalty of up to £50 is provided for
contravention of the terms of an order.
Either the board or the local authority-
where powers are delegated---can take
action to convict, and the penalty is the
same as for a breach of a town-planning
scheme.

Because a £50 penalty is not much of
a deterrent to large developers, power is
also given in the case of development con-
trary to an order, for the board or a local
authority to direct a developer to stop his
development; and, If he does not do so,
to take action to stop it themselves. This
is a similar provision to Section 10 of the
existing Town Planning and Development
Act and is standard practice.

The Bill provides that any such direc-
tion shall provide for a minimum period
of 30 days for the applicant to take action:
and, again to protect the public, enables
an owner to appeal against the notice to
the Minister, who may vary it. However,
where action does result from a notice,
any expense incurred can be recovered as
a debt.

In respect of development by "public
authorities" and by local authorities which
conflict with the plan, provision is made
for direct consultation between such
authorities and the Town Planning Board.
If agreement cannot be reached on the
question of adjustments which may be
necessary to such development, then this
becomes a matter for the Governor-In-
Council to decide. Such cases should,
however, be few. It Is Provided that local
authorities in whose areas any "public
authority" development is proposed shall
be consulted by the board.

An interim development order may be
revoked at any time by the Minister with
Cabinet approval and on publication in
the "Government Gazette." Such revoca-
tion will also have to be advertised in a
daily newspaper. If it is desired to amend
an order already made, the same proced-
ure as for making the original order has
to be adopted: that is, approval by the
Governor and possible revocation by Par-
liament.
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The Hill specifies that any town-planning
schemes or by-laws made under the parent
Act continue in force unless altered or
superseded by an interim development
order, in which case the order prevails.

It is provided that no compensation Is
payable for injurious affection within the
metropolitan region as the result of the
operation of an order and during its cur-
rency only. This really means that no
compensation is to be paid In respect of
the board zoning provisions of the plan
only.

Hon. L. Craig: That means all sorts
of things.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: It means
that if a property suffers injury, the owner
can recover; but if an order is made in
connection with a property of which he
is not the owner, but as a result of which
he feels he will suffer some injurious affec-
tion to his property, he will have no right
of compensation.

Hon. L. Craig: It is to be a direct
affection and not an indirect one.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: A direct
affection, and not an imaginary one. I
think that If a person could establish an
indirect injury, he would have a case for
compensation. Imaginary injurious affec-
tions always occur.

Hon. L. Craig: Like imaginary illnesses.
The CHIEF SECRETARY: Yes. With-

out referring to something that might not
be on the cards, so far as this Chamber
is concerned, I think a shining example
of imaginary Injurious effects that zoning
by-laws could have on a community could
well be established by the Perth City Coun-
cil as a result, I believe, of the communi-
cation it received because of the famous
by-law No. 33.

Hon. H. Hearn: I would stiil say that
was a debatable point.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: I would not
expect the hon. member to agree with me.

Hon. H. Hearn: And I would not ex-
pect you to agree with me.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: It is con-
tended that the hardship resulting from
this provision would be very small as an
alternative use of the land is possible.
Where it is intended to use the land for
public purposes, such as for road or rail
matters, etc., then the case is different
and an applicant can claim compensation.
Before he can do this he has to--

(1) Have his application refused or
approved subject to conditions
which are inacceptable;

(2) Have an appeal disallowed by the
Minister; and,

(3) Satisfy the Minister that there is
a genuine loss.

Hon. H. Hearn: Who is the same

The CHIEF SECRETARY: Yea.
Hon. H, Hearn: He has his work cut

out.
The CHIEF SECRETARY: And he will

be the same this time 12 months. Where
compensation is claimed, the Governor-in-
Council may decide to purchase the land
in lieu of paying compensation.

Hon. H. K. Watson: How about the
owner? Has he the right to call upon the
Minister to purchase? If his land is steril-
ised, he should be able to say, "Buy my
land."

The CHIEF SECRETARY: 'If anyone
were affected by a plan, I would think he
would have the right to approach the Min-
ister and say, "As a result of planning, my
land is rendered useless or valueless, and
I consider that the Government should
purchase it."

Hon. H4. K. Watson: I think he should
have that right in the Bill.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: If that were
so. the case would be dealt with by the
Minister; and if he considered that the
person was suffering hardship, he would
definitely recommend that the property
be purchased. If he does the value is
that assessed at the time of refusal or con-
ditional grant of permission and should
be the equivalent of market value. The
value could not be increased because of
any of the intended proposals in the
Plan.

In the case of dispute the matter goes
to arbitration, as is also provided else-
where in the parent Act. It was sug-
gested that the term "current market
value" or a similar term should be used;
but we are advised this is not a legal term.
and the provisions made are as near to
that suggested as the draftsman finds it
possible to frame.

Hon, H-. Heamn: I suppose it is too
clearly defined for a legal term.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: Not being a
legal man, I could not tell the hon. mem-
ber. A small amendment to Section 32 is
sought, which Section at present enables
"public authorities" to disregard a town-
planning scheme by a local authority in
order to ensure that the necessary con-
sultation, as I mentioned previously, takes
place.

In that summary I think I have covered
all the points contained in this interim
legislation. In order to give members a
chance of digesting the various proposals
in the Bill, I suggest that a member move
the adjournment of the debate until a
later stage In the day; and I hope that
members, in the meantime, will have an
opportunity of perusing this measure.

At this stage, I point out that I am
aware that members feel it incumbent
upon themselves to look after the inter-
ests of the people affected by a town-
planning Scheme. They should keep In
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mind, however, that this interim legisla-
tion is intended to remain in operation
only until the 31st December, 1956. or for
a period of 12 months. We feel it is
necessary to have this holding order;
otherwise the implementation of the
regional plan in the future could become
so costly that it would be absolutely im-
possible for this State to even consider
putting a regional plan into effect.

I am certain that if a survey or some
investigation were carried out at the Pre-
sent moment so that a comparison could
be made of the cost of putting into effect
a regional plan at the present time with
the cost of implementing a town-planning
scheme at the time Professor Stephenson
arrived in this State, members would be
astounded at the difference.

Hon, L. Craig: You mean for resump-
tion purposes?

The CHITEF SECRETARY: For the
many purposes that are defined in
the plan. There are many phases of town
planning in the metropolitan area
today that could create difficulty.
Where, a few years ago, there were
open spaces, houses have now been built
thereon. As a result of such development
in the last two or three years, the cost of
implementing a town-planning scheme
would be increased.

Hon. H. Hearn: It would have been
cheaper development 15 years ago.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: Yes. Every
year, particularly since the war, develop-
ment has gone on apace, and, of course.
any town-planning scheme would now be
more expensive.

Hon. H. Hearn: "It is elementary, my
dear Watson".

The CHIEF SECRETARY: The hon.
member can put it that way if he so
desires.

Hon. H. K. Watson: "As I was about
to say, on the other hand.. .

The CHIEF SECRETARY: Members
know that there is no need to emphasise
the extra cost that would be entailed in
implementing a town-planning scheme 12
months hence, compared with what the
cost would be today, especially If this hold-
Ing order were not agreed to. The
Stephenson plan is an overall plan, and
it is now a question of tidying up the de-
tails.

Hon. H. Hearn: Just as the Perth City
Council did.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: In the legi-
slation, we stipulate that the tidying up of
those details must be made within 12
months. To permit that to be done, we
ask for approval of this interim order.
Before doing so, members should know
that progress will not be retarded. Al!

that will happen is that the area connected
with the regional plan will be allowed to
continue with its development, provided
it conforms with what is suggested in the
regional plan. At the end of 12 months,
it will be necessary for the authority that
is to be created to submit a plan which will
be final. Also, it should be borne in mind
that whatever is done will have to receive
the sanction of Parliament.

Hon. A. F. Griffith: Where is the Gov-
ernment going to get the money to carry
out all the resumptions?

The CHIEF SECRETARY: There will
not be resumptions, but nxegotiations for
purchase.

Hon. A. P. Griffith: just like the nego-
tiations that were entered into with many
people that I know of.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: Just like
what every Government in the past has
done. No, not like every Government In
the vast. Every Government, in previous
years, has walked in and said, "I am taking
this from you." But this Government is
setting a, standard entirely different from
the principle that was followed previously;
and, where land is required, for Govern-
ment Purposes, Purchases will be made
from the people whose property will be
affected.

Hon. H. K. Watson: That is fair enough.
Notice to treat?

The CHIEF SECRETARY: Only when
negotiations fall down will resumptions of
any property take place.

Hon. H. K. Watson: But Is the Gov-
ernments attitude going to be-'Treat
or we will resume"?

The CHIEF SECRETARY: No, we will
approach the property-owners with the
Idea of purchasing. As the hon. member
knows, it often happens that where a
dozen people are affected, one snag will
be encountered. Eleven will be agree-
able to sell at a fair and reasonable price,
but there will be always one person who
will try to squeeze a higher price for his
Property from the Government.

Should such an eventuality occur, and
It is essential that the land shall be ob-
tained, It will be necessary to resume.
However, no reduction will be made in the
fair price off ered in the first place if a
resumption should take place. AUl we are
asking for in the Bill is that power be
granted to hold everything as It Is for 12
months and allow development to continue
where it does not conflict with the regional
planning. I move--

That the Bill be now read a second
time.

On motion by Hon. H. Hearn, debate ad-
journed till a later stage of the sitting.

(Continued on page 2203.)
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BILL-FERTILISERS ACT
AMENDMENT.

In Committee,

Hon. W. R. Hall in the Chair; the Chief
Secretary in charge of the Bill.

Clauses 1 to 5-agreed to.

Clause 6--Section 9 amended:

Hon. L. A. LOGAN: I move an amend-
ment

That the words "unless it Is sold in
a package which" in line 17, page 6,
be struck out and the words "in a
package unless such package" inserted
in lieu.

Members will recall that during the
second reading debate It was mentioned
that there was no Provision made in the
Hill for the sale of fertiliser in bulk al-
though there is a growing demand.
throughout the State, for super to be
supplied in bulk. Tils amendment will
permit that to take place.

Amendment put and passed.

Hon. L. A. LOGAN: I move an amend-
ment-

That the words "at least twenty-
eight pounds," after the word "con-
tains" In line 23, page 6, be struck out
and the words "less than one
hundred-weight inserted in lieu".

This amendment relates to the stamping
of packages. It is considered that only
those paper or calico packages sold by
hardware merchants or others should be
labelled with the ingredients of the fer-
tiliser. In another clause of the Bill an
amendment will be moved to ensure that
super sold in lots of 1 cwt. or over will not
be affected by the provisions of this
measure.

The MINISTER FOR THE NORTH-
WEST: I have no objection to the amend-
ment. On packages of less than 1 cwt. the
ingredients of the fertiliser will have to be
shown; whereas in a later clause in the
Bill it will be provided that such informa-
tion shall be shown on the invoice.

Amendment put and passed; the clause,
as amended, agreed to.

Clause '7-agreed to.

Clause 8--Section 12 amended:

Hon. L. A. LOGAN: The idea of the
amendment in my name on the notice
paper is to alter the provision which makes
It incumbent on all super manufacturers
to have a label printed and stitched on to
bags. It was pointed out by some members
that this would result in unnecessary cost
being imposed on the industry which, in
turn, would be passed on to the croducers.

The labelling of the contents of super
in bags can be done quite efficiently under
the present method: that is, by inclusion of
the analysis in the invoice. If the Bill
were left as printed, the contents of every
bag of fertiliser would have to be guaran-
teed to be in accordance with the chemical
analysis shown on the label. It would be
impossible to do this successfully. No
manufacturer can guarantee the contents
of every bag.

It would be satisfactory to leave the
labelling as it Is where the analysis is
shown on the invoice for the quantity of
fertilisers purchased. I should mention
that my original amendment on the notice
paper was altered two days ago. I move
an amendment-

That the following be inserted after
line 28, page 7. to stand as paragraph
(b):

By adding after paragraph (b)
of Subsection (2) the following
words:-"Provided that in the
case of packages of one hundred-
weight and over".

Amendment put and passed.

Ron. L. A. LOGAN: I move an amend-
ment-

That the following be inserted after
the figure "(2)" in line 29, page 7:-

and substituting the following:-
(c) where any of the specified

or other ingredients refer-
red to in paragraph (f) of
Subsection (1) of Section 7
of this Act are Present in
the fertiliser, particulars of
the minimum percentages
referred to in that para-
graph;

(d) where the fertilier is lime
or other neutraliser, the
minimum neutralising value
referred to in paragraph
(hl) of Subsection (1) of
Section 7 of this Act: and

(e) where the fertiliser is gyp-
sum, the minimum calcium
content expressed as cal-
cium oxide (CaO) and as
crystallised calcium sulphate
(CaSO42HO) referred to in
paragraph (ha) of Section
'7 of this Act.

Amendment Put and passed; the clause,
as amended, agreed to.

Clauses 9 to 12, Title-ageed to.

Bill reported with amendments and the
report adopted.

Third Reading.
Bill read a third time and returned to

the Assembly with amendments.
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BILL-RETAILING OF MOTOR
SPIRITS.

Second Reading.

Debate resumed from the previous day.

HON. SIR CHARLES LATHAM (Cen-
tral [3.28]: The title of this measure is.
"A Bill for an Act to provide for the
Establishment, Promotion and Protection
of Independent and Competitive Trading
in the Retailing of Motor Spirits." In my
opinion it should be amended to read as
follows :-"A Bill for the restraint of
trade." The title Is really a misnomer,

Looking at the provisions in the Bill one
wonders why it has been introduced. If it
has been submitted for the purpose men-
tioned, one wonders why the Government
did not accept the responsibility for its
introduction so that a Message from the
Governor could have been presented in
another place. The Minister for the
North-West may shake his head: but we
seem to differ on this type of legislation.

The Minister for the North-West; Why
does it require a Message?

Hon. Sir CHARLES LATHAM: I have
Just started my speech. When I have fin-
ished, the Minister will realise that there
is need to Justify the expenditure of public
moneys. The Bill provides that resellers
of petrol may dishonour any arrangement
that has been made previously.

Hon. F. R. H. Lavery:- That is not correct.

Hon. Sir CHARLES LATHAM: The hon.
member may make his speech after I have
finished. I ask. to be given a reasonable
chance of saying what I have to say.

Hon. F. R. H. Lavery: You want to make
correct statements.

Hon. Sir CHARLES LATHAM: I know
very well what I am saying, Originally
there was no arrangement or agreement
between resellers and the petrol companies.
Let us examine what took place previously.
There were plenty of garages which sup-
plied the various brands of petrol. By
same process of which I am not aware, an
agreement was reached between the re-
sellers and the companies for service sta-
tions to sell one brand of petrol only. That
state of affairs took some time to accom-
plish; it was not accomplished in one day
or a week. For some reason or other, some
of the resellers continued to sell more than
one brand in the metropolitan area, and
there might be one or two also outside.

H-on. L. A. Logan: I think there are only
two such service stations.

Hon. Sir CHARLES LATHAM: The hon.
member knows a great deal more about
this matter than I. Most members of the
public asked what was the object of this
Bill. Some time ago I dealt with a petrol

station that supplied various brands Of
petrol, but I took a liking to one brand-
Plume. I asked the proprietor subse-
Quently why he discontinued selling the
other brands. He replied that a good
arrangement had been arrived at with the
company, and that he would be able to
sell the petrol cheaper and the company
would work In with him. This arrange-
ment did not embarrass me at all.

When I moved my residence across to
the other side of the river, I had to find
a service station nearby to provide my
petrol. I discovered that the petrol sta-
tions. were supplying one brand of petrol
only. From the public viewpoint, that
method of retailing did not embarrass the
people.

If one does not like the brand sold by
a particular service station one can deal
from another. However, there is very little
difference between the different brands of
petrol except that some grades carry addi-
tives which I do not use. They all have
some boosting ingredients. I found no
difliculty in getting the brand of petrol I
like.

My attention was first drawn to this
problem when I found that a large number
of service stations were being erected.
Members will recall the action I took when
a move was made by the Government, by
layig on the Table of the House on be-
half of the Perth City Council, an amend-
ment to the by-laws signed by the Mini-
ister and agreed to by him. That is evi-
dent because he would not have signed If
he had not concurred. That had the effect
of limiting the number of service stations
which could be established.

The minister for the North-West: Was
there not some restriction?

Hon. Sir CHARLES LATHAM: They had
to be ha]? a mile apart. The Minister
must remember that. The Government
acceded to the request, and the necessary
papers were signed. Without the signa-
ture, the proposals could not have had
the force of law. I complimented the
Government on that, because I believed
and still have in mind that it was a fair
thing. My only object was to prevent
young fellows from going into the petrol-
selling business with the risk of finding
competition so keen that it would be a
losing proposition.

I did not know that meetings had been
held, but I was one of the members that
was included In the group. The matter
was supposed to have been discussed in
my presence, but I had no recollection of
it. I attended aL luncheon party at a
hotel and met some of the resellers, but
I do not remember that this matter was
discussed there. I amn saying this be-
cause It has been suggested that I have
gone back on my word.
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It is not my function, nor is it the func-
Lion of any individual, to interfere with
arrangements made between two or more
parties. I remember that there was a dis-
cussion about various things, but it came
as a surprise to me to find that the Bill
had been introduced; and more so still
that it had been introduced by a private
member.

The Minister for the North-West: Why
not?

Hion. Sir CHARLES LATHAM: This is
a Bill to prevent restraint of trade. Has
not the Minister read it?

The Minister for the North-West: I am
reading it now.

Hon. Sir CHARLES LATHAM: I hope
that, after the Minister has read it, he
will have as much knowledge about it as
I have.

The Minister for the North-West: It Is
not a Government Bill.

Hon. Sir CHARLES LATHAM:* No it Is a
private member's Bill; but It ought to be
a Government Bill.

The Minister for the North-West: You
object to private members Introducing
Bills?

Hon. Sir CHARLES LATHAM: In some
Instances, I do. No wonder the Bill has
reached its present stage! It is because
members do not understand what it means.
I am here to look after the Interests of
the public, and this is a dispute between
two parties who at some stage entered Into
an agreement. Whether the agreement
has been terminated or not, I do not know
and do not want to know. Evidently there
was an agreement that worked very satis-
factorily up to a point.

I do not know whether resellers signed
an agreement to take only one brand of
Petrol, hut it was arranged that the petrol
would be supplied to the public by separate
stations. There are plenty of petrol stations
about the city. If I want a certain brand,
I do not have to go very far to get It.
So it seemed to be a sort of agreement
that could be very satisfactory. Now, how-
ever, the resellers evidently desire to re-
tail multiple brands.

Hon. F1. Rt. H. Lavery: Not necessarily.
Hon. Sir CHARLES LATHAM: Well,

more than one brand. I do not know how
many oil companies there are, probably
five or six. That is the argument which
is going on. The resellers want to revert
to the old position, and the wholesalers
have rightly said, "We have provided suf-
ficient stations in the city area and it is
not necessary to duplicate them." The
resellers want us, by Act of Parliament,
to compel the companies to supply and do
all sorts of things that they are not pre-
pared to do.

The intention is to make this an offence
on the ground that it Is a restraint of
trade because the wholesalers will not
enter into an agreement with the
resellers to this end. It is not a function
of an individual member to introduce a
measure of this sort: it should have been
introduced as a. Government measure and.
if passed, the Act should be supervised by
the Government.

Some people might f eel aggrieved that
the farming community took away from
the ordinary course of business the hand-
ling and disposal of their wheat. When
I started farming, wheat buyers used to
go around and purchase our wheat, and
they were more or less in competition with
one another. Sometimes we got a little
more from one than from another, but
the price was fixed at a reasonable market
value. We have taken this business away
by handling the whole of the wheat our-
selves.

The Minister for the North-West: Was
that not done after a referendum of wheat
growers?

Hon. Sir CHARLES LATHAM. It was
done because the wheat growers got to-
gether and adopted the present system,
and we obtained parliamentary authority
for it. in this case, the retailers are ask-
ing for parliamentary authority, and are
trying to enforce the supplying of Petrol
with the backing of parliamentary auth-
ority. That is what I object to. The
same thing applied to barley. Members
who are supporting the Bill were opposed
to me when I spoke about barley.

Hon. F. R. H. Lavery: Not 1.
Hon. Sir CHARLES LATHAM: I had

substantial opposition when I was a mem-
ber of the Government.

The Minister for the North-West: 1.
supported it.

Hon. Sir CHARLES LATHAM: If that
is so, it is one of the only few right things
the Minister has done.

The Minister for the North-West: in
your opinion.

Hon. Sir CHARLES LATHAM., It is
worth while to read some passages from
the Bill, especially as penalties are pro-
vided.

Hon. C. W. D. Barker: There is no com-
pulsion, is there?

Hon. Sir CHARLES LATHAM: I am
not going to answer the hon. member's
interjection, because evidently he has not
read the Bill. The measure sets out the
interpretation of "motor spirits," "Petrol
pump." "retailer" and "wholesaler."
Clause 4 state--

A wholesaler commits an offence
against this Act if either as principal
or agent, in respect of dealings in
motor spirits, he gives or agrees to
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give to any retailer any rebate, dis-
count, reward or other valuable con-
sideration-

In business it is the custom to give and
to expect rebates and discounts. When
I have bought goods, if I paid within a
certain time, I have received a discount.
The clause continues-

-for the reason or upon the express
or implied condition that the retailer
in relation to motor spirits-

Then it goes on to say that a wholesaler
commits an offence if he does any of these
things-

(a) deals or has dealt or will deal
exclusively or principally with the
wholesaler.

flow many of us have entered Into an
agreement to do just that thing? Quite a
number of us, and it has never been re-
garded as an offence carrying a penalty
of £500-

(b) does not deal or has not dealt or
will not deal with any other
wholesaler.

(c) restrict or has restricted or will
restrict his dealings with any
other wholesaler.

Is not that a restraint of trade? I say
that it is. It is intended to restrict trade,
and It is a provision that should have been
introduced by the Government instead of
by a private member-

(d) acts or has acted or will act In
obedience to or* in conformity
with the directions of the whole-
saler with respect to the sale,
purchase or supply of such motor
spirits.

Then there Is a proviso as follows:-
Provided that this section shall

not apply to dealings or undertakings
In the usual and ordinary course of
business or trade.

What does that mean? Does it set aside
all the things I have just quoted? All of
those matters are in the ordinary course
of business, so I can see that a good legal
argument could arise involving a con-
siderable amount of costs to determine the
actual meaning of those provisions. The
marginal note to Clause 5 is, "Ifllegai re-
fusals to deal" and the clause reads-

A wholesaler commits an offence
against this Act if. after the coming
into operation of this Act he refuses,
either absolutely or except upon dis-
advantageous conditions, to sell or
supply motor spirits to a retailer for
the reason that the retailer in rela-
tion to motor spirits--

(a) does not deal or has not
dealt or will not undertake
to deal exclusively or prin-
cipally with the wholesaler;
or

(b) does not act or does not in-
tend to act in obedience to. or
in conformity with, the
directions of the wholesaler
with respect to the sae, pur-
chase or supply of such motor
spirits.

Then follows Clause 6-
Nothing in this Act shall apply to

any sale or dealing in motor spirits
made or refused pursuant to any
agreement or covenant made or
entered Into between a retailer and
wholesaler before the commencement
of this Act, but save as aforesaid the
provisions of this Act shall have
effect notwithstanding any agreement
to the contrary.

This indicates that agreements were
entered into.

Then the Bill provides how the penalties
shall be recovered. No prosecution for
an offence may be instituted without the
written consent of the Attorney General
or a person authorised by him in writing.
For a first off ence the penalty is not ex-
ceeding £100 or Imprisonment for not more
than one month with or without hard
labour, or if the offender is an incorporated
company not exceeding £250; and for a
second or subsequent offence, a fine not
exceeding £250 or three months imprison-
ment or both, or against a company a
fine not exceeding £M0.

Subsection (2) of Section 9 states-
Every person who In the State aids,

abets, counsels or procures, or Is in
any way knowingly concerned in, the
commission of an offence against this
Act, shall be deemed to have comn-
mitted that offence, and be punish-
able accordingly.

One has only to advise these people, ap-
parently, and one has then committed an
offence under this measure.

Any member with a sense of decency
in regard to the law must admit, having
read the Bill, that if it is necessary, it
should have been introduced by the Gov-
ernment-which would then assume re-
sponsibility for it-and not a private
member. offences such as are created
here are dealt with nowhere else in our
legislation except under the Criminal Code
and the Police Act.

This Bill, if Passed, would be of such
far-reaching effect, that, I repeat, it should
be a Government measure. Even now I
ask the Government to let this Bill be
defeated; and, if It is thought necessary,
to introduce a new measure of Its own in
this regard. However, I am sure that we
will see here what happened in another
place: a private member being used to
introduce the Bill, and its then being
backed by the Government.
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The Minister for the North-West: We
believe in free trade.

Hion. Sir CHARLES LATHAM: Only
when it suits the Government. I have
been here longer than the Minister has,
and I amn well versed in politics. I admit
that we had to do something like this
during the depression, but we did not ask
a. private member to do it.

The Minister for the North-West: We
did not ask a private member to do it.

Hon. Sir CHARLES LATHAM: The
Government is supporting him.

The Minister for the North-West: And
you are opposing him. Please yourself!

Hon. Sir CHARLES LATHAM: I rep-
resent the public.

The Minister for the North-West: You
represent a few of them only, on this
question.

Hon. Sir CHARLES LATHAM* The
public are not interested in this Bill. I
would fight an election tomorrow with this
question as one of the issues, and It would
not affect the result either way. During
the depression I was Instrumental In intro-
ducing two pieces of restraining legisla-
tion: the Farmers' Debts Adjustment Act,
which told the creditor that he could not
take action against the debtor; and the
Mortgagees' Rights Restriction Act. Those
measures were introduced in the interests
of the community, and we did the right
thing; but I object to that kind of legis-
lation unless there is the gravest reason
for it. I might add that the economic con-
dition of this State at that time was very
grave, and for that reason only wats the
legislation introduced.

In this instance there are two sections
of the community having a private dispute
and then rushing to Parliament, and we
are asked to punish someone because he
will not do what someone else wants. If
we had too much of this sort of legisla-
tion, we would reach the stage that has
been reached in America.

I repeat that the public are not in-
terested in this Bill, and that its provisions
would render them no service as they are
well catered for in regard to all classes
of petrol at present. I was originally
against the one-brand system of petrol re-
selling, but I am now in favour of it as it
has resulted in cleaner and better-run
service stations and better service to the
public generally.

Hon. R. F. Hutchison. They did not
have to take one brand only in the past.

Hon. Sir CHARLES LATHAM: That Is
quite enough from the hon. member. An
agreement was entered into between the
suppliers and resellers; and now, because
some of them want to change it, they ask
Parliament to intervene in their problems.
It was suggested to me that I am opposing
the Bill because I am Interested in big

business; but I certainly am not. I wisi
I were. I have no ties with any of these
people.

I-on. C. W. D. Barker: Who told yet
that?

Hon. Sir CHARLES LATHAM: I woult
not Interject if I were the hon. member
He might commit himself. He, himself
is big enough, at all events.

When I first inquired about one-branc
petrol stations, the resellers said that in-
stead of taking petrol from a number oJ
bankers, they would need only one to sup-
ply them, and that that would reduce
the cost. But :1 noticed that the othei
day, when the price of petrol went up, the
difference had gone to the resellers.

Much of the trouble is due to the num-
ber of petrol stations that have been built
many of them being so close to one an-
other that obviously they could not a].
make a living. Today I asked one mar
how he was getting on, and he said he wa.!
making a good living and better that
when he had more than one brand foi
sale. This is the first time in my publh(
life that I have been told I was interestec
In big business.

Hon. F. R. H. Lavery: I would not takf
any notice of It.

Hon. Sir CHARLES LATHAM: I do nol
worry about It.

Hon. H. Rearn: I have been told I wa.
big business.

Hon. Sir CHARLES LATHAM: If I hac
the hon. member's business interestsI
would consider myself a big businessman
I saw his firm grow from a very small onle
to the great concern it is now.

Hon. C. W. D. Barker: One of the
giants.

Hon. Sir CHARLES LATHAM: What-
ever is said about me, I will continue tc
look after the public interest. It is dread-
ful to bring this sort of legislation before
Parliament without justification. I bavi
had no complaints from anybody in regarc
to the one-brand system. I believe the
general public are satisfied, and I represeni
them more than I do any business.

Why should some person come to Parlia-
ment and askc it to strengthen him and h4
position in a private quarrel? I have
strong objection to legislation of this class
and do not intend to support it, as it would
be harmful to Western Australia. Whal
would be the reaction of people who in-
tended to commence business In thh4
country when faced with legislation of thih
kind? There would be only one answer
They would say. "We are going to some
country where there is more freedom."

Hon. C. W. D. Barker: This measure
asks for freedomn.

Hon. Sir CHARLES LATHAM: It seeki
to compel people to do what they dc
not want to do, as the hon. member would
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know if he had read the Bill. Were there
any justification for a measure of this
sort, the question should be investigated
thoroughly. If the Government believes
that the Bill is warranted, I challenge it
to appoint a Royal Commission.

I would have liked to see a select com-
mittee of this House inquire Into the ques-
tion as five members would get a better
understanding of the question than would
be gained if we appointed some highly-
qualified legal man as a Royal Commis-
sioner. We often appoint judges and magis-
trates. as Royal Commissioners and some-
times get good results; but in other in-
stances, we cannot understand their re-
ports. As the measure was brought down
so late and the Government Is determined
to see it passed, there is now no time for
a select commnittee to inquire into it. The
Government is determined to put the; Bill
through.

The Minister for the North-West: The
Government?

Hon. Sir CHARLES LATHAM: The
Minister, in conjunction with his fellow-
Minister and Labour members. When the
vote is taken, they will be 100 per cent.
in f avour of the Bill.

The Minister for the North-West: Would
you deny us the right to vote as we wish?

Hon. Sir CHARLES L.ATHAM: No; but
the Government should have taken re-
sponsibility for this measure. I hope that
next session we will have a change of Gov-
ernment and that an inquiry will be held
into this question. I wonder what atti-
tude would be adopted by the Govern-
ment if its members were in Opposition.
What action would they take if we did a
thing like this?

The Minister for the North-West:. We
would support it.

Hon. Sir CHARLES LATHAM: I know
all about that! I have seen too much
of it in the past, and I have seen the
somersaults that have taken place when
Governments have changed.

The Minister for the North-West: So
have I.

Hon. Sir CHARLES LATHAM: This is
a poor type of legislation, and it has been
introduced at a bad timne--during the
dying hours of the session.

The minister for the North-West: You
are entitled to your opinion.

Ron. Sir CHARLES LATHAM: it is now
4 o'clock and it is expected that the ses-
sion will close at about midnight. Yet we
are asked to deal with this ill-conceived
Bill

Hon. F_ R. H. Lavery: You could have
spoken to it last night.

Hon. Sir CHARLES LATHAM: This
class of legislation does not do credit to the
Government; and I think that, even at this
late stage, It should be withdrawn. We

know very well that people will still get
their supplies of petrol in the same way
as they do today, and there will be no
more complaint than there is today, be-
cause there is none. I have come to the
conclusion that there is no justification
for this Bill, and it could easily be re-
ferred to a select committee next session.
I would appoint Mrs. Hutchison to that
committee because it would give her some
idea of business, which would assist her
when she retires from this place.

THE MINISTER FOR THE NORTH-
WEST (Hon. H, C. Strickland-North)
(4.21, 1 would like to pass a few comments,
in view of Sir Charles Latham's remarks.
The hon. member has been in Parliament
for 20 or 30 years and has never introduced
a Bill, in his capacity as a private mem-
ber, I suspect, although he has one on
the notice paper the effect of which will
be to restrict!

Hon. Sir Charles Latham: I did not say
that I had never introduced one.

The MINISTER FOR THE NORTH-
WEST: The hon. member objects to a
private member introducing a Bill of this
kind.

Hon. Sir Charles Latham: I introduced
the licensing Bill in the interests of the
public.

The MINISTER FOR THE NORTH-
WEST." And the hon. member who In-
trod uced this Bill introduced it in the
public interest, in my opinion.

Hon. Sir Charles Latham: You can have
your opinion, but it is wrong.

The MINISTER FOR THE NORTH-
WEST: The hon. member who introduced
it belongs to another party, and apparently
his owni party was not Interested In In-
troducing it; I do not know. I suppose
he took it to the party room, but whether
that Is true or not, I do not know. Natur-
ally, his party would be well informed of
his intentions. I have not the slightest
doubt about that. But the party would
not help it as a party Bill.

Hon. A. F. Griffith: Would you?
The MINISTER FOR THE NORTH-

WEST: Had one of our Labour members
introduced it, I would have supported him;
but I cannot speak for the whole party.
The hon. member is asking me, and I am
telling him.

Hon. A. F. Griffith: Was your Govern-
ment asked to introduce it?

The MINISTER FOR THE NORTH-
WEST: No; this Government was never
asked to introduce the Bill. I do not know
who rules the Liberal Party; but appar-
ently anybody who wants to do some-
thing on his own initiative is a pretty bad
man, so far as that party is concerned-
that is, If Party members do not agree
with him. We know what happened in
this Parliament a few years ago when one
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member tried to introduce similar legis-
lation. They soon put the skids under
him because he introduced a Bill dealing
with free enterprise. That is all this Bill
deals with-free enterprise; something
which the Liberal Party talks about but
Is not prepared to accept.

Hon. C. W. D. Barker:. Private mono-
polies!

The MINISTER FOR THE NORTH-
WEST: I have read the Bill and, from
what I can see of It, those who have con-
tracted to sell petrol for a particular com-
pany would not be aff ected by it.

Hon. L. Craig: During the term of their
lease.

The MINISTER FOR THE NORTH-
WEST: That Is so. But there may be some
who, at the end of the term of their lease.
will desire to sell an alternative brand of
petrol as well. Unless legislation such as
this is introduced, they will not be able
to do that because the monopolies would
not Supply them.

It is all very well for Sir Charles Latham
to talk about what he has done, and what
he has not done for 30 years, but it Is a
matter of what he is doing now. He is
aiding and abetting such a system as I
have outlined and allowing it to continue
for ever. Until legislation is introduced
to alter that system in this country, a per-
son who wants to build a garage and put
in his own bowsers and tanks will not be
supplied with petrol if the oil companies
say that he cannot have it.

All that the mover of the Bill desires
Is the right to say that they shall supply
him If he wants it. Is not that free
trade and commerce? Of course it is! And
that, in my opinion, is all that the Bill pro-
vides for. It is all very well for Sir Charles
Latham to tell the Government what it
should and should not do; but there
is also a strong Opposition, which is able
to do what it wants about the matter.
Evidently it does not desire to let any-
body get out of the clutches of the oil
companies for the rest of his life.

Hon. Rt. F. Hutchinson: That is true.
The MINISTER FOR THE NORTH-

WEST: People will not be able to get out
of the clutches of the oil companies un-
less legislation such as this is put on the
statute book. I shall support the Bill.

Hon. Sir Charles Latham: No doubt!

HON. L. CRAIG (South-West) [4.6):
I am not speaking as a legal authority;
but I do not think this Bill is worth the
Paper on which it is printed, because I do
not believe it will be enforceable. The Bill
asks somebody who owns something to be
compelled to sell it to somebody to whom
he does not want to sell it. I do not think
that position will stand in law, because it
is the ordinary practice today for specified
People to handle specified Products.

If members want to buy a Holden car,
where do they go to buy It? To specifed
places, and nowhere else, because those
people are appointed to sell Holden cars.
Why do they sell them? Because they are
not allowed to sell others. If a member
wants to buy an Omega watch-I have one
on now-where does he go to buy it? To the
people appointed to sell Omega watches.
And why do they sell Omega watches? Be-
cause they are appointed to sell that brand
and no other.

Hon. Rt. 3P. Hutchison: Good free trade.

Hon. L. CRAIG: I am telling the hon.
member what is normal trading custom. If
a member wants a plumber, where does he
go to get him? To the union, because the
members of that organisation are the only
ones who are permitted to operate as plum-
bers. It is the normal method of trade to
have people specified for a particular pur-
pose. It is provided that nothing in the
Bill shall apply to dealings or undertakings
in the usual and ordinary course of busi-
ness or trade. I claim that what is hap-
pening in the petrol trade today Is the
usual and ordinary course of business. The
Bill states--

A wholesaler commits an offence
against this Act if, after the earning
into operation of this Act he refuses,
either absolutely or except upon dis-
advantageous conditions, to sell or
supply motor spirits--

and so on. It is common practice to offer
discounts and rebates to certain people who
represent a particular firm.

Do not let us forget that no prosecution
can take place, under this Act, without the
consent of the Attorney General. So this
is put right back on to the plate -of the
Government. What Attorney General
would take action against a company when
all these things are common business prac-
tice? I would like to see any Government
accept the responsibility of entering upon
a prosecution under those conditions! II
would lie Mr. Heenan to note these things
because he knows the responsibility that
devolves upon an Attorney General to give
decisions on matters of this kind.

All the points set out in this Bill occur
in the ordinary course of business. There
is nothing unusual about them. The sale
of cigarettes is restricted to certain people;
certain people have one brand and certain
people have another, and they sell only that
brand and receive discounts and rebates
for it. But they are not allowed to sell
any other brand. That occurs in the ord-
inary course of business: and, whether this
Bill becomes law or not, it will not be worth
a cracker. I think it is a piece of legisla-
tion which the Government is supporting
because it refused to take the responsi-
bility of introducing it.

Hon. Sir Charles Latham: That is per-
f ectly true.
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. Hon. L. CRAIG. It knew the implications
and responsibilities that would be involved;
so it wisely refused to take the responsi-
bility. I do not think any Government
would take the responsibility of introduc-
ing such far-reaching legislation a6s this
and then have it thrown back upon its
plate. I think we have wasted a lot of
time in discussing this Eml and I shall
certainly oppose the second reading.

HON. H. HEARN (Metropolitan) [4.111:
The speeches that have so far been made
against this Bill have given us all the
vital statistics we want to form an opinion
upon it. We have not yet heard many
members speak in favour of the measure;
as a matter of fact, we still have that
Pleasure ahead of us. But, in common with
other speakers, I want to confine myself
to what I believe is the kernel of the
present situation.

As has been mentioned before, we should
go into the matter a little more thoroughly.
To me. this appears to be a dispute between
two parties; namely, the Automobile
Chamber of Commerce, which used to be
known, and better known, as the Service
Station Association, and the oil companies.
Such disputes in industry are a daily oc-
currence. They are common, and-with
commonsense and goodwill-are usually
resolved on a friendly basis of conciliation.

Hon. L. C, Diver: You left out one
word-"Submsslon".

Hon. H. HEARN: The hon. member
will have a chance to speak when he re -
plies to the debate. So will he let me
work my argument out in my own way?
Then he can reply to me if he wishes.

Hon. L. C. Diver: It fits in better.
Hon. H. HEARN: The only uncommon

feature about this dispute is that instead
of an attempt being made-I know what
I am going to be told, but I want to get
to the background of the dispute-to settle
the difficulty properly, the matter has been
made the subject of legislation; whereas
it Is really a dispute between six oil com-
panies and some of the men who run the
service stations.

I shall not dwell upon this point, but
100 per cent. of the people who have one-
brand service stations, have entered-ap-
parently after due consideration-into
legal agreements of some kind, either be-
cause of a cash Incentive or some other
incentive that the oil companies have of-
fered them.

The speech Mr. Simpson made was full
of goad statistics. I feel he proved, or
disproved, some of the popular fallacies
that seem to have got into our minds con-
cerning garages. These days we walk up
and down a district and say, "By Jove,
there is another service station." To the
man who does not think-and it has hit
me occasionally-there is a wealth of ser-
vice stations throughout the metropolitan

area. But when we look at the other side
of the picture, I think we must admit that
on statistics, from the point of view of the
average garage-keeper, the gallonage is
relatively the same to the population as it
was pre-war.

An excellent speech was made by Mr.
Willmott, and I would like to congratulate
him, as a new member, on Ut. He brought
out what I think is a most important
phase in considering a Bill of this des-
cription. Are we to be worried about the
oil Companies or the resellers of petrol to
the exclusion of the public interest? I do
not mind what attitude any Individual
member takes on this Bill, but I do say it
is our bounden duty to first consider the
public Interest, I would like to examine
the background of this dispute,

Most of the people in the gallery, and
most members in the Chamber, will recall
the difficult times of petrol rationing.
They will also recall the changeover from
petrol rationing to free sale of petrol, and
the commencement of the development
that took place and has been so remark-
able in the postwar years. Our minds
will undoubtedly go back, and we will think
of some of the things that happened in the
petrol business.

Looking around the gallery the other
night, I saw the proprietor of a very well-
known garage who had come here for the
purpose of supporting the passing of this
legislation. I remember when that man,
wvho had been in the business for many
moons, was dislodged from his garage a
few years ago. He had his own freehold
property and wished to establish a garage
on that property, but he could not do so.
I wonder why he could not do so?

The reason is that the service stations
prevented him. They said, "You have been
in business, old boy. It is bad luck you had
to get out of those premises, but they are
still being continued as a garage and
therefore we are going to take your living
away from you because we will see that
the oil companies do not supply you with
Petrol." That is now history. That man
is in business today but he had to buy
into another station in order to con-
tinue in that business. Then we are told
that this Bill has been brought down to
assist the poor downtrodden service-
station owner.

The W.A. Automobile Chamber of Com-
merce was originally known as the Service
Station Association and was formed 21
years ago. Its primary objective is to act
as a medium between the members of
this Chamber, the garage proprietors, and
the associated resellers, together with the
wholesale business houses connected with
the motoring industry.

As far as the oil industry is concerned,
ever since its inception the oil companies
have endeavoured to secure co-operation,
particularly in those days of which I was
speaking. This particular association has
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had for its objective the complete control
of the retail end of petrol and motor ac-
cessories, oil and the rest of It, so that
they can make a monopoly of it. On the
28th June, 1946, a notice was sent to all
garage operators and also to the oil com-
panies. It reads as follows:-

Petrol and Oil Marketing Policy.
In order to enable the association

through its committee of management
to effectively implement the deter-
mined policy to govern future market-
ing of petrol and oil, we are setting
out hereunder a survey of the policy.
We cannot wait any longer for the
oil companies to make their respective
overdue announcements of their in-
tentions but we mnust be prepared to
adhere to ours.

(1) Strict control over the
establishment of any additional
reseller outlets and the limitation,
if necessary, to be controlled by
law through a system of licensing.
Licensing would introduce due re-
gard for a community's need In
relation to existing facilities.

(2) Elimination of certain re-
seller pumps from those points
where no proper general service
is offered to the motoring public
but where, in the same centre,
other garage and service station
businesses are in operation.

Every member would know, as he travel-
led throughout the length and breadth of
the country, that not only were there
garages but, for the sake of their clients
during somne hard times, big concerns
rendered a great service in providing the
sale of petrol and oil. But the avowed
intention of this organisation was to cur-
tail the services rendered by such people.
We are trying to call this Bill a step to-
wards free enterprise. When introducing
it Mr. Diver said it would promote free
enterprise, and that that was the reason
for its introduction.

Hon. F. R. H. Lavery: If there is one
member who supports free enterprise, it is
Mr. Diver.

Hon. H1. HEARN; If the hon. member
would like to make this speech, I will sit
down.

Hon. R. R. H. Lavery: Do not try to be
funny!

The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon. H. HEARN: The notice con-

tinues--
(3) No new installation of an

industrial or commercial pump
should be made for less than a
proved gallonage of 750 a month.
such gallonage being used only
in the vehicles registered in the
name of the person or firm op-
erating such pump or pumps.

(4) No established non-reseller
pump should be re-serviced if
showing less than a proved gal-
lonage of 500 a month.

(5) Direct supplies of motor oil
to industrial or commercial users
not to be made unless the con-
sumer is capable of qualifying
for a pump.

(6) No direct supplies of petrol
or oil should be made to marginal
class primary producers who oper-
ate only one or two vehicles and
do not use these lines in direct
production.

(7) Conditions of sale to be re-
affirmed with wholesale supplying
companies to control any tend-
ency towards Price-cutting or giv-
ing discounts, and where practic-
able such conditions to be applied
also in country centres and dist-
ricts.

Hon. L. C. Diver: Is that the dictates of
the major oil companies?

Hon. H. HEARN: It is a circular to ser-
vice stations dated the 28th June 1946. It
is the original copy, and I can prove It.
It continues--

(8) Resellers should offer for
sale only first and super grades of
oil.

(9) The total elimination of re-
tail sales of petrol by oil company
depots and agencies.

So it can be seen that if the oil company
has a big depot, according to this associ-
ation it dare not sell petrol to anyone
but the service association. The notice
continues--

Our plan is one which embraces
legitimate requirements and cannot
be construed as other than entirely
reasonable from the viewpoint of
wholesale suppliers.

When pool ceases to operate we
recommend that-

(a) all resellers should, at first,
offer at least equivalent facili-
ties as applied pre-war to the
companies with whom they
trade to reintroduce the bal-
ance of marketing;

I think that is very generous of them.
To continue-

(b) any action not in accord with
our policy taken by any com-
pany be immediately reported.
preferably in writing to this
office.

(c) any credit extensions offered,
particularly with regard to
bulk deliveries of petrol, be
avoided in order to maintain
the mast complete indepen-
dence.

ECOUNCrLL.]2174
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(d) between general meetings the
advices which may be con-
veyed by circular, through
zone meetings or by other
recognised means, should be
fully heeded, and where nee-
essary, given effect to.

Your executive wants to be in pos-
session of the fullest particulars when
it comes to the time for negotiation or
action.

As a personal appeal will you please
fill in the attached survey form and
return.

Please do It now.
If you know your district as you

should, this survey will take you per-
haps half an hour. Try and work out
how many hours the executive devotes
to your welfare.

A. 0. Callcott,
President.

S. H. Hearne,
General Secretary.

On the 9th September. 1946, the Service
Station Association sent the following
letter to J. 0. Murray, Esq., Chairman,
Oil Industry Advisory and Consultative
Committee. c/o Vacuum Oil Company
Pty. Ltd., St. Georges House. St. George's
Terrace, Perth:-

Trading Policy.

Enclosed herewith are tear sheets
from the current publication of our
official journal and covering articles
titled "What Constitutes Boycott?"
and "Determined Re-affirming of
Policy." These editorials define the
policy of this association with regard
to trading practices.

We are certain that, having studied
the facts set out, you will agree that
the advice communicated to us by
telephone on the 15th August by your-
self as Chairman of the Oil Industry
Committee was a determination based
on Incorrect assumption.

It will be obvious that the imple-
menting of satisfactory conditions
throughout the trade must be jeopar-
dised unless your committee Is pre-
axed to withdraw its decision, as con-
veyed by telephone, reinstate such
arrangements and understandings as
previously existed and resume nego-
tiations with the object of making
complete the overall conditions of
marketing essential to stabilised trad-
ing.

Yours faithfully,
S. H. Hearne.

General Secretary.
[76]

I am not going to read all of this article.
There are a few pages of it. I do not
wish to delay the House, because Mr.
Lavery wants to speak, and we are trying
to finish the session.

Hon. F. R. H. Lavery: You are a gentle-
man, are you not?

Hon. H. HEARN: I want to refer to
one or two Paragraphs from this article.
The first quotation is as follows:-

Supplies to Primary Producers.
"I am directed by my executive to

convey to you a proposal in respect
of the marketing of oils and other
Products to qualified primary produ-
cers in the metropolitan and marginal
areas.

"It is considered that if supplies
were directed through resellers, the
interests of all companies would be
fully protected by introducing a system
whereby the orders would be placed
with the garages by or in the name of
the supplying company and that the
garages should be responsible for sup-
Plying the goods at the recognised
Prices applicable to primary producers.
The goods would be invoiced to
garages at the current garage rates.
This would mean that garage prop-
rietors wvould have the responsibility
of handling the goods on a profit basis,
being the difference between the
garage and primary Producer rates.

"Briefly, the foregoing outlines the
Proposal and we would appreciate
making this item the subject of special
consideration at the next conference
between the oil industry and our rep-
resentatives."

The foregoing communications were de-
livered by hand to each of the respective
companies before 10 a.m. on the 15th
August.

The assumption of "boycott" being
supported by the association was ob-
voiusly based on. the knowledge that a
certain few resellers including some mem-
hers of' the association, of their own
volition, bad been in touch with the oil
company.

Should anyone have any time to go
through these three or four Pages, he will
see that the article is very illuminating. If
we could get the same conditions in some
other trades, then-at least speaking for
my own-I would be very happy. That
was the attitude in the days when ser-
vice stations were really in control of the
oil companies. Here is a letter sent to
the Liquid Fuiel Control Board, Box C. 130,
G.PO., Perth, on the 19th December,

Dear Sir,
Spargo & McDonald, West Perth.
With regard to the application from

the above persons for motor spirit
retailers licence to be associated with



a repair business at the corner of
Sutherland and Bunning-sts., West
Perth, my association opposes the
granting of such licence.

Several applications from other
parties operating repair shops in the
immediate vicinity have been already
rejected and it is not considered that
the present applicants are entitled to
any different consideration.

That was at a time when people were
coming back from the war and rehabili-
tating themselves, and that was the atti-
tude of people who today are grumbling
about the agreement which they entered
into voluntarily and are talking about
how badly they have been treated by the
oil companies. Here is another letter ad-
dressed to the same place and reading
as follows : -

Dear Sir,
Coote's Garage, Maddington.

Regarding the above application for
liquid fuel reseller's licence this
association considers the installation
of new outlets is not warranted, as
the district is already very reasonably
catered for.

Here is another letter widening the grip
they were trying to get on the industry
at that time. It is frein the Service Sta-
tion Association to the Neptune Oil Com-
pany and reads as follows:-

State Manager,
Neptune Oil Company,

209 St. George's-ter., Perth.

Dear Sir,
My association is concerned with

the general supply of oil in gallon lots
to general stores for re-sale.

just think of their sending a note like
that to the oil companies saying they were
not within their rights to distribute their
products through recognised legitimate
channels!I

In our opinion in towns where the
needs of the motoring public are
catered for by service stations this
should not be ncessary and I would
be obliged if You would let me have
a statement of your policy in rela-
tion thereto.

SO I could go on quoting other examples
to show to the House the position as it
existed and how those people, who have
asked us to legislate to make it Possible
for them to gradually again get hold of
the Industry conducted themselves, and
how they regarded anyone who wanted to
enter the industry, Is it any wonder that
the oil companies--the same as any other
business people looking for development
and extension would have done-had to
take some action.

What did they do? It is all history. It
forms part of an international scheme of
petrol distribution. If there is any mem-
ber in this H-ouse who can prove that we
are not getting better service today than
we received in the days when the Service
Station Association, now the Automobile
Chamber of Commerce, was in control of
the situation, I would be prepared to
listen to him.

I believe, with Mr. Craig, that if the
Bill goes through, it will be very difficult
to police; and, with other speakers, I am
warning the garages that, within a few
years, they will be very sorry they en-
deavoured to get this legislation on thl#
statute book. I oppose the second reading.

tThe Deputy President took the Chair.]

HON. A. R. JONES (Midland) [4.39]:
I wish briefly to make some observations,
but not necessarily to say that I will sup-
port or oppose the Bill. I would like to
point out the features that appeal to me.
It was not my intention to speak on the
matter, because I felt that I knew in-
sufficient of it to express an opinion on
the floor of the House. I decided that I
would listen to the speeches from either
side and then make up my mind on the
matter.

I have risen because I want to hear
what supporters of the Bill, apart from
MY colleague who introduced It, have to
say in favour of it. We have had only
one speech in addition to his favouring
the measure, and that was not informa-
tive. I can only judge from the interiec-
tions that have been made that certain
members on the opposite side of the House
intend to support the Bill. To them I sug-
gest that if they strongly favour it, they
should tell people like myself-who have
not made up their minds-why they sup-
port it. Let us hear the strength of their
argument. If I believed strongly in some-
thing, and a debate such as this took
place on it I1 would be only too happy to
express my view in order that I might
influence somebody else to make up his
mind.

I still want to hear something con-
clusive from those people who support the
measure. In Introducing the Bill, Mr.
Diver spoke from notes obviously pre-
pared by somebody else-probably by the
person who submitted the legislation in
another place. He was rather hesitant,
in my opinion, and not very definite in
some of the arguments he Put forward. if
he had prepared the speech himself, I
have no doubt he would have presented
the case to us with the same confidence
with which he has submitted other mat-
ters.

Apart from his speech, we have had
nothing from anybody else who supports
the Bill. By interjection. Mr. Lavery has
indicated that he intends to agree to the
second reading; and Mrs. Hutehison and
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Mr. Darker have also indicated a similar
intention. I would Mie to know what
strength they can impart to this debate.

HON. F. R. H. LAYER? (West) [4.42):
The Bill has probably brought more life
to this Chamber than any other introduced
this session. I1 would like to deal with it in
an entirely different manner from that
adopted by some who have spoken in
opposition to it.

Firstly, I wish to congratulate Mr. Diver
on having introduced the measure so that
we might discuss its pros and cons and
record a sensible vote. I would also con-
gratulate Mr. Simpson who put the case
for the oil companies in a fair and un-
dramatic way.

Before voicing my support of the measure
I would like to make one or two observa-
tions, and I do so without fear of the con-
sequences. It is all very well for members
to speak for or against the measure here,
and it is all very well for them to say that
this is a House of review, and to state a
case, before Parliament, on behalf of cer-
tain people. But there is such a thing as
speaking with goodwill when in opposition
to those who are stating a case. I resent
very much Mr. Hearn's method of attack-
ing this subject. I resent his Innuendoes
as to how long he would be able to stay
here to listen to me following on what he
had to say.

Ron. H. Hearn: I never made any in-
nuendoes concerning that: I would like you
to withdraw that statement.

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! I
ask the hon. member to continue.

Hon. F. R, H. LAVERY: When I first
came into this Chamber I was told that
lions and lionesses were tamed when they
came here. I have taken a lot of taming,
and I1 will not be tamed by that kind of
attempt to break a case.

Hon. H. Hearn; I would like-
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! I

ask the hon. member to resume his seat.
Hon. H. Rearn: Would Mr. Lavery, in a

few words, explain the innuendoes and
method I have tried to adopt to break his
case?

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: I do not
think Mr. Lavery has mentioned the hon.
member's name.

I-on. H. Hearn: Yes; he did.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: I do not

think that in the circumnstances there is
a~ny need to withdraw and I ask Mr.
Lavery to continue.

Hon. F. R. H. LAVERY: It has been
stated by those in opposition to the Bill
that it will bring about certain restrictions
of trade, and certain restrictions Inasmuch
as the garage proprietors desire to restrict
the oil companies in their trading prin-
ciples. To a point, that could be correct.

There are three main clauses in the Bill
-Clauses 4, 5 and 6-and Clause 4 pro-
Poses to prevent the companies from giv-
ing concessions to garage proprietors in the
way of either purchasing their properties
or Paying a cash bonus, as a prerequisite,
to those people wanting one brand. Clause
5 suggests that the wholesaler will commit
an offence if he ref uses to supply his pro-
duct to any garage which desires to
purchase from him. Clause 6 refutes the
matter of repudiation, as was suggested by
Dr. Hislop.
I felt that Dr. His] op was debating
the Bill at a very high standard. He sug-
gested that when the garage proprietors
went one-brand in 1951, some considerable
sums of money changed hands, in some
cases to purchase the garages outright,
and in others as a result of the pro-
prietors going one-brand.

Since the hon. member made those re-
marks. I have checked up fully, and the
information I have is that what he said
is not correct so far as Western Australia
is concerned. At that time the Common-
wealth Off Refineries-for which I had the
honour to work for a period of 14 year--
was not in the little joke of purchasing
a station for one-brand; and when I say,
"joke" I do niot speak disparagingly.

The Garage Proprietors' Association
met and two of its members suggested
that the proposal put forward by the oil
companies to go one-brand should be ac-
cepted. One leading garage owner of long-
standing repute in this city-probably one
of the earliest garage proprietors-opposed
the proposal because, just prior to this, the
members of the Garage Proprietors' Asso-
ciation in Victoria stood up and fought
for themselves. The Victorian men or-
ganised themselves with the result that
the oil companies in this State took over
the garages as one-brand service stations
at an approximate cost of £250,000 less
than what it cost them to take over the
garages in Victoria.

The point I amn making is that the
garage proprietors here were promised-
some verbally and some in writing-that
if they went one-brand, their stations would
not look back. They were told that the
assistance the companies would give in
building up their business and maintain-
ing it at a high standard would be all-
embracing and of great magnitude. I un-
derstand that a number of garages sold
out completely, and that some of the figures
were very high.

H-on. H. K. Watson: Not a normal price.
Hon. F. R. H. LAVERY: At that time

the service stations were bought by land
agents acting for the oil companies.

Hon. H. Hearn: That would be the
obvious way to acquire them.

Hon. F. R. H. LAVERY: At that time.
petrol rationing was just easing off. De-
spite what Mr. Hearn said about the
garage proprietors' attempts to organise
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and put pressure on the oil companies,
they had been through a difficult time of
rationing. Also, a number of garage pro-
prietors, prior to rationing coming into
existence, had received credit from the
companies; and under the pool system, had
to pay cash. Some found it difficult to get
the cash in from their customers during
the war, with the result that quite a few
were happy to get out of the game by re-
ceiving a reasonable price for their busi-
nesses; whereas the others-this is an as-
sumption of mine, and not a statement
from the garage owners-apparently
thought that the price offered to them to
go one-brand would give them a reason-
able return.

Instead of having three or four tankers
coming in at different times of the day,
and each time having to knock off from
their other work and take dips, and then
go back and count up the petrol rationing
tickets, they would be supplied by one
tanker at less frequent intervals. These
men were a little browbeaten from the
rough handling they had received through
the rationing period; but no less brow-
beaten than were some of the drivers for
the companies.

The garage-owners who spoke to me a
few days before the changeover took place
said, "We will not be requiring any more
C.O.R. petrol," thus placing the company
for which I worked in an awkward posi-
tion. The three major companies-Shell.
Caltex and Vacuum-had stolen a march
on the other company: and, because
C.O.R. was a semi-governmental instru-
mentality, the Garage Proprietors' Asso-
ciation, as a result of the Chifley Govern-
ment having carried on the rationing of
petrol for a period longer than they con-
sidered necessary, showed some hostility to
it. So we found that within a few days a
number of our drivers had no work to do.
In answering Mr. Jones, I could go on
for hours telling the story of what hap-
pened in the early part of the scheme.

Hon. Sir Charles Latham: We are in-
terested in it; go on.

Hon. F. R. H. [AVERY: I could pro-
bably make some statements that were
not actually correct, because they were
made second-hand to me. I suggest to
Dr. Hislop that the statements made to
him that some garage proprietors received
fabulous sums amounting to £5,000 and
£6,000-

Hon. J. G. Hislop: More.

Hon. H. K. Watson: £20,000.

Hon. F. R. H. LAVERY: -for changing
over to one brand, would not be correct.
What happened was that these stations
changed hands completely and the pro-
prietors then became licensees from the
company. At the present time the Shell
Co. Is building a garage in Mosman Park
right alongside that of another company.

The estimated cost of the station is £15,000
to £18,000; and the company has only
leased the land on which the garage is
erected, from the Church of England
Dioecese for 21 years. It has not even
bought the land.

The Windsor garage changed hands and
went to the Vacuum oil Company after
having been a varied-brand station. I
shall quote the figure at which the station
was transferred; but, as I said before, it
may not be quite correct because it was
given second-hand to me. The price
quoted at that time was £37,000, and it
was a public statement. it could, or could
not, be correct.

The statement made by Dr. Hislop that
these stations entered into an agreement
with the oil companies and are now seek-
ing to repudiate it, is not correct. Most
of the agreements entered into 'wvere for
only a three-year term. I know that one
garage in the territory where I delivered
petrol entered into a contract for five
years. Most of these contracts are com-
pleted. or are about to be completed.

Apparently the Automobile Chamber of
Commerce feels now that a number of
stations are becoming dissatisfied and wish
to change. They do not wish to put in a
multiple set of pumps--I do not think
anybody desires that-but to change their
company. They have honoured their
agreement; they have completed their
three-year lease.

One garage-owner in my district at-
tempted to pay for his own pump-some-
thing unheard-of in the petrol industry
in this State except when a private in-
dividual installs a pump for industrial
purposes. To my knowledge, it was un-
heard-of for a man to pay for his own
pump, at least right up to the middle of
1952; but beyond that I cannot say. This
particular man has completed his contract
and has now told his wholesaler that he
wants to change to another company. He
approached the other companies and they
refused to supply him. That is the reason
for this Bill.

After the commencement of the one-
brand system, the Commonwealth oil Re-
fineries did not enter into the agreement
made between the other oil companies; It
told the group of companies that it would
remain independent. It would still have
been independent in this State had it not
been for head office in the Eastern States.
It would have honoured its contract.

There is an unwritten law or a written
agreement among the oil companies to
the effect that a company will make de-
liveries only to a garage that has its own
pumps installed; and In no circumstances
is another company allowed to supply that
garage with petrol, or even to operate in
that area if it is being served by another
company. This Industry is bristling with
internal wrangles and is beset with many
difficulties.
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Being loyal to the company that I
worked with, I said to several garage pro-
prietors who were contemplating one-
brand marketing, "I do not know much
about this subject, but you will rue the
day if you seek a change." And they
have. They expected that they would be
able to obtain their supplies from any
company they favoured.

I would like to point out that whenever
I have been referring to oil companies I
have been speaking about petrol reselling.
Today, we have an independent oil com-
pany in this State. The position now is
that if any garage proprietor wished to
stock the brand of oil sold by that com-
pany-and many garage proprietors desire
to stack it-he could not do so except
under the lap; and if he did that, he
would be committing a breach of his con-
tract. However, there is no doubt that
many breaches of contract are being made.

In the agreements that were signed
initially, there was a clause which pro-
vided for a 12-month or three-year term,
and also one which stipulated that the
contract could terminate on 48 hours'
notice being given by either party. I know
of one man who had a garage on Canning
Highway at Applecross, and he was given
only five days' notice to quit his business.
He said to the company, "That is impos-
sible. I have a staff to pay and I cannot
obtain the money for their wages until
their pay day arrives. Those men are paid
under an Arbitration Court award." That
company, in its generosity, eventually al-
lowed him three weeks to quit his pre-
mises, but he difinitely had to get out.

A number of stations that are company-
owned, were instanced by Mr. Simpson.
In 1951 there were 178 service stations in
the metropolitan area, and at present there
are 350, which Is an increase of 90 per
cent. Among that group of service stations
there are some which are on sites which
the Commonwealth Oil Refineries and the
Ampol Petroleum Company had to pur-
chase before garages could be erected be-
cause in the first instance there were no
garages for them to take over when one-
brand marketing was introduced.

The result is that the Ampol Petroleum
Company has had to purchase many garage
sites, and in many instances has had to
pull down the houses which were erected
on them, so that it could build the ser-
vice stations.

Hon. J. 0. Hislop: Does that not show
that the garage proprietors are rather
anxious to accept the offers made by the
oil companies to purchase their busi-
nesses?

Hon. P. Rt. H. LAVERY: As I said be-
fore, the garage proprietors were so sick
and tired-

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! I
ask the lady in the gallery to resume her
seat, Please.

Hon. F. ft. H. LAVERY: The garage
Proprietors were so sick. and tired of the
system that had been in operation pre-
viously for eight or nine years that when
these offers from the oil companies were
made to them to sell only one brand of
petrol, they accepted them because they
thought that it would mean an improve-
ment. However, they have been dis-
ilusioned.

I will admit that some garage proprietors
have done well under the one-brand
markceting system and are better off; but
in the majority of cases, the garage pro-
prietors are not happy about the position.

Hon. Sir Charles Latham: Is that why
they want this legislation?

Hon. F. ft. H. LAVERY: The Ampol
Petroleum Company at present has 26 ser-
vice stations. Of those, 24-or 96 per
cent.-are completely owned by the com-
pany.

Hon. J7. G. Hislop: Do you mean to
suggest to this House that these petrol
resellers have entered into agreements with
the oil companies and that now, because
they are disillusioned, they want this legis-
lation to remove that disillusionment?

Hon. F. ft. H. LAVERY: I ALM only
making the point that they have now
terminated their contracts with the oil
companies; and, having done so, a number
of them, being dissatisfied with their
present position, would like to enter into
a contract with another company. How-
ever, because there is a tied-house system
among the oil companies, the resellers can-
not enter into a new contract with a com-
pany other than the one with which they
are now trading. Therefore, a reseller has
only two alternatives; he can either re-
main in his business under the present
set-up, or he can quit. In putting that
question, Dr. Hislop's motive Is an attempt
to show that the legislation now before us
is not fair and reasonable.

Hon. J. 0. Hislop: It has no consider-
ation for the Public, but is designed purely
to assist the resellers.

Hon. P. Rt. H. LAVERY: I disagree with
that contention. I know of no businessman
who is completely satisfied; but if the
garage proprietors are assured that they
will get a better deal by switching to an-
other oil company, I am certain that they
will give better service to the public, be-
cause perhaps then they would have a
reasonable chance of making a decent
living.

In 1946-the year that Mr. Hearn was
quoting so freely-although the war had
been over for approximately 12 months,
no one had settled down In business. It
could be stated that at that time the
business of garage proprietors would have
been at its lowest ebb. Since then, through
their organisation-the Automobile Cham-
ber of Commerce-they have made more
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headway. That organisation is actually
their union in the same way as the em-
ployers' union is the Employers' Federa-
tion and the union of the transport
workers is the Transport Workers' Union.
The Automobile Chamber of Commerce
bas attempted to improve the position of
its members.

The reason It is supporting this legis-
lation can be summed up in four para-
graphs of a long letter which I have before
me. It Is dated the 14th October and is
addressed to me from the Automobile
Chamber of Commerce. The letter sets
out a great deal of extraneous matter,
following which these words appear-

These economies of course to be
reasonable should affect not only the
oil companies, but the consumer and
the service station proprietor himself.

In this regard it is most import-
ant to note that one-brand petrol
selling was to be a voluntary scheme.
and the petrol reseller5 themselves
were to remain free and independent
businessmen, able to make up their
own minds about their businesses and
the way in which they run them.

Both of those conditions have not been
observed. The following paragraph
reads-

After single-brand marketing had
been successfully introduced on the
majority of service stations, the oil
companies Australia wide, agreed
among themselves they would not
supply or sell petroleum products to
a Service station marketing another
brand. This arrangement despite the
fact that their publicity assures us
the oil industry Is highly competitive.

Hon. J. G. Hislop: if that is so, does
the company which is already supplying
petrol have to remove its pump at its own
expense and another company install its
pump at its expense? How does the
system work?

Hon. F. R. H. LAVERY: The system
that was foliowed when I was working in
the industry was that, if the 0..,
wanted to take over a certain pump, it
entered into an arrangement with the
company already supplying petrol to that
Pump to take the bowser over and service
It, I should say that the same would
apply to all companies.

If the Caltex oil company agreed that
the Shell oil company could take over its
PUMPS, a Similar arrangement would be
entered into, and there would be no lass,
as far as equipment was concerned, to the
Caltex company. The cost of the equlp-
ment used for the retailing of motor spirit
in this State would amount to approxi-
mately E5,0OG.00O or £50.O0.DO-perhaps
it would be even greater-and this equip-
ment Is owned by the oil companies.

Hon. J. 0. Hislop: What would happen
in the case where a company owned the
service station and the lessee wanted to
change to another brand?

Hon. P. R. H. LAVERY: I should say
that he would not have a chance. The
Ampol Petroleum Company would not
allow any one of the resellers operating
a service station owned by it to sell an-
other brand. A great number of these
service stations are lessee-owned and not
company-owned. I will now continue to
quote from this letter as follows:-

This arrangement between the oil
companies removed the one-brand
scheme voluntary one, to a virtually
"tied" system in the petrol retailing
field.

The Bill introduced by Mr. Oldfield
is, of course, mainly an effort to break
this "tied' scheme,

At this stage, I wish to state that I
have no axe to grind on behalf of the
oil companies or the garage proprietors;
but I support the principle that we should
not-as suggested by Mr. Roche the other
night-allow any group of companies to
form themselves into a tied house in a
free country such as Western Australia.
Therefore, it gives me pleasure to try to
assist the trade in the breaking of this
monopoly. I may or may not be able to
do so, but I shall do my best. The letter
continues-

It is an effort to give the service
station operator economic justice so
that he (although a small trader) will
be able to run his business according
to his wishes, and not according to
the dictates of his wholesale supplier.

I do not believe in the last phrase-"'not
according to the dictates of his whole-
sale Supplier", because the wholesaler bas
some rights, The letter continues--

In speaking of this restraint of trade,
or this refusal by oil companies to
supply, we must stress that there Is
written evidence that the companies
will refuse to supply another com-
pany's brand station, and this applies
whether or not a proprietor is a free-
hold or independent owner.

This extract answers Dr. Hislop's question
by Indicating that this applies whether or
not a proprietor is a freehold or inde-
pendent owner.

I would like to quote one or two Items
referred to in the debate. The question of
goodwill was brought up. Most people con-
sider that when a person takes over a
business from another, there is a certain
amount of goodwill. I shall read an ex-
tract, which will show the type of good-
will that exists in the industry. On the
front page of the "Weekly Trade Gazette",
of the 3rd February, 1955, this appears-

Anderson, Murray Geddes. 2 vic-
toria St., Mosman Park (Licensee)-
With Caltex Oil (Aust.) Pty. LWd.
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(Licensor) - The licensor hereby
grants the licensee a licence to use
Portion Swam Locn. 36, with brick
building, comprising office, showroom.
lubritorium, store-room and toilets.
Plants. etc., for 12 months from 28th
Jan., 1955, and thereafter until deter-
mined at the monthly licence fee of
£74. mhe licensor also leases the good-
Will of the said business to the licensee
at the monthly rental of £19 15s,.
2043.

This was a brand-new service station
that had never sold a gallon of petrol when
the agreement was made. Where was the
£19 15s. worth of goodwill attached to it?
Why did the company not charge the
lessee £93 15s. rent? I quote another
example from the "Weekly Trade Gazette".
of the 17th February, 1955, page 3-

Buck, John Vincent, Lubritoriuni
Operator, 32 Lawley St., Osborne Park,
and Stockden, Malcolm Patrick, Clerk,
111 Angove St., N. Perth (Licencees)
-With Caltex Oil (Aust.) Pty. LW.
(The licensor) -hereby grants the
licensees a licence to use portions of
Swan Locn. X. with brick building
comprising office, showroom, lubri-
toriuin, store-room and toilets, plant,
etc., for 12 months and thereafter until
determined at monthly licence fee of
E40.-3308.

There is nothing about goodwill.
One of the points raised In opposition

by the Chamber of Commerce to these
agreements is that they are not uniform.
it must be realised that these are not
leases. One member has referred to them
as leases, and another as licences. Ob-
jection was taken to the word "licence",
being In Bill. In fact, these are licences
issued by the companies. In some cases,
they do not see out the full time; because,
as I said some time ago, the number of
garages that change hands these days is
terrific.

Another point which the association is
worried about is that when the companies
purchase the control of the industry, it
must be admitted that, a a whole, they are
taking control of the garages and instal-
lations, although there might be a small
percentage that are not taken over.

In answer to a point raised by Dr. His-
lop, the value of petrol stations today has
gone down considerably. If a garage pro-
prietor were to approach a bank for fin-
ance with his garage as a security, for
which he Paid a high figure a few
years ago, the bank would not be in-
terested.

Hon. H. Hearn: That also applies to
furniture stores.

Hon. F. R,. H. LAVERY: That applies to
many businesses, but particularly to this
industry.

Hon. J. G. Hislop: When you refer to
£93 rental a month, does it not constitute
bank interest for the use of the buildings
and the service station?

Hon. F, ft. H. LAVERY: I am not going
to argue about the amount charged by
the company. If the company had
charged £93 1s. rent a month, I would
have had no objection. What I am ob-
jecting to is the breaking up of the rental
into £74 as rent, and Ei9 15s. as goodwill
which does not exist.

Hon. H. K. Watson: That is no different
from the breaking up of your Parlia-
mentary salary into allowances and ex-
penlses.

Hon. F. ft. H. LAVERY: That is just
what the hon. member would think is
correct, but I do not agree with him. To
sum up what I have said, Clauses 4, 5 and
6 are the substance of the Blill. They do
not compel the oil companies, so far as I
understand from the Bill, to do anything
other than to trade freely. Sir Charles
Latham made great play on the point-
and so did other members-that the Bill
was introduced by a Private member. All
I have to say is that it gives me great
pleasure to support it.

Hon. Sir Charles Latham: Because the
Government was afraid to introduce it.

Hon. P. R. H. LAVERY: Recently,
the Leader of the Country Party in an-
other place also Introduced a private mem-
ber's Bill to control monopolies. If it is
good enough to do that in another place,
it is good enough here. The tale that the
public is not interested is not quite cor-
rect. The garage proprietors have made
available to me certain information con-
tamned In a document before me. They
have done so because they are interested.
The oil companies did not approach me,
drop me a note, or ring me, but left it to
Mr. Hearn to present their case. He has
done so, and I hope I have successfully put
forward the case for the garage pro-
prietors.

HON. Rt. F. HUTCHISON (Suburban)
[5.25]: I am supporting this Bill solely
on the ground that I believe there is a
move by a monopoly to get a hold in this
State. It has established a hold in the
U.S.A., and it is trying to do so here.
There must always be misery, inequality
and loss of freedom when that takes place.
It Is indeed a bad thing when we see
freedom of trade being filched away by
monopolies. It is an unhealthy situation
for any young country to be in.

The Bill has my support because I be-
lieve it would not have been introduced
If there had not been some real grievance
on the part of petrol resellers who tried
to bring their case forward to the public.
I have received many messages from them,
and almost every day my telephone rings,
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and to say that Petrol resellers are not
really concerned is not true. I know they
have grievances.

In spite of what Sir Charles Latham has
said, I know of no better place to air those
grievances than in this Parliament. I do
not pretend to know all about their griev-
ances, but I do know the pressure that
has been exerted on those men; when they
signed the contracts they virtually signed
their death warrants in this business.

Hon. Sir Charles Latham: The hon.
member-

Hon. R. P. HUTCHISON: I let the
hon. member have his say without inter-
ruption, although I had reason for inter-
jecting because he made statements true
to his usual form. These petrol resellers
have their grievances, and I shall always
raise my voice against monopolies and car-
tels, especially when they are attempting
to establish a hold in a young country
where money is flowing in but is being
tied up. Everything I said in the debate
on the Prices Control Hill applies here in
that control is exerted at the source.

I am supporting the Bill in its present
form because I believe there is this body
of men who are unable to bring their
grievances to the public light except
through Parliament. I can see no objec-
tion whatsoever to a private member intro-
ducing such a Bill. I shall always stand
up and speak for any minority in the com-
munity if it has any grievances. I sup-
Port the second reading.

HON. L. A. LOGAN (Midland) [5.28):
For the last month I have been in search
of the truth on this topic, so that I could
make up my mind as to how I should vote
on the Bill. It is an axiom I learnt
early in my adult life that where a squab-
ble takes Place between a man and his
wife one must not interfere; otherwise one
will be in strife. That axiom can be ap-
Plied to the Bill.

Here there are two bodies engaged in
the oil industry: one on the retail side,
and one on the wholesale side. They are
both very important to the manufacture,
refining and sale of Petroleum products.
One cannot do without the other, and the
public cannot do without both.

I regret to see Parliament being asked
to arbitrate between these two sections
of the industry. I do not think it is right
to ask Parliament to do so. But because
we have been asked; because there is a
Bill before this House: and because we
have to declare ourselves one way or the
other, I have been forced to make up my
mind on this matter. That was the reason
for my searching for the truth.

I know that in the first place it was one
company that tried to introduce one-brand
stations. It endeavoured to sign as many
contracts as Possible throughout the State
and acquired Picked Positions for the trade.
Because the news leaked out a little too

soon for that company, the other com-
panies started only eight hours behind.
Consequently, the original company did
not gain the advantage it expected. From
the point of view of motorists I think we
have to admit that the one-brand stations
have been to their advantage. I know
that early in the piece, quite a few ser-
vice-station operators were quite happy
about the arrangement, and were prepared
to receive emoluments from the companies
for selling one-brand petrol: and in my
opinion they have no right now to ask
that their agreements should be altered.

The year 1952 witnessed the beginning
of the one-brand Petrol stations. As a
lot of the agreements were for a period
of only three years. they must be expir-
ing this year, and I presume that it is
these station-owners who are endeavour-
Ing to get this Bill passed by Parliament.
The introduction of the measure has led
to a considerable amount of lobbying and
outside Pressure, and this has not come
from one side only.

When Mr. Willmott was speaking, an
interjector implied that the telegrams he
had received from service-station oper-
ators in his province to the effect that
these men were quite satisfied with one-
brand selling were inspired by the oil comn-
panics. I do not doubt that for a moment,
because I have received telegrams from
operators in my province stating that they
were satisfied with one-brand selling; and.
when questioned they admitted that the
company had asked them to say so. In
a circular sent to petrol resellers, appears
the following Paragraph:-

Many thanks from the executive
incidentally for the splendid manner
in which our members and Indeed
many non-members co-operated in
contacting their local members of
Parliament asking them to support
the Bill in question.

Thus it is useless to accuse one side of
doing certain things and claiming that
the other side is innocent.

I-on. P. R. H. Lavery: Both sides have
that right.

Hon. L. A. LOGAN: Quite so; but the
interjector implied that the telegram had
been inspired from only one side. I am
pointing out that both are equally con-
cerned.

If this Bill becomes law and one man
iable to induce a company to sell another

brand of petrol in the station he is operat-
ing, I am fearful of the result, because
every company will then embark on a mad
scheme to put In their brands of petrol,
and so we shall revert to the former
chaotic conditions.

Where there are very few service sta-
tions and the same companies supplying
one reseller, we can imagine his having
not one or two pumps for the two grades
of petrol but six pumps lined up, one for
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nocb compvay. In some places-patien-
larly the port areas--all the petrol comes
from o company and in one place that
I have especially in mind, It is all petrol
that hras been refined at Swlnana. So
it would result in tanks being installed
'underground and pumps on top to serve
the same petrol through all the different
pumps. That is what would happen.

If the service station operators whose
lea-ses are expiring or about to expire now
get away with this legislation, what will
be the position of the operators who have
leases with 12 or 18 months to run?

Hon. F. R. H. Lavery: They are not re-
pudiating their leases.

Hon. L. A. LOGAN: I am not saying that
they are. What I am saying is that if the
operators with leases expiring now are
allowed to become multiple-brand sta-
tions, they will have an unfair advantage
over those stations with leases unexpired,
and those people will be left out in the
cold. Consequently, we shall have one
set of these fellows trying to outdo the
others, although they are all members of
the one organisation. That is one reason
why I say that this trouble could have
been settled outside instead of being
brought to Parliament.

One of the red herrings drawn across the
trail has been in regard to the painting of
the service stations. I should like to know
who is going to be responsible for the paint-
ing if six companies are operating through
the one station. None of them would sub-
scribe to Painting a station that was likely
to give the petrol of a rival company any
advantage. Therefore the station operator
himself would have to do the painting, and
that is the only scheme that could be put
into effect without giving one company an
advantage over another.

I dare say that other members have re-
ceived the results of the Gallup poll, an
arganisation that claims to secure within
2 per cent. of acouracy, although it might
be Possible to get a different conclusion
if the questions were put in a different way.
Some of the questions, however, could
scarcely be put in another way. One ques-
tion asked, together with the answers,
was-

Do you always find it easy to get
the brand of petrol you want? Yes,
97.5 per cent.; No. 2.5 per cent.

That goes to show that the service the
stations are giving today is approved by
almost 100 per cent. of the resellers. For
the real reason behind the introduction
of this legislation. I shall quote a ques-
tion put to motorists which, with the
answer, was as follows:-

As a motorist. which do you pref Ier:
(a) One-brand stations, 45.8 per

cent.
(b) Multi-brand stations, 38.3 per

cent.
(c) Don't know, 15.8 per cent.

in my opinioni the reason for this Bill is
found in the answer to the following ques-
tion ,

Do you feat an increase in the num-
ber of service station operators? Yes,
77.14 per cent; No, 22.86 per cent.

The operations of this Bill would, in my
opinion restrict new operators from start-
ing because present operators would 9
getting petrol f romn another company se 0h6'
necessity for more outlets would disap-
pear. if these men feel that they are
fighting for a principle, I disagree, be-
cause I believe they are really looking 1fter'
their own interests by endeavoUfing t&'
compel the companies to supply th@fll

Members know my reaction to legislation
of this sort, because earlier in the ses-
s5ion I moved a motion for the disallow-
ance of regulations proposed for petrol sta-
tions in the metropolitan area. So I am
not likely to agree to anything that would
debar an individual from the Opportunity
of starting to operate a service station.
Another question asked, together with the
answers, was--

Do you want one-brand selling abol-
ished? Yes, 31.42 per cent.; No, 54.29
per cent; Would like option. 11.43 per
cent.; Don't know, 2.86 per cent.

Thus we find from the Gallup poll that
out of all of those who are operating ser-
vice stations today, 54 per cent. have never
had experience of multi-brand selling.
Only 45 per cent. had such experience. So
we can take it that the greater percentage
of the service-station operators are new
to the game. They came In during the
existence of the one-brand stations-
mainly. I believe, with the Idea of making
money. They entered the business with
their eyes open, but with the Intention of
making money and getting out quickly.

Nobody can tell me that these leases
were entered into under duress, or that
there was any compulsion on the lessees
to sign them. So I contend that there
was no need whatever for the service
station operators to subscribe to the con-
ditions. What they have done is purely
their own fault far not obtaining advice
before signing the agreement.

I find that much has been said and
many charges and countercharges have
been levied-not only In this House but
also in the lobbies and outside-as to what
goes on between the service-station opera-
tors and the oil companies, and I think It
is up to us to require more information on
this matter. Some of the charge have
been fairly severe, and I consider that we
as members of Parliament called upon to
decide this question have a right to ask
for an explanation of the true position be-
fore we legislate in this way.

Here is one of the charges made in a
circular letter to resellers -

Perhaps, however, our best answer
to this Insidious sabotage by the oil
Industry is for you.
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"Insidious sabotage" is pretty strong
language and that is why I say that these
charges and countercharges are so severe
that we have no right to pass this legisla-
tion until an inquiry has been held into
both sides of the question. If that Is done,
we will have a clearer idea of what we
should do.

I say to the Automobile Chamber of
,ommnerce that if I find, as the result of
Ithat inquiry, that there should be some
Testraint placed on the oil companies, I
will support legislation to that end; but at
the moment I do not feel inclined to buy
into a fight without the information which
would allow me to make up my mind on
the question. .1 have studied this matter
a lot and so far nobody has received any
indication of what my attitude will be, as
I have not been able to decide the correct
answer. Until there is sufficient informa-
tion available in regard to both the
charges and countercharges, I must oppose
the measure.

[The President resumned the Chair.3

HON. A. F. GRIFFITH (Suburban)
(5.46): The history of this question up to
the time of the introduction of this legis-
lation is interesting. As I have not the
personal knowledge, I do not propose to
go through the whole of that history since
the Garage Proprietors' Association had
any form of representation, whether under
its present name or any other; but I would
like to relate, as briefly as I can, that part
of the history of which I have personal
knowledge which came to me when I first
became a member of Parliament.

I was member for Canning in another
place and certain approaches were made
to me by the garage proprietors in my
electorate, who told me some of their dif-
ficulties. I said I felt sympathetic towards
their troubles and would do what I could
to alleviate them. I address these re-
marks to the House with the lull know-
ledge that there are in the gallery certain
gentlemen listening to me, and what I
say is for their benefit as much as that
of "Hansard. "

It will be remembered that legislation
was brought down the year before last
dealing with the trading hours of garages:
and at that time that was the dominant
problem in the minds of service-station
owners generally-or at least the problem
which had been illustrated to me. It was
said that because one garage proprietor
had found a loophole in the Shops and
Factories Act and was able to remain open
for 24 hours a day, if he thought fit, the
legislation should be brought into line to
limit trading hours and prevent a con-
tinuation of the loophole that existed in
the law, in order to equalise the position
of those other garage proprietors who, for
eccnomio reasons, could not afford to keep
their premises3 open for the same hours.

When I entered the dispuite, th~e Im'post-
tion was that the garages should be open
from Monday to Saturday. closing at 12
noon or 1 p.m. on that day, and that they
should not open again until the following
Monday morning. Members will recall the
debate, and no doubt the correspondence
which passed in connection with that ques-
tion. A compromise was suggested. in the
interests of travellers and others, that the
garages should be closed for certain
periods during the week-end but allowed
to open for a brief period on Sunday
.mornings, in the metropolitan area.

Prior to that, approaches had been made
by this association to the Government of
the day--of which I was a supporter- to
bring down legislation for the closing of
garages over the whole week-end. That
Government declined to take any action
because it did not consider it was the
right thing to do.

To my great surprise I found, on the
14th February, 1953, that as candidate for
the seat which I1 held in the name of the
Liberal and Country League I had two
opponents in the field. I had the opponent
who openly supported the Labour Party
and also a certain number of garage pro-
prietors, some of whom sit in the gallery
tonight, and who operated their cars in
order that I should be defeated in the 1953
election.

I am not squealing about being defeated,
as politics Is a game In which one risks
defeat and I accepted the defeat and the
right of those individuals, if they thought
fit, to assist in the campaign against me
in that electorate, because the Opposition
knew that I was one of the most vulnerable
supporters of the Government and could
probably be put out more easily than any-
one else, and they concentrated their
forces upon me.

The other member of the party to which
I1 belong, who received a great deal of
notice at that time, was the present mem-
ber for Maylands, Mr. Oldfield, because
the then Opposition knew that he, too,
was vulnerable in the seat which he held.
It will be remembered that despite their
efforts, he was returned to Parliament by
100-odd votes. The Government changed
and the garage proprietors, through their
organisation, were still determined to see
whether they could get some relief from
a set of conditions which they thought
harsh and unreasonable.

I told them that I still had a certain
sympathy for them and would endeavour
to assist them. It will be recalled that
the year before last a Bill was brought
before this House to amend the Factories
and Shops Act to limit the period of trad-
ing. It passed in another place. By mistake.
no compromise was made, and it came
into this House, and on the vote of the
majority of members was defeated.
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The gsrge proprietors were then back
where they were before. Time went by,
and again I was approached by members
of that organlsatloin, and particularly by
those with whom I was associated in MY
dis t.t the province which I now repre-
sent. A number of meetings were ar-
ranged by the garage Proprietors, and I
was invited to attend one and did so. It
was a well-organised function and a nice
luncheon was provided, and we talked
amicably on the problems of garage pro-
prietors. They will remember that I told
them I was sympathetic towards their
cause; and that if I could help them in
any legislation that was brought down I
was prepared to do so, provided it did
not conflict with my personal or political
principles.

Prior to the time when I spoke, another
member representing the district--he was
also there--to my surprise told the gather-
ing "I know there was a pre-election
promise made in connection with this
matter, and I will support any legislation
that is brought before Parliament to give
you people relief." My surprise amounted
almost to horror to think that a member
of the Labour Party would attend a func-
tion organised by the Garage Proprietors'
Association and assert to them that a
pre-election promise had been made, and
that he would support any legislation
brought down to that end.

Then it was my turn to speak, and some
of those in the gallery will remember that
I told them that while some of them had
embroiled me in one political campaign
and had mixed politics with their business,
I had no intention whatsoever of again
being embroiled in such a political argu-
ment.

The second surprise I got was when,' by
interjection, I asked the Minister for the
North-West whether his Government was
approached to introduce this measure, and
he categorically denied It. I know, and
the people In the gallery know, that the
present Government was asked to bring
down legislation to deal with this problem.
Yet we find a responsible Minister pre-
pared to sit here and deny that these
people asked the Government to give
them some relief, by way of legislation,
to overcome the difficulties under which
they were working.

Hon. R. F. Hutchison:, It is the first
I have heard of it.

Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: I1 know the hon.
member is very voluble and that she hears
about most things and talks about them:,
but the fact that she does not know about
this does not establish in my mind or in
that of anybody else, that what I am
saying is not true.

Hon. R. F. Hutchison: I did not say it
was not true, but that I did not hear
about it.

Hon. A. F. GRVFl~TrH: This Bill, which
Mr. Oldfield as a private member has
brought down on behalf of the Garage
Proprietors' Association, still has a degree
of my sympathy. I think the garage pro-
prietors are endeavouring to run their
businesses under difficulties. They were
successful in getting Mr. Oldfleld to in-
troduce the measure which passed anoth@f
House and is now before us: but it iW
terribly interesting to see what took Place
before the Bill got here and to discover'
-for the last three hours I have been-
wading through "Hansard" reports-*%Wat,
the Government's attitude to the legisla-
tion was. And the Government, from the
Premier down, had not a word to say;
the Government, from the Premier down,
was prepared to sit and listen and let Mr.
Oldfield be caught in this political web,
and was prepared to cast a silent vote on
the Bill so that it would go through.

Hon. F. R. H. Lavery: You have changed
your personal attitude since last Friday.

Hon. A. F. GRIFFIH: How did you
know what my personal attitude was last
Friday?

Hon. F. Rt. H. Lavery: I am challenging
you with it now.

Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: I said; "How
did you know what it was last Friday?"

Hon. F. R. H. Lavery: I am challenging
you to tell us now.

The PRESIDENT; Order!

Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: Mr. Lavery is
the greatest embarrassment that this
Government has in the Legislative Coun-
cil.

Hon. P. R, H. Lavery: Mr. President, I
ask that that remark be withdrawn.

Hon. A. F. GRIFFTrH: I withdraw: he
Is not the greatest embarrassment.

The PRESIDENT; The hon. member
must just withdraw the remark.

Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: I withdraw. Mr.
Lavery has answered my Question. He
knows what my attitude was last Friday
because of the lobbying, the talking and
the badgering which has gone on in this
Chamber in regard to this piece of legis-
lation.

Hon. R. F. Hutchison: What about tell-
Ing us something about the Bill?

Hon. A. P. GRIF'FITH: What about the
hon. member keeping Quiet and letting me
make my own speech! I do not interrupt
her.

Hon. R. F. Hutchison: We want to get
home.

Hon. A. IF. GRIFFITH: Then go home
if you want to!

The PRESIDENT: I must ask the hun.
member to address the Chair.
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Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: I am sure If the
hon. member went home some of us would
be much happier.

H-on. F. R. H. Lavery: You should not
cast reflections on members of this House.

Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: Mr. Lavery
knows what my attitude was; and if he
had listened to my speech earlier, he
would have known that I said that I then
had, and still have some sympathy for the
contents of this Bill. In all my born days,
I have never seen a piece of legislation
upon which there has been so much lob-
bying and so much rushing up and down
the corridors, counting heads and pairing
off.

Hon. F. Rt. H. Lavery: By whom?

Hon. H. K. Watson: Did you say, "pair-
ing off", or "squaring off"?

Hon. A. IF. GRIFFITH: My mouth is
getting a little dry.

The Chief Secretary: Someone wants
you outside.

Ron. A. IF. GRIFFTrH: The Chief
Secretary knows that what I have said is
true. The thing that astounds me in this
Chambpr. the same as it did In another
Chamber, is that no Government scawe-
ment has been made concerning its atti-
tude. The Minister for the North-West
denied that the Government was ap-
proached in regard to the matter, and the
Chief Secretary was not here when I
asked the question. Let me ask th- Chief
Secretary: Was any approach made?

The PRESIDENT: Order! The Chief
Secretary would be out of order if he ans-
wered the question.

The Chief Secretary: The time for
questions without notice has gone.

Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: Mr. President,
I am amused. I am quite a student of
"Hansard" and I am amazed to hear you
say that the Chief Secretary would be
out of order if he interjected. If that is
so, he is out of order on Many occasions.

The PRESIDENT: And the hon. mem-
ber Is out of order on many occasions.

Hon. A. P. GRIFFITH: I am, but two
wrongs do not make a right in this case.
I know that I cannot extract fromt the
Chief Secretary a reply as to whether his
Government made a promise; but silence
in this case is an assertion that he did.

The Chief Secretary: What was the
promise?

Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: That the Gov-
ernment was approached in regard to the
introduction of legislation of this nature.

Hon. A. F. eglzIftH! Then I suggest
the Chief Secretary speak to his Premier.
Speeches that we have heard from Govern-
ment members, in regard to this legisla-
Lion, have been few indeed. As Sir Charles
Latbam said. it will be interesting to see
what happens when the bells ring.

The Minister for the North-West: Did
you not 'want to handle the Bill once?

Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: A few moments
ago Mr. Lavery asked me a question. He
said that I had changed my attitude since
last Friday.

Hon. F. R. H. Lavery: I did not question
you. I said you had.

Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: Now the Min-
ister for the North-West, in typical style.
brings out from the corridor some other
statement that I made because of the
lobbying and mouth-opening that has been
done in connection with this Bill. If the
Minister wants to know, the answer is
"Yes.'

The Minister for the North-West: I
simply asked the question.

Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: Then the answer
Is "Yes." I was prepared to help these
people; and I said, at one stage, that I
would Introduce a Bill in order to help
them.

The Minister for the North-West: That
is all right.

Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: But I did not
think there would be this political gang-up
that has taken place again.

The Minister for the North-West: Or
any pressure.

The Chief Secretary: That is nothing
new in politics.

Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: Nothing new!
It strikes me that it is coming to a pretty
sorry state of affairs. Not long ago we
had legislation before this Chamber, and
I read a letter which I had received from
a man who said, "Support this legislation
or else!" He said, "You will get less votes
if you oppose it than if you vote for it."

The Chief Secretary: I had those letters
29 years ago.

Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: The Chief Secre-
tary has been here longer than I have.
floes it not occur to you, Sir, that if a
private member introduces a Bill he is
subject to pressure; and if he does not do
what the pressure groups tell him to do,
they organise against him in his electorate
when polling day comes along.

The Chief Secretary: They are entitled
to do that if they want to.

Hon. L. Craig: it is dishonest.

Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: They organise
The Chief Secretary: It is the first I against a person if he does not do as

have heard or it. they want him to do.
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*The Chief Secretary: They want a mem-
ber who represents their views, and they
are entitled to take what action they like
to get that member here.

Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: I thought the
Chief Secretary was not allowed to inter-
ject!

The PRESIDENT: I was Just going to
speak to him.

Hon. A. F. ORUFTflH: My answer to
the Chief Secretary's statement is "Rats."
He knows that it is absolute bunk to talk
like that. He knows also that the very
person who has introduced this Bill will
get all the help he wants-

The Minister for the North-West: He
hopes.

Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: -on election day,
and that he is being made the tool of cer-
tain people, some of whom belong to the
Labour Party.

The PRESIDENT: I do not think the
hon. member should cast reflections on any
member, and I ask hint to withdraw. I
think he is making a personal issue of this.

Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: I withdraw.
Hon. ft. F. Hutchison: What about the

Bill?
The PRESIDENT Order!I
Hon. L. C. Diver: I ask the hon. member

to withdraw the statement he made, Mr.
President.

The PRESIDENT: I have already asked
the hon. member to withdraw his state-
ment and he has dnne so.

Hon. L. C. Diver: He did not say to which
member he was referring.

Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: I apologise to
the hon. member. I thought my associa-
tion with him was on much closer terms,
and that he would have realised that I
was not referring to him; nor do I attempt
to say anything derogatory about the hon.
member who introduced the measure in
another place.

The PRESIDENT: Thank you.

Hon. A. F. GRIFFITrH: But the fact re-
mains that a change has now taken place:
and instead of being free to vote on this
particular legislation, we find that Coy-
ermnent supporters intend to vote en bloc.

The Minister for the North-West: Of
course they will! They believe in your
motto: free enterprise.

Ron. A. F. GRIFFiTH: Very well. I
want to tell the Government that when the
bells are rung, if they are rung in regard
to this matter, I shall sit on the side and
see just where the Government members
go.

Hon. ft. F. Hutchison': We are not
ashamed of what we do.

Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: I want to say
to members of this association, as I told
them once before, that I am not going to
be the subject of another political bubble.

Hon. R. F. Hutchison: You will not be
here.

The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon. A. F. GR2IFFTI': I am not going

to be the subject of another political
bubble; and if that be the case, and be-
cause of the lack of support for this leg-
islation they want to take It out on me,
they can work against wae and do what
they like. I have a right to feel free to
do what I like and vote how I like; if I
cannot do that, it is not worth while being
in Parliament and being subject to so much
Pressure. I did not come here to be sub-
jected to pressure. I came here to repre-
sent the people who elected me-all the
People who are in the district, for that
matter.

The Minister for the North-West: Do
they not include the petrol resellers?

Hon. A. F. GRIFFTH: I1 shall not say
any more on this Bill for the time being.

Hon. ft. F. Hutchison: You have not
said anything yet.

Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: I will wait until
the ringing of the bells to see where the
Government stands on this matter-a
Government which was asked to intro-
duce this legislation, or similar legislation.

The Minister for the North-West: Not
this.

Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: If course it was
not this, because the Minister had not seen
it. Now the Minister for the North-West
is prepared to change his mind.

The Minister for the North-West: I am
not changing my mind at all.

Hon. A. F. GRIFITH: Yes. The Min-
ister I&-

The Minister for the North-West: I do
not twist, anyway.

Hon. A. F. GRIFFTH: -because he
knows chat the Government was ap-
proached.

Hon. Rt. F. Hutchison: I have not heard
about it.

Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: For that very
reason I suggest that the Government is
hiding behind the efforts of a private
member, and I am not prepared to be a
party to it.

The Minister for the North-West:
Rubbish!

Hon. A. F. GRIF7ITH: When the bells
are rung, I shall see what members of the
Labour Party do before I take any action
in the matter.

HON. J. M. A. CUNNINGHAM (South-
East) [6.12]: It is a great pity that a plan
which was launched some time ago with
such high hopes should finally wind up
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in a squabble such as this in Parliament.
I think that most of those who signed an
agreement when the plan was first intro-
duced did so with the idea that it would
benefit their business, and the people
they serve, and improve their operations.
As I said, it is a pity that finally, either
through misunderstanding, dissatisfaction,
or a breaking of faith, the plan has now
become the centre of a squabble which
has ended up in legislation such as this
being introduced.

one of the main matters that concerns
petrol retailers today is not bitter opposi-
tion to one-brand selling; but, from the
inquiries I have made, appears to be dis-
satisfaction with the idea that they are
not able to say which brand they will
sell.

Hon. L. C. Diver: That is the point.
Hon. J. M. A. CUNNINGHAM: If they

wish to change, they are not able to do
so; and, whilst I do not know whether or
not it was incorporated in the agreement.
I believe that most of them thought that
if at any time after the expiration of
their agreement they wished to change the
brand of the petrol they sold they could
do so. I believe that there is some ob-
jection to the prevention of freedom of
action. I sympatbise with the feeling of
injustice that they have as independent
and self-employed workers.

If I thought that there was no possible
chance of changing that state of affairs
I would be inclined to support the Bill.
But I have reason to believe that in the
near future that system will be modified;
and if it proves that I am wrong, I shall
feel that I have the right, later, to
change my attitude and vote for a
measure such as this.

Sitting suspended from 6.15 to 7.30 p~m.

Hon. J. MT. A. CUNNINGHAM: Before
I sit down there are two other points I
wish to bring before the House. One Is
an instance of a conversation I was having
with a garage owner. While I was speak-
ing to him, a man entered who appeared
to represent one of the oil companies. The
garage owner apologised to me with the
idea of dealing with this representative.

To say that I was surprised at the at-
titude adopted by the representative from
the oil company would be putting it mildly.
I was shocked to think that a servant of
a supplying organisation could walk into
an establishment and talk to and treat
in the way he did the independent owner
of a garage such as that and get away
with it. I was really amazed.

I asked the owner of the garage after-
wards what was behind it all, and whether
it was normal. He replied, "That is one
of the things we have to put up with
these days". He added that he had no
redress. Here was an individual owning
his own business and speaking to what

literally was a traveller: and yet the
traveller walked out of the door of the
shop without answering the owner: he
completely ignored him. The garage man
had to raise his voice and say that he
would like an increased gallonage if that
were possible.

It may have been the personality of the
traveller that was the significant feature;
it may have been that he felt there was
no need to exercise and use normal good
manners and courtesy associated with
businesses and businessmen in circumn-
stances such as that. I am sure that the
company which that man represented
would have reprimanded him very severely
if it had known the attitude he was adopt-
ing. The point is that he felt there was
no need to be courteous: he felt he could
be rude and get away with it.

The other point I would like to bring
up. and on which there has been con-
siderable discussion, is that of one-brand
petrol. A lot has been said by people w~ho
are interested in this idea; and mention
has been made about the wholesaler, the
retailer and the consumer. I put it to
the representatives of the company who
may be listening that the people them-
selves, the consumers-the larger group
of those concerned-would be more genu-
inely interested in an attempt to create
not so much one-brand petrol but one
price for petrol.

It has been brought up by interested
bodies in this State from time to time,
and the point has been m~ade that the
companies concerned must no doubt have
a system of accounting that would let them
know at any minute of the day exactly
what their commitments and needs were
for the whole of the State. Yet they con-
tinually claim that the possibility of giving
this State a uniform price is beyond them.
I do not believe it.

If these companies want to create good-
will in this progressive State of ours, they
should give consideration not, only to recti-
fying any injustice which may be felt at
present between groups of people as it re-
lates to one-brand petrol, but to giving
the State something that it wants--namely,
one price for petrol.

HON. L. C. DIVER (Central-in reply)
[7.35]: Never in my life have I heard so
much extraneous matter introduced into a
debate on a few simple facts. Member
after member has spoken around the con-
tents of the Bill: but never, or on rare
occasions only, have they dealt with those
contents or got down to the real core of the
legislation contained in the measure. Be-
fore discussing in detail what. the various
members had to say regarding the meas-
ure, I want to stress here and now that
one of the most remarkable statements I
heard was that querying the right of a
private member to introduce a measure of
this nature. It was indeed a remarkable
statement, as were all the others.
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Only 48 hours ago legislation was de-
bated in this Chamber relative to mem-
bers' salaries. In that debate it was said
that this was not a party House; that
there was no Leader of the Opposition
here. If that be so, is it not apparent
that every man in this Chamber should
have the right, if he so desires, to intro-
duce a measure of this nature?

I chose to nominate to represent the
people of the Central Province; to come
here in order that I might freely repre-
sent those people without any pressure
from either left, right or centre. I came
here to try to improve the lot of the people.
If from time to time I feel that any one
group, no matter how small or how large,
is suffering from any form of tyranny, I
reserve the right to assist them in this
Chamber, even to the extent of introduc-
ing a measure that might give them some
relief. It is those inherent rights of the
people and groups of people for which
we come here to legislate.

One member mentioned the particular
group that is interested in this Bill and
said that some 10 years ago they tried to
form a pressure group. Had I been here
then, I would have stood up In the same
manner as I am standing now, and c'om-
bated their efforts to try to pressurise
and force people into their way of think-
ing. A substantial amount of what Mr.
Hearn had to say referred to the activities
of that group at that particular time, and
it was quite apparent that the greater part
of his speech was prepared by outside
sources.

Hon. C. W_ D. Barker: What have you
got to say to that?

Hon. L. C. DIVER: There has been a
considerable amount of debate and hours,
of time have been wasted.

Hon. J. 0. Hislop: Hear, hear!
Hon. L.. C. DIVER: There is. of course,

a principle at stake-namely, that a man
be allowed to conduct his own business;
and if in the operation of that business he
is forced by any source whatever, or re-
strained from carrying on that business.
it Is the bounden duty of this House and
the Parliament of Western Australia to see
that those pressures are relieved.

It has been said that once this Bill went
through, multiple stations would be estab-
lished. I do not think that is the spirit of
this measure at all. It was brought for-
ward to ensure that those people who
handle a given brand of petrol today, if
they were dissatisfied on the expiration of
their contract, could choose the supplier
they wanted, provided he carried out the
ordinary requirements of good business
and that he gave a legible order ac-
companied by legal tender. So long as
those requirements were met, it should be
the wholesalers' bounden duty to Supply
that man, provided he has not signed a
document that restricts him.

I for one do not wish to make any ease-
ments or escape from legal or Implied
duty. But when a man is free, and a
ismall pressure group can say, "You have
had our product during the terms of the
contract: you shall carry on with that
product or close your doors," I for one will
endeavour to relieve a situation such as
that. Regardless of whether the legisla-
tion emanates from me or from anybody
else. It will have my whole-hearted sup-
port without any tags. I do not want the
assistance of any group I might assist. It
Is my Job to give them all the help I can.
That is why I entered Parliament: to
make the lot of the common man easier
and more just. I have reams of notes
here but a substantial amount of the de-
bate that has taken place has been on
matters extraneous to the spirit of the
Bill.

The whole business has hinged upon
the position I have pointed out; and that
is, that a retailer is entitled to be supplied
with his requirements, whether of petrol or
lubricants, from any given wholesaler.
Wholesalers come to this country to do
business; and if they find that conditions
are too restrictive to enable them to meet
the ordinary requirements of trade, they
should shift elsewhere. However, I do
not think the passing of this Bill would
make that difference. The measure is
not nearly as restrictive as the legislation
that has been passed in New Zealand.

There has been a good deal of debate
for and against this measure. Many mem-
bers doubt the authenticity of certain
statements that have been made; but some
members who would not support this Bill,
would be prepared to agree to a select
committee. Therefore, if the measure is
agreed to, I Intend to move that the Bill
be referred to such a committee.

Question put and a division taken with
the following result:-

Majority for S
Ayes.

Son. C. W. D. Barker Hon. R. F. Hlutch~son
Hon. E. M5. Davies Hon. F. H. H. Lavery
Hon. L. C. Diver Ron. L. A. Logan
Hon. a. Fraer Hon. H. C. Strickland
Hon. .1. J. Garrigan Hon. W. F. Wilkesee
Hon.' A.* F. Griffith Hon. W. R. Haill
Honl. E. M5. Heenan gTeller.)

Noes.
Ron. L. Craig Hon. Sir Chas. Latcharm
Hon. J. Cunningham Hon. C., H. Simpson
H-on. Sir Frank Gibson Hon. H. K. Watson
Hon. H. Bearn Hon, F. D. Wilinett
Hon. J. 0. Hialop Hon. J. Murray

(Teller.J
Question thus passed.
Bill read a second time.

Referred to Select Committee.
Hon. L. C. DIVER: I move-

That the Bill be referred to a Select
committee consisting of five members;
that three members form a quorums;
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that the committee have power to call
for persons, papers and documents, to
sit on days over which the House
stands adjourned and to move from
place to place: to report on the lst
January.

Hon. C. W. D. BARKER: On a point of
order, Mr. President: I do not understand
the position. Is it possible for a select
committee to be formed now and to re-
port to an incoming Government?

The PRESIDENT: That has been agreed
to.

Question put and passed.

Select Committee Appointed.

On motion by Hon. L. C. Diver, select
committee appointed consisting of Hon.
E. M4. Heenan, Hon. F. R. H. Lavery, Hon.
C. H. Simpson, I-on. L. A. Logan, and the
mover.

BILL-LICENSING ACT AMENDMENT
(No. 1).

Assembly's Messagre.

Message from the Assembly received and
read, notifying that it had agreed to the
Council's amendments.

BILL-GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS
ACT AMENDMENT.

In Committee.

Hon. W. R. Hall in the Chair: the Chief
Secretary in charge of the Bill.

Clauses 1 to 5-agreed to.
Clause 6-Section 717 amended:.
Hon. C. H. SIMPSON: As I Indicated

in my second reading speech last night.
there was one section of this Act I de-
sired to Inquire into. The effect of clause
6 is to give the right of appeal to em-
ployees with less than 12 months' service.
Up till the present, all employees with less
than 12 months' service have been re-
garded as being on probation and subject
to dismissal by the commission, a neces-
sary power but one not acted upon with-
out due cause. On the other hand, they
have had no rights of appeal.

In another place, the minister for Rail-
ways intimated that the commission was
not in accordance with his views on this
clause. I knew that was the case, and I
examined the clause very carefully, because
it deals with other matters than the one
actually the subject of amendment. The
effect of the amendment I propose to move
is to cut down the probationary period
from one year to six months. That would
bring it into line with Section 23 of the
Public Service Act, so that Government
servants working side by side would be
working under exactly the same conditions.

I have not had an opportunity to dis-
cuss this with the Minister for Railways,
but I am inclined to think he would agree
with the amendment I intend to move. I
move an amendment-

That all the words in paragraph
(c), on page 3, after the word "delet-
ing" in line 32, be struck out and the
following inserted in lieu:-

the words "one year" being the
the last two words in the section
and substituting the words "six
months."

Then the final section would read-
No person shall be deemed perman-

ently employed within the meaning of
this section unless he has been con-
tinuously employed for six months.

That is all the amendment attempts to
do. It will not interfere In any way with
all the other cross-references that have
appeared in the Bill, and it will only have
that small effect. I hope the Committee
will agree to the amendment.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: I hope the
Committee will not agree to the amend-
ment. I have not been able to have a talk
with the Minister concerned. When I
went to see him, he was speaking on his
Estimates, and I have not had an oppor-
tunity to ascertain his reaction. I want
the Bill to be on the lines he requires.
Whether he has changed his mind or not,
I could not say: but I know the attitude
he has taken up has been that, if a per-
son is employed, why should there be a
time limit before he can obtain certain
privileges?

Ron. C. H. Simpson: It is in the Public
Service Act.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: This may be
an experiment; and if it is successful,
other Acts could be amended to come Into
line. I cannot see why there should be
any line of demarcation between people
who are working alongside of one another:
that is to say, why one should have a
certain right because he has been there
six months, while it is denied the other.

Hon. H. Hearn: But you get rises and
privileges after being in a place for a cer-
tain time.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: Here there
is either the right to appeal, or not. There
should be no line of demarcation. I do not
suppose the world will be upset whatever
happens regarding this.

Hon. C. H. SIMPSON: The position is
not quite as simple as the Chief Secretary
appears to indicate. In most Government
services--and particularly the railways--
an Incoming employee may or may not be
satisfactory, and he Is carefully watched
during the first few months of his em-
ployment to see whether he will measure
up to the desired standard.
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If an employee with less than six months'
service became entitled to the right to
appeal, then he could appeal to the punish-
ment appeal board. Evidence might be
well known to the ganger, or his immediate
employer, which would definitely satisfy the
tribunal that the man was not qualified to
be promoted, or even retained in the ser-
vice; but very often there are certain
things that cannot be brought forward in
evidence, because one does not wish to re-
flect on a person's character. The em-
ployee might be of a belligerent nature.

These circumstances do occur, and have
occurred; and that is why these services-
particularly the railways--like to have
twelve months' experience of a man be-
fore giving him a permanent appointment.
It works both ways. I agree with what
the Chief Secretary says: that this will not
make much difference. I doubt whether
any man who Is worth his salt will be
dismissed within six months because he
does not measure up to the required stan-
dard.

Amendment put and a division taken
with the following result:-

Ayes ..
Noes... ..

Majority for

Ayes.

Hon. L. Craig
Honl. J. Cunningham
Hon. L. C. Diver
Hon. Sir Frankc Gibson
Hon. A. F. Griffith
Ho.. H. Hearn
Hon. J. 0. Mlon

Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.

.... .... .... 14

the development of the country and for the
carrying out of any Governmental or semi-
Governmental programme of works.

With the advent of regional planning
and other major works arising from the
rapid progress the State is now making,
the necessity for resumption will certainly
continue. It is the desire of this Govern-
ment-and, I have no doubt, of Parliament
as a whole-that the incidence of these
resumptions on the public be modified as
far as possible.

A host of suggestions have been proffer-
ed from various sources and they have all
been given earnest and diligent considera-
tion by the Government and the depart-
mental officers concerned. At the same
time, it must be appreciated that, however
liberally-minded the Government may be,
there are limits to the practicability of
some of these proposals. I repeat that it
is the desire of this Government-and. I
may say, the desire of all parties con-
cerned-that the interests of property-
owners be met as far as possible without
undue interference with the workings of
the Act and continuity in the development
of the State.

9 When describing what the Bill stipulates,
I shall be dealing with the measure as we

5 have it here, and not as it was originally
introduced into another place. Broadly,

- this Bill Provides for the following:-

A. fl. Jones
Sir Chas. Latham
L. A. Logan
3. Murray
C. H. Simpson
F. D. Wilimott
H. K. Watson

(Teller.)

Noes.

Hon. C. W. D. Barker
HOn. E. M'. Davies
Ron. G. Fraser
Hon. J. J. Garrigan
Hon. E. M. Heenan

Hon. R. F. Hutchison
Mon. F. R. H. Lavery
Pon. H. C. Strickland
Hon. W. F. Willesee

(Teller.)

Amendment thus passed: the clause, as
amended, agreed to.

Title-agreed to.
Bill reported with an amendment and

the report adopted.

Third Reading.
Bill read a third time and returned to

the Assembly with an amendment.

BILL-PUBLIC WORKS ACT
AMENDMENT.

Second Reading.

THE CHIEF SECRETARY (Hon. 0.
Fraser-West) [8.12] in moving the second
reading said: The object of this Bill is to
alleviate the effect of the resumption of
land upon property-owners. The exten-
sive resumptions which have been neces-
sary in the postwar Period have caused
serious anxiety to property-owners gener-
ally. Resumption of land is essential to

1. Notice of intention to resume
land to be published in the "Govern-
ment Gazette" and local paper and a
copy to be served on the owners and
occupiers of the land specified.

Objection to the resumption may be
made by such owners or occupiers
within 30 days, to the Minister.

The Minister may allow or dismiss
such objections. The Bill now also
contains an amendment. Pages 4 and
5 and in other places, providing that
the objector may appeal from the
Minister's decision to a local court.

2. Land not required for the pur-
pose for which It was acquired must be
made available for repurchase by
previous owners before being other-
wise sold or used for other public
works.

3. Payment of compensation to be
expedited by reducing the time for sub-
mission of claims to six months and
requiring the Minister to obtain an
assessment of compensation within 90
days and as soon as possible thereafter
make an offer.

If an offer is not made within 120
days, the claimant may approach the
court.

4. Claimant's scope of action to be
widened by additional right of ap-
proach to any court of competent
jurisdiction, or refer claim to a sole
arbitrator.
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5. Claimants to have normal rights
of appeal in ordinary court action and
against decision by sole arbitrator.

6. Costs of all court actions tobe In
discretion of court, except compensa-
tion court, where costs are in relation
to the claim and award.

7. Court to give reasons for award.
S. Interest to be paid on compensa-

tion in all cases.
9. Rates and taxes to be apportion-

ed between claimant and resuming
authority.

Those are the contents of the Bill. They
are not quite acceptable, apparently, be-
cause there are a few amendments on the
notice paper. I do not intend to go into
them now, because to do so will simply
mean that there will be a repetition when
we are in Committee and the amendments
are thrashed out. I move--

That the Bill be now read a second
timne.

lION. H. K. WATSON (Metropolitan)
[8.15]: We can regard the Bill as a serious
and earnest attempt to remove some of
the really severe disabilities to which the
citizens of this State have been subjected
during the last eight years.

The Chief Secretary: The last 50 years.
Hon. H. K. WATSON: The last eight

years in particular. It was during the
regime of this Government and the pre-
vious Government that these disabilities
evidenced themselves in an unfortunate
manner.

The Commonwealth constitution pro-
vides that the Commonwealth Government
may make laws for the acquisition of pro-
perty from its citizens, but only on just
terms. Although the Western Australian
Constitution contains no expressed direc-
tion to, or limitation upon, Parliament or
the Government, that resumptions can
be made only on just terms, I think
every member will agree that they
are the only terms under which
people ought to be deprived of their pro-
perties. The Commonwealth Act dealing
with compulsory acquisition has recently
been subjected to a fairly complete review
and overhaul. I do not know whether the
Bill brought down in the Federal House
a month or so ago has actually become
law.

The Chief Secretary: No: it has not.
Hon. H. K. WATSON: I thank the

Chief Secretary for that information by
way of interjection. However, I suggest
to the Government that when that legisla-
tion does become law, It would be a wise
plan If the Western Australian Act were
completely amended to conform with the
provisions of the Commonwealth Act.

In all cases of compensation, the gov-
erning principle and the guiding factor
ought to be this: that the person who is

dispossessed of his Property should, so
far as money can possibly do it, be Placed
in exactly the same position as he was be-
fore being dispossessed. That is the fun-
damental principle of all compensation:
namely, that if a man is deprived of his
property, he should receive full recompense
for it-no more and no less.

I think that, up to 1945 or thereabouts,
it could be fairly said that that was the
basis upon which this State acquired pro-
perty from its citizens. That is where I
disagree with the Chief Secretary when he
says that for the last 50 Years terms and
conditions have not been observed.

The Chief Secretary: There have al-
ways been rows as far as I know,

Hon. H. K. WATSON: But in 1945,
when the State Housing Commission com-
menced playing high-i inks with its re-
sumnpion powers, it has been fairly patent
to any observer in the community that
these terms have not always been observed
to the full: and, in some instances, they
have been seriously breached. This Bill
seeks to remedy many causes of complaints
that have been evident in recent years.

It is now proposed to provide that be-
fore land is resumed, notice of intention
to resume must be gazetted, and a notice
also must be served upon the owner of
the property. The owner can then lodge
an objection with the Minister. If he
disallows the objection, the Bill, as it
stands at the moment, provides that the
objector can appeal to a magistrate and
request him to declare that the resumption
shall not take place.

Whilst a provision of that nature would
act as a definite safeguard against any
resumptions imposed by the State Housing
Commission, I am inclined to doubt
whether, In regard to the ordinary legiti-
mate resumptions necessary for real pub-
lic works-such as provision of roads,
water supplies, sewerage and so on-the
right of appeal to the court might not be
so Impracticable as to seriously delay and
impede the necessary and essential public
work.

The Chief Secretary: I think it defi-
nitely would be.

Hon. H. K. WATSON: I consider that
that is a Point well worth considering.
As to the lodging of a claim by a person
whose land has been resumed, it is now
proposed to make it possible for a man to
submit his claim and get a fairly early
decision from the Minister: and, if he
cannot get it from the Minister, he can
approach the court and obtain a decision.
Previously, he could not approach the
court unless he had received an offer from
the Minister. Devious means were adopted
by the authorities to delay that formal
offer for, sometimes, a matter of years.
That will not occur under the BIJI as it
stands at the moment.
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Under the Act now in force the claim-
ant can have his case heard only by a
compensation court comprising a judge
and an assessor appointed by himself and
one appointed by the Minister. The de-
cision of the compensation court is final
and the court is not obliged to give its
reasons. That is not altogether a very
satisfactory state of affairs.

But now we seem to have gone from one
extreme to another; because under this
Bill, the claimant is offered a choice of
various methods of appeal. Under the
provisions of the Bill, a claimant may go
to the compensation court-namely, a
judge and two assessors-and have his
case heard there. The court must give
its reasons, but Its decision is final. That
is No. 1 method of appeal.

The second method of appeal is that in-
steadt of going to the compensation court,
a claimant can institute proceedings just
as he can in any other lawsuit. He lodges
his claim with a court of competent juris-
diction, and then he can run through a
series of appeals from the Supreme Court
to the Full Court; from the Full Court to
the High Court; and from the High Court
to the Privy Council.

He still has a third method of appeal.
He may. by agreement with the Minister,
have the case referred to any person. For
want of a better term, it might be called
a method of summary jurisdiction in
settlement. The two parties appoint an
arbitrator and the claim is settled by that
arbitrator. An appeal also lies from that
arbitrator's decision. So whatever the
position was before, I do not think that
anyone can claim that he has no right of
appeal under the provisions of the Bill,

Another anomaly that this measure
proposes to rectify is that, under the Act,
a claimant-after his land has been re-
sumed. and if the settlement does not take
place then and there but runs on for a
period of years as many settlements have
done-is entitled to the payment of in-
terest from the date of resumption to the
date of payment of the claim, provided
that profits or rents were being derived
from the property. However, if it is
vacant land, he is not entitled to any in-
terest.

This is manifestly unjust, because the
claimant was, on the one hand, deprived
of his land; and, on the other, he had no
money. I have known of cases where
claims of that type were outstanding for
a period of from three to four years. That
was a serious disability and a grave in-
justice to impose on the owner of the land
whose property was resumed.

The Bill now proposes to rectify that
position because it provides that interest
shall be payable whether profits or rents
are being derived from the land or
whether it Is vacant.

Hon. L.. Craig: Is that from the date of
resumption?

Hon. H. K. WATSON: From the date of
resumption to the date of payment. The
Bill also provides that if an interim pay-
ment has been made, interest is payable
only on the outstanding balance. That,
of course, is obviously only fair.

Hon. A. R. Jones: Any particular rate
of interest?

Hon. H. K. WATSON: Yes; the rate of
interest charged by the Commonwealth
Bank. That is in respect of vacant land.

Hon. L. Craig: The same rate of interest
that is charged on overdraft?

Hon. H. K. WATSON: Yes. In respect
of land which is producing rents, and
from which profits are derived, the rate
to be paid-as it has always been-shall
equal the amount of those rents or pro-
fits, or 6 per cent., whichever is the
greater.

While on the question of the lack of
Payment of interest in respect of those
cases which have occurred in the past, I
would submit to the Government that it
consider making an ex gratla payment,
to all the persons concerned, of an amount
equivalent to the interest which would
have been payable to them if a provision
such as we are now dealing with had been
in the Act all along.

As the Chief Secretary mentioned, the
Bill also provides for the hearing of claims
to be expedited, except that the only il-
lustration which was given to us by the
Chief Secretary in regard to the hearing
of these claims being expedited was the
shortening of the time within which a
claimant could submit his claim. I should
say that in the past the delay in settling
claims has not been entirely the fault of
the claimants.

But now it is proposed that, whereas
in the past a claimant has had two years
within which to submit his claim, he will
now have a period of only six months.
To me six months seems to be too short.
Last Year. the Crown Suits Act was
amended to provide that any person who
had a claim against the Crown, or any
Government department, should be given
12 months within which to submit his
claim. On application to the court, that
period of 12 months could be extended to
six years. It seems to me that the re-
ducing of the period within which a claim
can be made from two years to six months
is too drastic.

As against that, I have not overlooked
the fact that the Bill also provides that,
where the Minister is satisfied that an
application is reasonable and bona Oide,
he may extend beyond the period of six
months within which aL claim can be
lodged. I am prepared to agree to this,
provided there is a very definite under-
taking from the Government that if a'
claimant is outside the time limit, the
Government will not take the strict tech-
nical view that he has surrendered his
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right; and provided that we get an as-
surance that the provision inserted into
the Act to extend the period of six months
in reasonable and bona fie cases shall be
observed. Otherwise, we would have to
consider the question of the six months'
period, which seems to be too short.

Regarding the valuation of property for
compensation, the Act provides that it
shall be valued as at the 1st July or the
1st January, the last happening before
the actual date of resumption. That is
to say, if land was resumed on the 1st
June, its value for compensation purposes
would be as at the preceding 1st January.

Hon. L. Craig: Why not make it the
time of resumption? A variation might
have occurred in the interval.

Hon. H. K. WATSON:, The reason was
to make it very clear that a person should
not receive any unwarranted increase be-
cause of any rise in the value of that land
as a result of the purpose for which It
has been resumed. In so far as the value
of that land is enhanced by the public
work, the owner is not entitled to it. No
one will disagree with that proposition-
It was for that reason that the time of
resumption was not made the critical date
an which the valuation was to be based.
Six months is a pretty long time to go
back, particularly as changes have oc-
curred so quickly in the last few years.

This Bill provides that the date of valua-
tion shall be two months before the notice
of resumption. That does seem to be an
improvement. The date of valuation is to
be two months before the date of re-
sumption. with due regard to any improve-
ments which are placed on the property
between that date and the date of re-
sumption.

Hon. L. Craig: Why not two months be-
fore the notice of intention to resume?

Hon. H. K. WATSON: It would result
in a very serious plight. It should be from
the date of the notice. If it is two months
from the notice, then in my opinion it is
a fair enough date for valuation purposes.
Members wfll realise that any court in
granting Compensation has, through pre-
cedent established over a long period of
years, automatically added 10 per cent. on
to the value for compulsory taking over.
Nearly all judgments of the court have
added 10 per cent. on to the actual value.

Although that has been the practice in
the courts, the Government in resuming
land has not been able to add the 10
per cent, because of the omnission of such
an express Provision in the Act. I am
not suggesting that the Government has
not by other means granted the 10 per
cent. increase. This Bill provides that
the Government and the resuming author-
ity, no less than the court, may offer a
claimant the full value of his land, plus
10 per cent.

This Bill also provides for cases where
land has been resumed but is not re-
quired. It is not clear to me what "not
required" means. The Bill does not say,
"when not required." Assuming we know
what that means, the Bill provides that
a Minister shall grant an option of re-
purchase to the previous owner, and that
the price payable shall be the price at
which the land was taken over. To my
mind that Is a fair and just proposition.

Hon. Sir Charles Latham: It really
means a re-transfer.

Hon. H. K. WATSON: That is so. The
Bill states that the Government shall
certify that the land is not required. I
raise this point: The provision might be
rendered worthless by such a proposition.
The Minister might say that the land was
not required at present, but might be re-
quired in 50 years' time, and therefore be
had the right to keep the land. That is
the weakness.

In the past, the question of costs has
not proved satisfactory. If the court
awarded a claimant less than one half of
the amount claimed, the claimant was
liable for costs. At first sight that may
seem fair enough; but a case came under
my notice which threw same doubt on this
question.

On one occasion I acted as an assessor
in a compensation court. The amount
awarded to the claimant was less than half
the amount he claimed; but nevertheless
it was twice the amount which had been
offered to him by the Government. In
view of the expressed provisions of the
Act, costs were awarded against the claim-
ant.

The Bill provides that if the amount
which is awarded to the claimant is less
than 50 per cent. of the amount he
claimed, he shall pay the cost: but if the
amount awarded him is 80 per cent, of
what he claimed, the Minister shall pay
his costs. There is a gap between 50 per
cent, and 80 per cent., and this is left
to the discretion of the court.

From actual experience and from the
obvious weakness of that provision in the
Bill, I submit that the question of casts
should be left entirely to the discretion
of the court, to be dealt with according
to the circumstances of the case. When
the Bill was introduced in another place,
I understand it provided for the eventual-
ity I just mentioned, but it was amended.
Personally, I would prefer to see the ques-
tion of costs left entirely to the discretion
of the court.

I have prepared one or two amend-
ments which will tidy up the general posi-
tion a little further. One is to insert
a provision that, as soon as practicable
after the Minister has made a resumption
and an offer to the claimant, he shall in
fact pay the claimant two-thirds of the
amount offered. The remaining one-third
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could be held In abeyance pending the
determination of any appeal which the
claimant might care to make.

Provision should be inserted in the Act
to make it clear that if an appeal is to
drag on for five years, the owner of the
property should not be kept waiting for
that time. He should be paid the bulk
of the amount offered. I have mentioned
two-thirds as being a fair and reasonable
proportion.

Ron. A. F. Griffith: Otherwise an owner
might not be able to carry on.

Hon. H. K. WATSON: He would have
difficulty. If his property were resumed.
the owner could claim that the Govern-
ment. owed him £5,000; but that knowledge
would not assist him in getting a house,
particularly in these days. It is the money
that he requires.

Hon. A. F. Griffith: By the same token
it is futile for him to improve his pro-
perty,.

H-on. H. K. WATSON: The owner will
have probably left it. The other substan-
tial amendment of which I have given no-
tice is to make clear just what matters
shall be taken into account In deciding the
amount of compensation to be awarded.

Section 63 of the principal Act declares
that in determining the amount of com-
pensation, If any, to be awarded for land
taken, regard shall be had only to certain
matters therein specified. Hitherto the
limitations to Section 63 have and could
have worked a serious Injustice and fallen
short of that broad general proposition I
mentioned at the outset: that when a
man's- property has been resumed he is to
be placed, as far as money can do it, in
precisely the same position as if the pro-
perty had not been resumed.

I intend to propose an amendment that
the matters to be taken into account by
the Minister in arriving at his value or by
the court in determining what is fair and
just shall be those which I have indicated
on the notice paper. The Bill is essen-
tially a Committee measure, but I have
given members my views, and I support the
second reading.

HON. A. R. JONES (Midland) LSA47]:
I have a couple of inquiries to make, and if
the Minister can give me the answers I
shall be happy. Can the Minister say
whether there is any obligation on the
Government or on the committee to notify
a person when servants of the Government
enter his property? Mr. Griffith. when
moving a motion some time ago, informed
us that the first intimation owners had
that their property was to be resumed was
when men were seen surveying the land.

I had a similar experience with property
I occupy in the hills because it was subject
to similar treatment. I did not go near the
property for some weeks, but I found that
men bad been tramping over it and that

the Government had sent them along to
make a check on the land values. I do
not think that should be permitted.

Hon, H. K. Watson: There should be a
knock on the front door.

Hon. A. R. JONES: So far as I can see,
there is no provision in the Bill to deal
with that, but I think that, in the interests
of decent practice, something better could
be done.

The other point is the one mentioned
by Mr. Watson in regard to the time at
which the property shall be valued-
January as against July. I consider that
the old system could not be improved be-
cause, in the event of the resumed land
depreciating in value, the further one got
away the better; and the same thing would
apply if the tendency were for the value
to increase. In the case of the resumption
of some land at the present time, there
would be the possibility of further de-
velopment in the district.

I hope the Minister will be able to in-
form me whether men are entitled to enter
a property and take levels and so on
without notifying the owner. I consider
the Bill a good one and intend to sup-
port it.

BION. A. F. GRIFFITH (Suburban)
[8.50]: I desire to speak briefly to say I am
pleased that the Government is making
some attempt to alter the Act in respect
of resumptions. Members will recall that.
earlier in the session, I had occasion to
bring to the notice of the House some of
the activities being carried on, particularly
by the Housing Commission; and I spoke
of the manner in which land had been
resumed for housing purposes.

The owners who have had their land
taken for housing purposes have had little
or no redress. The attempts I made to
represent their cases in this Chamber have
proved completely abortive, because the
Government has taken no notice whatso-
ever of a decision of a majority of this
House. As the Chief Secretary told us, the
Government does not have to take action
on such a motion; and in the case I refer
to, it did not.

I am pleased to see that the amending
Bill will make the matter of land resump-
tion a little more equitable than it was
before. I believe that the Opposition in
another place largely improved on the Bill
as introduced by the Government, This is
not a perfect measure, but it is an attempt
to make conditions better than they were
before. It is a Bill for discussion in Com-
mittee rather than on the second reading;
and on the various clauses there may be
quite a lot of debate.

There Is one matter that is exercising my
mind and perhaps the Minister, when re-
plying, will be able to give mue an explana-
tion. The Commonwealth-State rental
agreement was introduced in 1945 and
lapsed a little time ago. The continuing
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agreement presented to the House does not
Include any clause regarding the commnis-
sion's resumptions. I take it that at this
stage the commission has not the power
under its Act to resume land. Is that so?

The Chief Secretary: I think it lapses
at the 31st December.

Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: If the commis-
sion decided early next year that It needed
a large section of land upon which to build
more houses, does the Government con-
aider it has the power under the Public
Works Act and the amendments contained
in this Bill to engage in wholesale resump-
tions to continue the activities of the com-
mission? I should like to know the Gov-
ernment's point of view.

It has been said that with the efiluxion
of the provision empowering the coymis-
sion to resume land, it did not matter if
it disappeared because the necessary power
to resume land for housing purposes would
be taken under the Public Works Act. I
hope the Minister will be able to give some
information on this point.

THE CHIEF SECRETARY (Hon. 0.
Fraser-West-in reply) [8.541: To deal
with the last matter first, the fact of the
Government's not re-enacting the power
of resumption for the Housing Commis-
sion should be sufficient to Indicate the
Government's attitude so far as the re-
sumption of land for housing is concerned.

Hon. A. F. Griffith: Am I to take it that
the commission has enough land?

The CHIEF SECRETARY: We consider
that at this time it has enough land, and
it is not intended to use the Public Works
Act to make resumptions on behalf of the
Housing Commission.

H-on. A. F. Griffith: Is the Government
likely to change its mind?

The CHIEF SECRETARY: No.
The PRESIDENT: Order! That matter

can be discussed In Committee.
The CHIEF SECRETARY: Mr. Watson

really made a speech for me tonight. I
was trying to cut things down as much
as possible, and I merely itemised the
things to which the hon. member re-
ferred: but he has filled the breach, and
given full information to the House. For
that I thank him.

On one point he was slightly wrong,
and that was when dealing with the
methods by which compensation should
be paid. The Government's proposals are
more generous than the hon. member
thought. He suggested the appointment
of an arbitrator, but the persons con-
cerned will apply for an arbitrator, irres-
pective of whether the Government agrees
or not.

H-on. H. K. Watson: No.
The CHIEF SECRETARY: If they do

not agree, the person concerned can apply
to the court for the appointment of an

arbitrator; and even if the Government
disagrees, the persozi has means by which
he may have an arbitrator appointed.

The hon. member need not worry about
the period of six months, because the
power of extending it lies with the Minis-
ter. In ordinary circumstances, six months
would be ample time, but the power to
extend the time should not cause any
worry.

Regarding the amount of advance that
may be made, actually the BiUl is only
giving legal effect to what has been the
practice of the department. Two-thirds of
the amount has been regarded by the de-
partment as the minimum advance; and
on many occasions, as much as 90 per
cent, has been advanced.

Hon. H. K. Watson: What if no request
were made?

The CHIEF SECRETARY: Where no
request was made, no payment would be
made. F'urther, if a case has not advanced
towards a settlement, but application has
been made for an advance, the depart-
ment has given as much as go per cent.
of what it considered would be the amount
of the final settlement.
So I do not think there is anything for
members to worry about in that. Even the
two-thirds would be regarded as the mini-
mum advance and not the maximum. Mr.
Jones raised the point about the 48 hours'
notice. That is Section 82, and I might
add that it is not always practicable to
give that notice, and on occasions surveyors
have had to go In without it,

Hon. H. K. Watson: It should be prac-
ticable.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: Generally,
yes; but on occasions it has not been
practicable. The Bill authorises entry fol-
lowing notice of intention for inspection
and valuation, and that covers Mr. Jones's
point. I thank members for their co-
operation.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee.
Hon. W. R. Hall in the Chair; the Chief

Secretary in charge of the Bill.
Clause 1-agreed to.

Clause 2-Section 17 amended:
The CHIEF SECRETARY: I move an

amendment-
That all words after the word

"shall" in line 20, page 2, down to
and including the word "apply" in line
25 be struck out.

This is a consequential amendment fol-
lowing amendments made to the Bill In
another place.

Amfendmrent put and Passed.
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The CHIEF SECRETARY: I move an
amendment-

That the letter " (e)"1 in line 9, page
3, be struck out and the letter "(d)
inserted in lieu.

Amendment put and passed.
The CHIEF SECRETARY: I move an

amendment-
That all words, after the word "sub-

section" in line 9, page 3, down to and
including the word "section" in line
13, be struck out.

This amendment, also, is consequential.
Amendment put and passed.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: I move an
amendment-

That subparagraph (tv) of para-
graph (d) of proposed new Subsec-
tion (2) on pages 4 and 5, be struck
out.

This amendment is desirable and conse-
quential and would do away with the
appeal to the court. It is felt that the
Government's power should not be dele-
gated to a court as that would not be In
the interests of the State. The Govern-
ment often has to resume land urgently
for public purposes: and had this provi-
sion been in force at the time, it is quite
possible we would not have had any Swin-
aria In this State.

Hon. H. Hearn: How do they manage
in Tasmania where a committee has to
sanction all such matters?

The CHIEF SECRETARY: I have no
iden; but it would be almost impossible for
the department to function if impeded
by this provision. It may be said that
Parliament could be called together and
a special Act passed, but that is not always
possible or desirable. When a Govern-
ment is elected, It should have the confi-
dence of the people reposed In it at least
to this extent.

Hon. C. W. D. Barker: Is it an appeal
to the Minister?

The CHIEF SECRETARY: It is a mat-
ter of the Government having power.

Hon. A. F. Griffith:, Whom would they
appeal to if the amendment were agreed
to?

The CHIEF SECRETARY: The depart-
ment would put forward the proposition
and it would be examined by the Minister
who, in turn, might take it to Cabinet for
approval: and after that, the Minister
would tell them to go ahead.

Hon. H. K. WATSON: The position is
not quite so simple as the Chief Secretary
expressed it. 'He illustrated B.H.P. and
Kwinana. Kwinana was the subject of a
special Act; and I submit that his illus-
tration of B.H.P. could be answered In

this way; it is not for our Public Works
Department to take land from citizens in
Western Australia in order that B.H.P.
may start here. They should start on the
same basis as BIll Jones or Harry Hearn
or anyone else. Let them purchase the
land in the ordinary way; they should not
expect the Government of the day to re-
sume it for them. I think that would be
a dangerous principle.

Under the Commonwealth Lands Ac-
quisition Act every notice of resumption
has to be tabled in Parliament, except
when it is under £100 or where funds hav;
actually been appropriated for the work.
Such acquisition can be disallowed in the
same manner as a regulation; and if Par-
liament disallows it, there is no resump-
tion. That would probably be a more ef-
fective and sudden death method than an
appeal to the court.

Hon. H. Heam:- What about the six
months while Parliament is in recess?

Hon. 11. K. WATSON: There Is the court
angle as well. if a lot of cases were
before the court, it might have to work
overtime. On the other hand, it seems to
me that this provision, giving an objector
a right of appeal to the court, has been
prompted largely by the activities of the
State Housing Commission, which, in the
minds of some people, has been quite un-
principled in the manner in which it has
undertaken resumptions. Members have
only to read paragraphs (a), (b), (c), and
(d) on page 5. The implication is that
they have been inserted In the Bill because
of a fear of the State Housing Commission.

AS against that, we have the fact that
the State Housing Commission, as from
the 1st January next, will not have the
power of resumption and that resumption
for the State Housing Commission pur-
poses is not a public work within the
meaning of this Act. So to that extent
it would seem that the fear which Is in
the minds of the general public is largely
unfounded. On the other hand, the de-
velopment of the regional plan may in-
volve resumptions. for public works on a
scale not seen for many a long day. With-
out expressing any definite opinion at the
moment, I would like to hear the views
of some other members.

Hon. C. W. D. BARKER: I hope I
understand this rightly; and if I do, I
trust the amendment will be agreed to.
After notice has been served that land will
be resumed, the objector can appeal to
the local court.

The Chief Secretary: That is so.
Hon. C. W. D. BARKER: In that case,

I think the Chief Secretary is right when
he says that the work of the Government
will be taken out of its hands. if the
Government wanted to put a road through
a particular area, and it decided to resume
100 blocks, and if this Bill is agreed to as
it stands. 20 people could object and hold
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up the whole progress of the work by go-
ing to the court. It would involve a con-
siderable sum of money and would be dan-
gerous. Therefore I hope members will
agree to the amendment.

Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: What is the
position today in regard to the resumption
of land? The Land Resumption Officer
has a look at a piece of land; and, if it
is suitable, notice of resumption is served
upon the owners. This native is published
in the "Government Gazette" and the
land immediately becomes the property of
the Government. If the Minister's amend-
ment is agreed to, we might as well tear
up the whole Bill, because we will be back
where we were before.

The Chief Secretary: No fear!I

Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: Yes. It will
merely pad out the Act and satisf y a
certain section of the community. The
Minister knows that if the amendment is
agreed to and notice of intention to re-
sume is served, the owner can appeal only
to the Minister.

The Chief Secretary: That is as it should
be.

Hon. A. F. GRIFFIH: We saw just how
much change the people got when the
Minister for Housing resumed land. The
people went to the commission and poured
out their tales of woe. They told him they
wanted their land back He kicked them
on one side and gave land back to those
who he thought should have it, and did
nothing about the others. As the Bill
stands, the position will be taken out of
the hands of the one person who will be
all-powerful politically-the Minister. It
would be unwise to agree to the amend-
ment, because the Bill as it stands will
give the people what they have been asking
for-some protection from a Minister who
will take no notice of their claims.

In regard to the resumptions of land
for housing, the owners of the land asked
for it to be returned to them. I asked the
same thing in this Chamber, but no action
was taken. The people got as far as the
Minister's office and that was the finish.
If this Bill is agreed to there will be some
hope for them. I still have to be satisfied
in regard to the question where the Public
Works Act starts and finishes. When It
was first introduced, it was Intended that
the Government would have power to re-
sume land for public works such as bridges,
roads and the like.

Hon. C. W. D. Barker: You would not
stand in the way of that, would you?

Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: That power has
been exceeded. I Put this to the Minister:
As the power to resume land under the
State Housing Act expires on the 31st De-
cember, will the Public Works Act be re-
ferred to?

The Chief Secretary: I told you "no."

Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: The Chief Sec-
retary tells mae "no" today, but he did the
same last year; and within five minutes,
hundreds of people found that their land
had been resumed. I want to believe him,

The Chief Secretary: I always tell the
truth.

Hon. A. IF. GRIFFTH: In all sincerity.
the Minister told us last year that that
was so; but the Minister in another place
did not tell the same story; and the people
found, after being given an assurance that
no more land would be resumed, that
their land was taken from them. I ask
the Chief Secretary: Can the Public Works
Act be used for the purpose of resuming
land for State Housing Commission pur-
poses?

The Chief Secretary: I answered You.
There is very grave doubt that it could,
and the definite opinion of the Land Re-
sumption Officer is that it could not. I did
not want to give that, but now you have it.

Hon. A. F. GREFFITH: There was a
lot of lip service in certain parts of my
district where supporters of the Govern-
mnent went out and said, 'It does not mat-
ter whether we have power under the
State Housing Act or not, we will resume
the land under the Public Works Act if
necessary." That is why I hope to see
this amendment defeated. As has been
mentioned, Kwinana was the subject of at
special Act of Parliament, and I hope we
will have many more special sessions to
deal with similar Acts.

Hon. E. M. Davies: That involved re-
sumption, did it not?

Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: Yes: but it was
parliamentary.

Hon. E. M. Davies: It does not alter the
fact that land was resumed.

Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: Mr. Davies and
I know that It was a different set of
circumstances altogether. I hope the
Committee will not agree to this amend-
ment.

Hon. L. A. LO)GAN: The Chief Secre-
tary will recall that three years ago, when
discussing the public works resumption
Bill, I asked him whether some tribunal
could be appointed so that people could
appeal If they felt dissatisfied about re-
sumptions of their land. I still feel that
there should be some outside tribunal. I
do not mean a court, because I think the
court might be a little cumbersome. An
outside tribunal, if appointed, would over-
come most of the opposition to the Chief
Secretary's proposals.

Hon. C. W. D. Barker: Who do you
suggest should be members of it?

Hon. L. A. LOGAN: The Minister has
had three years to consider it, but appar-
ently has not done so. This could hold up
resumptions for water supply. Rather than
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take the provision out, I would leave it
there until an Independent tribunal was
constituted to which people could apply.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: Are we going
to give some little insignificant tribunal
more Power than the Government? This
Provision seeks to resume land for roads,
railways, water supplies, hospitals etc.

Hon. L. A. Logan: Who said It was
insignificant?

The CHIEF SECRETARY: I amn not pre-
Pared to allow some outside body to dictate
to the Government as to where it should
have land.

Hon. A. F. Griffith: The Bill does not
do that.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: I am replying
to Mr. Logan. Why should any magistrate
be able to dictate to the Government on
matters that have been thoroughly investi-
gated by its experts It may be that the
job will cost millions of pounds. Mr.
Griffith appears to have a fixed idea in his
mind about the Housing Commission.

Hon. H. K. Watson: And rightly so.
The CHIEF SECRETARY: But if he

checked the number of resumptions and
the number of appeals upheld, he would
find that the Minister for Housing is not
as bad as he thinks he is. It is possible
that the people of the country could lose a
great deal in relation to country water
supplies if a tribunal were appointed, be-
cause proceedings might be held up.

Hon. L. A. LOGAN: It is unfortunate
that the Chief Secretary should ridicule
suggestions made by members. I was giv-
ing an alternative to the court as a means
of appeal. The tribunal could consist of
men of the highest standing. I am quite
prepared for country water supplies to be
held up if it means Justice being meted
out to the individual. Let us have justice
above all else.

The Chief Secretary: You have It here.

Hon. L. A. LOGAN: I do not think so.
The Government should consider this in
the right manner.

Hon. F. R. H. LAVERY: I desire to sup-
port this Bill as It relates to Government
requirements, but I am still not happy
about one point. An individual may hold
a title to a piece of land, and he may
have what he considers a genuine griev-
ance if his land is taken away from him.
If he goes to the court or tribunal with an
alternative route that could be used, has
that person a right of appeal beyond the
Minister?

The Chief Secretary: No.

Hon. A. P. GRWFFITH: I agree that the
Minister for Housing has been most gen-
erous to some people. But suppose the
Minister for Works desires to resume some
land for a specific purpose,

Hon. C. W. D. Barker: In the Interets
of the State?

Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: Of course! It
would not be in the interests of the hon.
member.

The CHAIRMAN: Order!
Hon. A. P. GRIFFITH: The Public

Works Department, in the name of the
Minister, would serve a notice of resump -
tion and the land would be taken. That
is what happens in the ease of resumptions
for housing.

Hon. H. K. Watson: He could be an in-
significant Minister.

Hon. A. F. GRIFFIH: Let us take the
example of a man in George-st., Queen's
Park, who has his land resumed under the
State Housing Act. The man who owns lot
287 makes application to the Minister to
have it returned, and the Minister says,
"It is yours." But the man who owns Jot
286 is, told, on application to have it re-
turned, that he cannot have it because it
is required. Both lots are areas of land
with houses on them. So what is the diff -
erence? Why should one man get his lot
back and the other be refused?

The Chief Secretary: I do not know.
Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: I am sure that

the Chief Secretary Is perfectly sincere
about this, and does not know. Neither
would the man who owned the land. All
he would get would be: "No." This would
give the man an opportunity to go
to the court: but if we take out the pro-
vision, the Bill will merely consist of a lot
of packing to please certain people. It
will be no different in its application from
what we have at present.

The Chief Secretary: You are a bad
judge.

Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: The court is the
highest authority in the land and would
exercise its discretion.

Hon. L. CRAIG: I believe that the Gov-
ernment must have power to resume for
necessary public works, and we should not
take that power away. It would also ap-
pear that this Act cannot be used for the
resumption of land for housing; other-
wise it would not have been necessary to
provide powers of resumption under
the Housing Act. I do not believe the
Town Planning Act could be carried out
unless the Government had powers of re-.
suimption.

It is possible that somebody, for some
obscure reason, may hold a remaining
block of land and refuse to sell it. The
Government must have power to resume.
This Is a very serious clause to have been
put In the Bill in smother place. it would
be a great embarrassment to any Govern-
meat if It had to refer a matter to a
magistrate, who would probably be very
ifi-Informed and Might have greAt pre-
judices.
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I admit It is rather harsh to have no
tribunal to appeal to, but I1 think that, be-
cause of the need for proper development
of the State, the Minister has the right
to delete this provision that was inserted
in another place. I have reason to believe
its deletion would be accepted by another
place.

Amendment put and passed.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: I move an
amendment--

That the words "or where no appeal
to the court has been lodged or if
such an appeal has been lodged It has
been dismissed," in lines IS to 20, page
6, be struck out.

This is a consequential amendment.
Amendment put and passed; the clause

as amended, agreed to.
Clauses 3 to 6-agreed to.

Clause 7-Section 36 repealed and re-
enacted:

Hon. H. K. WATSON: I move an amend-
ment-

That after the word "period" in line
24, page 16, the following bracketed
words be inserted:-" (whether It has
expired or not)."

This is really a drafting amendment to
make it clear that the Minister, who is
given discretion to extend the time for
lodging a claim, may exercise that dis-
cretion whether the period of six months
has expired or not.

The Chief Secretary' I have no objec-
tion.

Amendment put and passed: the clause.
as amended, agreed to.

Clause 8-Section 46 repealed and re-
enacted:

Hon. H. K. WATSON: I move an amend-
inent-

That after the word "made" in line
27, page 17. the following be inserted
to stand as Subsection (3):

As soon as practicable after
making such offer (but subject to
all the other provisions of this
Act) the respondent shall on ap-
plication by the claimant pay to
the claimant, as and by way of an
advance or interim payment on
account of the compensation, an
amount equivalent to two-thirds of
the amount of the offer and such
payment may be so received and
retained by the claimant without
prejudice to his rights under sec-
tion forty-seven or any other pro-
vision of this Act.

The object of this amendment is that
when the Minister makes an offer he shall,
as soon as practicable after making it.
pay the claimant at least two-thirds of

the amount of the offer. I understand
from the Chief Secretary that this really
confirms what Is largely the general prac-
tice.

The Chief Secretary: I am prepared to
accept the amendment.

Amendment put and passed; the clause,
as amended, agreed* to.

Clauses 9 and 10-agreed to.
Clause 11-Sections 47A-47D added:
Hon. H. K. WATSON: I move an amend-

ment-
That the word "a" in line 13, page

18, be struck out and the word "the"
Inserted in lieu.

This is purely a drafting alteration.
Amendment put and passed; the clause.

as amended, agreed to.
Clauses 12 to 14-agreed to.
Clause 15-Section 63 amended:
The CHIEF SECRETARY: I move an

amendment-
That the following be inserted

after line 21, page 25 to stand as
paragraph (d):

By substituting for the proviso
to paragraph (a) the following
proviso:-

Provided that where any
building or other improve-
ments have been made on
such land after the sixtieth
consecutive day preceding the
date of the gazetting of the
notice of the taking or re-
sumption but before the date
of the gazetting of that notice,
or, in the case of a railway or
other work authorised by a
special Act, after the first day
of January or the first day of
July, as the case may be, last
preceding the first day of the
session as aforesaid, but before
the date of the gazetting of
the notice of the taking or
resumption, the value of those
buildings or improvements
shall be allowed, not exceed-
ing their actual cost.

Hon. H. K. WATSON: This amendment
is of precisely the same purport as the
amendment standing in my name on the
notice paper. The only difference is that
I have taken 13 lines to say exactly the
same thing as the Chief Secretary has
taken 26 lines to say. I still think MY
proposal is clearer than his. However, It Is
purely a matter of verbiage, and I am
prepared to support his amendment and
not to proceed with mine.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: Mr. Watson
is an amateur: my amendment was drawn
up by an professional!

Amendment put and passed.
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Hon. H. K. WATSON: I move an amend-
ment-

That the following be inserted
after the word "land" in line 10, page
26 to stand as paragraph (e)-

By inserting after paragraph
(a) the following paragraph:-

(a) The loss or damage, if
any, sustained by the claim-
ant by reason of-

(i) removal expenses; or
(iI) disruption and rein-

statement or a busi-
ness; or

(III) the discontinuance of
building works in
progress at the date
when such land is
taken or resumed
and the termination
of building contracts
in consequence there-
of; or

(iv) architect's fees or
quantity surveyor's
fees actually incurred
by the claimant in re-
spect to proposed
buildings or improve-
ments which cannot
be commenced orcontinued in conse-
quence of the taking
or resumption of such
land; or

(v) any other facts which
the respondent or the
Court considers it
just to take Into ac-
count having regard
to the circumstances
of each case.

Section 63 Is the critical section. It
Specifies the various circumstances which
shall be taken into account by the
court in determining what is the fair and
just compensation to the claimant. The
Act provides that the claimant shall be
given the value of his land as at the speci-
fled date plus the damage, if any, sustained
by reason of the severance of such land.

In practice. r understand that subpara-
graphs (i) to Qlv) of my amendment are
taken into account by the Land Resump-
tion Office in any settlement it makes;
but as a matter of strict law, if a question
did go to the court, It might well be that,
in the absence of express provision for
these items, they might not be allowed. It
is desirable that they be enumerated, in-
asmuch as they do not profess to be ex-
haustive.

I draw attention to subparagraph (v)
of the amendment. We should be careful
to see that no man is deprived of what io

rightly due to him. So this right should
be given to the court, and similarly to the
Minister; otherwise the Minister would be
Precluded from exercising it.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: We are pre-
pared to accept the amendment, except
for subparagraph Cv). The Crown Law
authorities agree with the department's
contention that it would be most unwise to
grant to the court this extra power on
the ground that it is far too broad in its
implication. The term "value," as defined
in the Act, is capable of very liberal in-
terpretation to cover, In addition to mar-
ket value, all possible contingent loss aris-
ing from the taking. This is in accordance
with the establihed principles of valua-
tion and would be generally accepted.
If members examine subparagraph (v)
they will see that it is as wide open as the
plains. Any other facts may be taken into
consideration. I think that is going too
far.

Hon. H. KC. WATSON: If there is any
circumstance which the court considers
it is just to take into account, then I think
the court should be trusted to take It Into
account. I draw attention to the opening
words of the section. Unless the particu-
lar matters are specified, a deserving person
may be deprived of compensation. It
should be left to the court to say that if
it is just to be taken into account, it shall
be taken into account.

Amendment put and passed;, the clause,
as amended, agreed to.

Point of Order.

The Chief Secretary: I thought we were
dealing with my amendment on Mr. Wat-
son's amendment.

The Chairman: The Chief Secretary did
not move an amendment. He said be
wanted Mr. Watson's amendment without
subparagraph (v), but he did not move to
that eff ect.

The Chief Secretary: That was very f or-
getful of me, because that is what I got
up to do.

lion. H. K. Watson: The only question
before the Chair was my amendment.

The Chief Secretary: I said that I hoped
the Committee would accept it without
subparagraph (v).

The Chairman: The Chief Secretary
did not move to that effect in any shape
or form. I was waiting for him to move
an amendment on the amendment, but
he did not do so.

The Chief Secretary: Have you declared
it?

The Chairman: Yes; it was carried, and
I gave the decision.
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Committee Resumed.
Clauses 16 ta 20--agreed to.
Clause 21-Section 6? amended:
Hon. H. K. WATSON: I move an

amendment--
That all the words after the word

"by" in line 4, page 30, be struck out
and the following inserted in lieu-

substituting for the passage
"shall be entitled to a fee for
every day upon which he attends
a sitting of the Court? in lines
1 and 2, the passage " who
is a member of the Compensation
Court shall be entitled to a fee.",

The object of the amendment is to tidy
up a weakness in the existing section. At
the moment, the Act provides that an
assessor shall be paid a fee of so much
per day for each sitting of the court, as
the presiding officer considers necessary.
The amendment will simply provide that
the assessor shall be paid a fee to be de-
termined by the Judge. The work of the
assessor is by no means confined to the
day or two of actual hearing because he
has a lot to do before and a lot to do after.

At the moment the judge's discretion is
limited to the actual sitting days. The
amendment is designed to allow the judge
to fix a fee having regard to all the work
done by the assessor. It will bring the
law into line with the other provision
which is contained in the Bill, whereby
the dispute may be settled by a single
arbitrator.

Amendment put and passed; the clause,
as amended, agreed to.

Clause 22--Section 68 amended:
Hon. H. K. WATSON: This is the clause

that deals with the question of costs on
an appeal being made to the compensa-
tion court. It will be noticed that para-
graph (a) of the clause is to be amended
so that the Act will read that the costs
of the inquiry will be awarded In the dis-
cretion of the compensation court.

We start by saying that costs are In the
discretion of that court, which is as it
should be; but then the effect of the pro-
posal in paragraph (c) is that if the com-
pensation awarded does not exceed one-
half of the amount claimed, the claimant
shall pay the respondent's costs; and if
the compensation awarded is equal to 80
per cent. of the amount claimed, the re-
spondent shall pay the claimant's costs.

However, there is a no man's land be-
tween the 50 per cent. and the 80 per
cent. The original proposal in the Bill
was much better than the clause as it now
stands. Therefore, I move an amend-
ment-

That all words after the word "by"
in line 10, page 28. to the end of the
paragraph be struck out and the fol-
lowing inserted in lieu :-"repeallng
Subsection (2) ".

The CHIEF SECRETARY: I am quite
happy to see this clause finish up as it
was originally, and the hon. member pro-
poses to take us back to that stage.

Amendment put and passed: the clause,
as amended, agreed to.

Clauses 23 to 30, Title-agreed to.
Bill reported with amendments and the

report adopted.

Third Reading.
Bill read a third time and returned to

the Assembly with amendments.

BILL-FERTILISERS ACT
AMENDMENT.

Assembly's Message.
Message from the Assembly received and

read notifying that it had agreed to the
Council's amendments.

BILL-PRICES CONTROL.
Second Reading.

order of the Day read for the resump-
tion from the previous day of the debate
on the second reading.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

in Ccrnzmittee-Pro gress Arrested.
Hon. W. R. Hall in the Chair; the Chief

Secretary in charge of the Bill.
Clauses I and 2-agreed to.

Clause 3-Definitions:
Clause put and a division taken with

the following result:-
Ayes .. .. ..I I- 9
Noes ... .... .... ... 14

Majority against .... 5

Ayes.
Hon. C. W, DI. Barker Non. H. P. Rutobtuon
Hon. E. M. Davies Rion. P. Rt. H. Lavery
Eon. 0. Fraser Hon. H. C. Strickland
Han. J. J. Garrigan iHon, W. F. WiLlesee
Hon: E. MI. Henan Teller.j

Hon. L. Craig
Hon. 3F Cunningliam
lion. L. C. Diver
Mon. Sir Frank Gibiton
Hon. A. F. Griffith
Hon. H. Hearn
Hon. J. 0. HLslop

PAi
Ayes.

Ron. 0. Bennmetts:
lion. J. D. Teathan

ea.
Holl. A. R. Jones
Hon. Sir Chs. Lathxam
Hon. L, A Logan
Hon. C. H . Simpson
Hon. H. K. Watson
Hon. P. DI. Will mot
Hon. J. Murray(Tle.

Noes.
Eon. J. McI. Thomson
Hon, N. E. Baxter

Clause thus negatived.

Sifting sun'ended from 10.30 to 11.2 p.m.
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Clause 4-Administration:
Hon. L,. CRAIG: I move-

That the Chairman do now leave the
Chair.

Motion put and a division taken with the
following result:-

Ayes . .. . ..... 14

Noes .... .... .... .... B

Majority for .... 5

Ayes,

I-on. I.. Craig
Hon. J, Cunningham
HOD. L. C. Diver
Hon, Sir Frank Gibson
Hon, A. r. Grit
Hon. H. Hearn
HOn' J. 0. HiIop

Noe:

Hon. C. W. D. Barker
Mon. E. Md. Davies
Hon. 0. Fraser
Hon. J. J. Giarrigan
Hon. E. Md. Neenan

Hon. A. H. Jones
Hon. L. A. Logan
Hon. J3. Murry
Hon, C. H. Simpson
Hon. H. K. Watson
Hon. F. V, wliimott
Hon. Sir Chas. Latham

(Teller.)

Hon. F. R. H. Iavery
Hon. H. C. Strickland
Hon. W. F. w1iese
Han. R. F. Hutchison

(Teller.)

Ayes. Par, Noes.
Hon. J. McI. Thomson Hon. 0. Benetta
Hon. N. E, Baxter Hon, .1. D. Teahan
Motion thus passed.
The Chairman accordingly left the Chair

and the Bill lapsed.

BILL-LOAN, E1l,604,000.
Second Reading.

Order of the Day read for the resump-
tion from the 23rd November of the de-
bate on the second reading.

Question put and pased.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee, etc.
Bill passed through Committee without

debate, reported without amendment, and
the report adopted.

Bill read a third time and passed.

BILL-ADMNISTRATION ACT
AMENDMENT.

Assembly's Message.
Message from the Assembly notifying

that it had agreed to amendments Nos. 1
and 2 made by the Council and had
agreed to No. 3 subject to a farther amgend-
ment, now considered.

in Committee.
Hon. W. R. Hall in the Chair; Hon. A.

F. Griffith in charge of the Bill.
No. 3, Clause 17, page $--Delete.
The CHAIRMAN: The Assembly agrees

to the Council's amendment subject to the
Council's making a further amendment as
follows-

Clause 13. Lines 29 and 30--Delete
the words "set forth in the Second
Schedule to this Act and insert in
lieu the wards "of wife or child under
sixteen years of age."~
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Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: I move-
That the further amendment made

by the Assembly be agreed to.
In regard to Nos. 1 and 2, they were

moved in this House and agreed to by an-
other place. it will be remembered that
when introducing the Bill I repudiated
Clause 17, which had been inserted by the
Government in another Place and elimin-
ated relief from duty to every other person.
but the wife. I said I could not understand
the Government's action, when an infrant
or child or aged parent might be just as
entitled to relief as the wife would be.
By arrangement with the sponsor of the
measure in another place the Premier
agreed to insert this amendment. The re-
sult will be that, up to £6,000 the rebate
will be applicable as it was before and then
on a sliding scale to £10,000 the relief will
be to the wife or child under the age of
16. That seems more reasonable than the
previous intention of the Treasurer.

Question put and passed; the Assembly's
further amendment to the Council's
amendment agreed to.

Resolution reported, the report adopted
and a message accordingly returned to
the Assembly.

BILL-TOWN PLANNING AND
DEVELOPMENT ACT

AMENDMENT.
Second Reading.

Debate resumed from an earlier stage
of the sitting.

HON. H. HEARN (Metropolitan) [11.161:
At this late hour I shall endeavour to make
my remarks as brief as possible. The
Chief Secretary has prepared some amend-
ments to this measure, as has Mr. Watson;
and I believe that at Present Mr. Watson
is looking through the Chief Secretary's
amendments to see how they fit in with
our desires.

This interim Bill has been brought down
by the Government after consultation with
the town-planning authority. It was felt
that with the confused political situation,
some simple Bill which would hold the
position as far as the Stephenson plan
is concerned, was necessary.

Everyone must agree on broad general
principles of planning. The Bill is a
temporary expedient having a currency of
one year only. I know It can be said that
that is such a short time that the details
of the measure could be of secondary
importance. But I cannot accept that; be-
cause whatever legislation is passed, it
could, and undoubtedly would be the
corner-stone of any future legislation.
Therefore I wish briefly to refer to some
features of the Bill and the subject mat-
ter of the amendments that Mr. Watson
Proposes to move at the appropriate time.



Firstly, under paragraph (d) of Clause
-2, on page 2, there Is a definition of "pub-
lic authority" which reads as follows:-

"Public authority" means a Minister
of the Crown acting in his official
capacity, a State Government De-
partment. State trading concern,
State instrumentality, State public
utility and any other person or
body, whether corporate or not,
who or which, under the authority
of any Act, administers or carries
on for the benefit of the State,
a social service or public utility.

I suggest to the Chief Secretary and
other members that that definition is too
wide and that some tightening up would
be of considerable advantage to the Bill.
On page 3, Clause 3, there is a new Sec-
tion 7A and the proposed new Subsection
(2) (a) reads-

(2) (a) Upon the approval by the
Governor of an interim development
order, the Minister shall cause to be
published once In the Gazette and once
in a daily newspaper circulating in
the metropolitan region a notice con-
taining a summary of the order and
stating that copies of the order shall
be made available by the Minister for
inspection by any person free of charge
at the offices of the Board and of the
local authorities within the area or
areas affected by the order.

Recently in this House we had certain
debates, the main theme of which was
the inadequacy of the notice given to the
public. I think if we are to cultivate the
goodwill of the people concerned we must
be very careful and make sure that we
insist that sufficient notice is given to
the public. Therefore I think that some
amendment which will increase the num-
ber of insertions in the daily Press will
be commendable.

Still dealing with new Section 7A, on
page 4, proposed new Subsection (2) (c)
reads--

(c) Every interim development order
shall be laid before each House of
Parliament within six sitting days of
the House next following the date of
publication in the Gasette of the notice
referred to in paragraph (a) of this
subsection, and If either House passes
a resolution revoking that order, of
which resolution notice was given at
any time within fourteen sitting days
of that Rouse after the order was laid
before It the order shall, on the passing
of the resolution, cease to have effect
notwithstanding the provisions of
paragraph (b) of this subsection; but
the revocation shall not affect the
operation of the order with respect
to anything done or omitted pursuant
to the order, prior to the revocation.

This order could be In operation for
eight months before Parliament could pos-
sibly act. If Parliament revoked the order.

there is no provision for any redress fromn
the operation of the order prior to the
revocation. Surely that should be tightened
up because, first of ail, we know that
once the House rises we have no opportun-
ity of looking at anything that is done
for the next eight months.

Still dealing with proposed new Section
7A, new Subsection (4) (c) on page 6,
reads--

(c) provide that the Board may re-
fuse to grant to an applicant its per-
mission for the carrying out of any
specified class of development within
the metropolitan region or such part
or parts thereof as are specified in
the order, the refusal being communi-
cated to the applicant through the
local authority;

I very much question the wisdom of that
procedure. If the Town Planning Board
is making and giving directions, bearing
in mind that there is always a certain
amount of heart-burning in regard to these
orders, it appears to me that the board
itself should indicate its decisions to the
owners; because, under circumstances such
as that, the local authorities could
be in a difficult position. After all, they
cannot have the final say; and as the
Town Planning Board gives a decision,
with the approval of the Minister, in my
opinion it is not fair to expect a local
authority to have to give either the good
or bad news to the people concerned.

On page 7, proposed new Subsection (6)
(a) and (b). dealing with the question
of times, states--

(6) (a) Where a person is aggrieved
by the refusal of a permit or by the
conditions subject to which a permit
is granted, he may within thirty days
after the refusal is communicated to
him or the permit is granted to him.
appeal to the Minister who may hear
the appeal himself or appoint a per-
son or persons to hear the appeal and
report thereon to the Minister and
the Minister, after considering the re-
port, if any, shall make his decision
thereon and communicate it to the
applicant. The Minister's decision Is
final. But no appeal shall be made
or entertained in respect of any de-
velopment which contravenes any pro-
visions of a town planning scheme or
any by-laws of a local authority which
are not superseded by the interim de-
velopment order.

(b) where the Board, or a local
authority exercising the powers of the
Board, fails to grant its permission
within a period of sixty days after the
receipt by the local authority of an
application for permission to Carry
out any development referred to In
this section, the applicant may regard
the failure as a refusal of permission
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and may within thirty days after the
expiry of the period referred to appeal
to the Minister as provided in Para-
graph (a) of this subsection.

I think members will agree that as the
town planning authority, or the local gov-
erning body, requires 50 days before the
applicant can definitely say that his appli-
cation has been refused, it is unfair to
give the applicant only 30 days in which
to protest to the Minister, because it could
happen that a person could be away.
Therefore I think we should alter the
Period to 60 days-the same time as has
been given to the town-planning authority.

The Minister for the North-West: How
many persons might be away?

Hon. H. EARN: Quite a number. An
order could be given and, at that particular
time, someone might be acting for the
owner.

The Minister for the North-West: That
is right; he has an agent.

Hon. H. KEAhRN: He would have to make
up his mind while the owner was not there.
If it is fair for the town-planning people
to have 60 days, then surely it is just as
fair for the people concerned to have 60
days* in which to appeal to the Minister!
I now refer to new Subsection 9A which
reads as follows:-

(9) (a) Where a public authority or
a local authority desires to carry out
within an area to which a current
interim development order relates any
work or undertaking which Is not
exempted by the provisions of the
order but which in the opinion of the
Board would not be in conformity with
the proposed town Planning scheme
for the metropolitan region, and where,
after consultation with that authority.
agreement is not reached with respect
to the co-ordination of the work or
undertaking with the proposals to be
included in the scheme, the Board or
the authority may submit the matter
to the Minister for determination by
the Governor and the Governor may
by Order in Council prohibit absolutely
or for such period as he thinks fit, or
restrict or regulate, or permit, the
carrying out of the work or under-
taking or any part thereof subject to
such conditions as he may specify in
the order in Council and the Order
in Council shall have effect accordingly
notwithstanding any provision of law
inconsistent with it.

of course, that means to say that the
Executive Council, through the Governor
can not only control local governing
bodies, in the question of the laws under
which they act, but can ignore any of the
laws and go right ahead as if they were
not controlled by any Act of Parliament
at all. Members must realise that this
is a big thing. It is taking away a rule

of law and substituting a bureaucracy. If
we are to be successful in this planning
scheme, I aim sure, subject to the carrying
on of the plan and knowing the di~fficul-
ties and that certain powers have to be
definite, we must ensure that the Govern-
ment and the individual cannot ignore the
law under which the municipality or the
road board is working.

The Minister for the North-West: The
Government has carried out that order.

Hon. H. HEARN: That is right. But is
it fair that the Government should have
the power to ignore the laws it has made?
I think it is a very dangerous provision
and the Bill would be better without that
provision. The next provision reads as
follows.

Cl,) Where a consultation between
the Board and a public authority takes
place as provided in paragraph Ca)
of this subsection, the Board shall
also consult the local authority in
whose district the work or undertak-
ing is proposed to be carried out.

That Is all right: but I would like to see
added "before a decision is reached." The
board could consult with the road board
after a decision had been reached. In
fairness to local governing bodies, they
should be kept informed before a decision
is reached. 11 think the House will agree
with that, bearing in mind that local
governing bodies do a good job in an hon-
orary capacity. They should be taken
into the confidence of the Town Plan-
ning Board on anything that is referred
in their district.

Finally, there is the question of corn-
pensation. Even in the interim develop-
mnent plan, this is going to be a real prob-
lemn. We want to know who pays. It
is a vital question, and I would like to
know on what basis payment is to be
made. The Bill endeavours to set out
that this could be done by arbitration; but,
speaking generally, the opinion of some
members--and I would say the majority
of members-of the Town Planning Board
is that when something is taken from
somebody payment should be made at
least equivalent to the current market
value. The real point is: Who is going to
find the money at the beginning?

I realise-and all of us who have studied
the question of town planning know per-
fectly well-that It will call for restric-
tions and sacrifices. It is bad enough
to have to surrender land, but we want
to make sure that we are going to play
fair with the people.

The Bill has been discussed with the
members of the Town Planning Commit-
tee from the viewpoint of the respective
parties in both Houses. They have con-
sidered it, and It has been brought down
in the last two or three days. Even from
the notes made and the typewritten copy
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of the Bill, we find it has only been here
a day or two at the most. The amend-
ments we have suggested will benefit the
Bill. I support the second reading.

HON. L. C. DIVER (Central) [11.35]:
The Bill has been brought down to cover
an interim period between now and when
some concrete measure can be brought for-
ward to Parliament. It is as well to go
back to the time mentioned by Mr. Reamn
when the advisory committee was appoin-
ted to look into town planning. That
committee made certain recommendations
to the Government of the day; and I un-
derstand that preliminary steps have been
taken to have those recommendations put
into operation, as they affect the Stephen-
son plan, especially those reservations of
land for arterial roads in particular, and
the projected road from Kwinana to Yan-
chep.

Certain assessments have to be made,
especially south of the river. There are
certain blocks of land which are not built
on, and it is necessary to make haste to
prevent any building taking place in that
area. There is also the question of the
road running from the Causeway to the
back of the trotting ground and on to the
Peninsula Hotel, and there are also certain
resumptions in the Welshpool area-result-
ing from recommendations of the advisory
committee to set aside land for marshal-
ling yards.

It is imperative that some interim legis-
lation be enacted to empower the Govern-
ment to hold matters in a reasonable state
so that unwarranted development cannot
take place in those areas, thus creating a.
burden on the people if they were left and
taken ever ultimately. The sooner these
areas can be taken over, the better. especi-
ally those required for the building of roads
and the construction of marshalling yards.
etc.

The land adjacent to those areas presents
no Problem, because it would be highly
desirable for the body ultimately created
to purchase that land now. With the ex-
piration of time, the land adjacent to it
would appreciate in value, and if there
were only some fund available, it would be
as well to take aUl that land in order that
the public might get the benefit of the
works that would take place in such locali-
ties.

This Bill is to help things, particularly
in respect to actions that have already
been taken and previously recommended
by the advisory committee. It is also pos-
sible that in some other part work may be
contemplated which could become a heavy
charge on society if there were no authority
to control it. The position would arise
irrespective of what party was In office.
So, like Mr. Heamn, I think that the matter
should be removed as far as possible from
party Politics.

I propose to support the amendments,
but there Is one it has been suggested
should be omitted. I refer to proposed new
Subsection (9) (a) which reads as fol-
lows:-

(9) (a) Where a public authority or
a local authority desires to carry out.
within an area to which a current in-
terim development order relates any
work or undertaking which is not
exempted by the provisions of the
order but which in the opinion of the
Board would not be in conformity
with the proposed town planning
scheme for the metropolitan region.
and where, after consultation with
that authority, agreement is not
reached with respect to the co-ordina-
tion of the work or undertaking with
the proposals to be included in the
scheme, the Board or the authority
may submit the matter to the Minister
for determination by the Governor
and the Governor may by Order in
Council prohibit absolutely or for such
period as he thinks fit, or restrict or
regulate, or permit, the carrying out
of the work or undertaking or any
part thereof subject to such conditions
as he may specify in the Order in
Council and the Order in Council shall
have effect accordingly notwithstand-
ing any provision of law inconsistent
with it.

Had I not seen certain draft legislation
that was to be of a permanent nature,
and had not the political scene altered as
it has and the proposal been made to in-
clude the Crown Law Department. I would
have thought the provision particularly
hard. It Is different now that the Crown
Law Department is included.

We must be careful and not provide for
something which will affect the public
while the local governing bodies or the
Crown can escape its implications. For
that reason I would like to hear the Chief
Secretary in reply. Once we have set up
a formula to control the public then the
local governing bodies and the Crown
should also be bound by it.

I do not think there is any necessity
for me to go into the matter in more de-
tail at this stage. Some minor amend-
ments will be suggested. But one thing
I would like to stress is that this is only
interim legislation. It Is something to
hold the position until the end of 1956.
Perhaps in seven or eight months' time
the Parliament of this State will be dis-
cussing permanent legislation, and we shall
have to see that there are no loopholes
in it.

But this Bill is substantially to hold the
position for the interim period. If it Is
not a Bill In which every 'It*, is crossed
and every IT' is dotted. I am not too par-
ticular about that, so long as the main
provisions are up to our requirements. I
support the second reading.
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HON. H. K. WATSON (Metropolitan)
[11.46): 1 have not had the advantage of
the two previous speakers who addressed
themselves to this Bill of being a member
of Lhe town planning parliamentary com-
mittee. Mr. Hearn and Mr. Diver are
members of that committee and they may
have a better idea of the Bill than L.

I find myself in the position of the re-
maining members of this Chamber who
were presented with the measure for the
first time at 2 a.m. today and who have
been pretty busy since and have had little
or no time to study it and all its implica-
tions. I listened to the introductory re-
marks of the Chief Secretary in moving
the second reading, and also to the
speeches of Mr. Hearn and Mr. Diver.

It was said by Mr. Diver that the legis-
lation is of a temporary character, but
there is nothing in the Bill to that effect.
It is not a measure with a 12-months'
duration. When the amendments it con-
tains are inserted in the principal Act.
they will be inserted apparently for all
time, and could well remain there for all
time, subject to some very minor altera-
tions. I deplore the fact that we have not
had more opportunity to consider a Bill
of such far-reaching implications.

Hon. L. C. Diver: We can only blame
our own people.

Hon. H. X. WATSON: I do not care
whko is blamed. I consider the possible
dangers in the Bill. It is not temporary
legislation but a Bill which, when grafted
on to the principal Act, will remain there
for all time.

The Minister for the North-West: No.

Hon. H. K. WATSON: There is nothing
in the Bill to say that it will be otherwise.
The compensation clause is, to my mind,
a very sketchy one and almost negative.
it does not say that compensation shall
be allowed and that it shall be so-and-so.
it says no compensation shall be allowed
"unless." And then it gives a couple of
illustrations. I would have liked much
more time to consider that provision, be-
cause I feel that anyone who is affected
by these orders that are to be issued by
the Town Planning Board could be very
seriously affected. He could have his work
and development stopped.

The Bill makes provision for such cases
as the Welshpool marshalling yards which
Mr. Diver gave as an illustration. Let us
assume that a man or a company has an
area of land at Welshpool and is about to
erect a factory on it. Then a development
order comes out and stops him. it says.
"This land is frozen and you cannot do
any development on it." At the moment
the Bill Provides that that man can be
granted compensation for injurious affec-
tion or that the Crown. at its option, may
purchase the land at its present-day
value.

('171

Be that as it may, the Crown-that is,
the Government-may not exercise its
option to purchase. In that event we
might find the owner of the land in this
position: He has land which he wants to
develop, but against which there is a stop
order. It would be very convenient for
the Government to say, "We will keep you
in that position for 20 years."

The Minister for the North-West: But
it would not be a wise thing to do.

Hon. H. K. WATSON: It would be
wonderful if the Government could get
away with it.

The Minister for the North-West: But
what Government would?

Hon. H. K. WATSON: In this Bill there
is nothing to say it could not do so.

Hon. H. Hearn: I think there could be
many cases in which it would.

The Minister for the North-West: What
Government would do it?

Hon. H. K. WATSON: There ought to
be something in the Bill to the effect that
the option should cut both ways. The
Crown should have the right to purchase;
but where a man's property has been
sterilised and looks like being sterilised
for all time-

The Minister for the North-West: What
do you mean by "sterilised"?

Hon. H. K. WATSON: Sterilised by a
stop order under this measure-prevented
from being developed.

The Minister for the North-West; Is
that the right word?

Hon. H. K. WATSON: Yes. A stop
order is put on it and development is pre-
vented.

The Minister for the North-West: Put a
blanket on it.

Hon. H. K. WATSON: Yes.
The minister for the North-West: Simi-

lar to the one at Kwinana.
Hon. H. K. WATSON: Read the Bill!

The Minister for the North-West: I am
asking you whether it would be similar to
the blanket placed on Spearwood, Coogee
and Kwinana.

Hon. H. K. WATSON: I do not know.
The Minister should tell me. I am merely
seeking information.

Hon. H. Hearn: He is a private member.
The Minister for the North-West: So

am I-non-party.
Hon. H. K. WATSON: The Bill says

that an interim development order may
regulate, restrict or prohibit any specified
class of development in the metropolitan
region. In other words-and the Chief
Secretary virtually informed us this would
be so-a development order is about to
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come down which will Prohibit work and but I feel that we should not nass it with-
development at Welshpool and other
centres.

The Minister for the North-West: In
conformity with the Stephenson plan.

Hon. H. K. WATSON: I do not care
what plan it is in conformity with. I am
concerned with the individual who owns
the property on which development is to
be stopped.

The Minister for the North-West: Do
you agree with the Stephenson plan?

Hon. H. Hearn: That is beside the
point.

Hon. H. K. WATSON: Quite beside the
point! I am discussing the position of the
owner whose land is affected by a stop
order, whether in accordance with the
Stephenson plan or any other plan. We
find that where land has a development
order against it, the Crown may purchase
it. But I consider that the owner of the
land should have the right to sa to the
Government, "You have stopped me from
developing my land. It is no more use to
me, and 11 do not want to be in this posi-
tion for 20 years. Buy the land!" He
should have a definite right to call on the
Government to purchase the land affected
by the order.

The Minister for the North-West: That
is fair enough.

Hon. H. K. WATSON: That is the point
I am endeavouring to make.

The Chief Secretary: It could not be for
20 years. This Bill is only for 12 months,
and would automatically go out at the end
of that time.

Hon. H. Hearn: But it is the foundation
of future Bills. Do not lose sight of that.

The Chief Secretary: Deal with them
when we get them!

Hon. H. K. WATSON: There is no rea-
son why the last clause could not remai .n
in the Act for all time; and it probably
will. I see what is meant about the de-
velopment order; but this Bill also con-
tains power for Parliament to continue
that, and it doubtless will be continued.
We have not merely to look at this as an
interim business but take a long-term
view.

I express regret that this Bill has been
brought down in the dying hours of the
session; and we are led to believe that-
much like the traffic regulations that
were gazetted a week after the House rose
in 1954-within a week or two after the
House rises this time, we will be presented
with No. 1 interim development order. It
is a matter for much regret that the in-
terim development order and this Bill
were not brought down earlier so that
we could at least study them and. if neces-
sary, express an opinion on them. I have
not had time to study the Bill thoroughly,

out giving it the most serious considera-
tion we can in the short time at our dis-
posal.

HON. A. F. GRIFFITH (Suburban)
[11.561: I want to make a few brie! re-
marks on the Hill. One matter concerning
which questions are being asked in my
district refers to the marshalling yards
in the Welshpool area. I am prepared to
concede that resumptions of this kind are
necessary in the interests of the State and
of public works; but questions have been
asked by a few of the people who own
the land in this area.

We know that the plan that was illus-
trated in one of the daily papers showed
a very large area of some 3,000-odd acres
of land owned by private individuals. Even
the Welshpool school comes into it, and
in the middle of it are areas of land that
are under water. They are veritable lakes.
The people are asking what will be the
position there.

One man to whom I was speaking said
he had received information from a cer-
tain source that the Minister for Works
had said that if this man wanted to get
out and start somewhere else the Govern-
mient was prepared to pay him in order
that he might do So. That is a very
desirable state of affairs, because this man
is a farmer and his attitude is, "If the
Government wants my land, it can take
it; but I want to be paid so that I can
go further out and start again."

When he communicated this to me. I
asked him whether he had had it in writ-
ing; and he said, "No." I advised him to
write to the Minister and tell him what
he had been told and ask for confirmation.
I understand he did write to the Minister
and the reply he received was not in terms
of the undertaking given. It was that the
matter would be looked into. I under-
stand he is still awaiting a reply.

The Minister for the North-West: How
long ago would that be?

Hon. A. F. GRIFF'EITH: It was recently
-since "The West Australian" newspaper
illustrated the area of land to be taken
at Welshpool for the purpose of marshal-
ling yards.

The Minister for the North-West: With-
in a few weeks.

Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: Yes, quite re-
cently. This area of land has become
very valuable; and in passing legislation
of this nature, we must ask ourselves,
"What is the future of the people who own
the land? When are they going to be
paid?" We had a Bill a little earlier this
evening on which Mr. Watson spoke of the
anxiety of the man whose land was taken,
and he was displaced.

The Minister for the North-West: Had
he claimed?
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Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: I am quoting
a hypothetical case of a man who owns
land, has it taken from him, and is not
able to carry on unless he is paid. The
Public Works Act deals with a portion
or that by giving him two-thirds of the
money, If that is the position, a great
deal of money is going to be necessary to
implement, not only the resumption of
the marshalling yards, but the position
throughout the whole of the State. it
is going to involve hundreds of thousands
of pounds. Where is the money coming
from?

The Government should give to these
people a clarification of their expectations.
Whether a man runs a poultry farm on
10 acres of land, or stock on 100 acres,
the Government should give him some
definite undertaking as to his future, so
that he will know where he stands. Many
people have a feeling of uncertainty about
the resumption of land. They do not know
where they are going. They do not know
when the big hammer of resumption is
going to fall.

The Minister for the North-West: Or
when the Stephenson plan might be im-
plemented.

Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: That is quite
right. I am not making a critical speech,
but one of an inquiring nature, hoping
that we can get some information to pass
on to those people who live in the area.
People at Welshpool have said to me,
"What about our school?" Some four or
five years ago I had a good deal of trouble
in getting the Government of the day to
build that school. Those people also say
"What about our playing fields and our
future in the district?"

The implementation of the Stephenson
plan has been mentioned by the Minister
for the North-West. The whole thing
worries me. A man might have a farm-
let which falls in the middle of the re-
sumption. He says. "What is my future?.
Can I go on developing my property? When
is the Government taking my land and
paying me for it?" I come back to the man
who was told that the Government would
pay him now; but the assurance from the
Minister for Works is not so concrete as
the one given verbally.

The Minister for the North-West: The
Minister set it in motion.

Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: I am not be-
ing critical, but just telling the Minister
what is taking place.

Hon. H. Hearn: They would not have
the money to pay everybody.

Ron. A. F. GRIFFITH: That is the point.
Let us assume the Minister was gener-
ous enough to write to this fellow and say,
"What is your farm worth?" and then
agree on its value and send the money to
him. Would that not be an inducement
for every individual in the Welshpool area
to say. "You gave it to Mr. Jones, why not

give it to me?" Having established a pre-
cedent, it would be difficult for the Gov-
ernment not to carry on with it.

Hon. H. Hearn: it would be impossible
for the Government to carry it on.

The Minister for the North-West: Why?
Hon. H. Hearn: The finance would not

be available.
The Minister for the North-West: Not

in the Welshpool area, taking it as one
area.

Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: I think the
amount of money involed in settling for
the land in that area would be very con-
siderable.

The Minister for the North-West: Not
to comply with the Stephenson plan.

The PRESIDENT: Order! This is not
a question-and- answer session. I ask the
hon. member to address the Chair.

Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: I was doing that.
I am trying to inform the Minister of the
questions that are exercising the minds
of these people.

The Minister for the North-West: I ap-
preciate that.

Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: I attend parents
and citizens' association meetings and
meetings of the R.S.L. out there. I am due
to attend one tomorrow night; and the
fellows will ask me, "Have you any in-
formation for us yet on the marshalling-
yard area?" I have been trying to ascer-
tain what the situation is in regard to the
matter that is still exercising their minds.

Resumption is going to take a lot of
money; and if the Government is prepared
to say to one man. "We will pay you,"
then it must say to any other people who
claim, 'We will also pay you." Where
does the Government expect the money
will come from? The Welsh pool area is
one isolated case that I took as an example
of what is exercising people's minds; and
it is common to the whole plan throughout
the metropolitan area.

HON. R. F. HUTCHISON (Suburban)
t12.7 a.): Mr. Griffith knows as well
as I do what is likely to happen. I have
been active in the Welshpool area, and
the thought in the people's minds is not
what he says it is. I attended a deputa-
tion today that waited on the Minister.
Does the hon. member Insinuate that the
Government is going to do something
dreadful to the people out there?

The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon. A. F. Griffith: on a point o1

order, I made no insinuation whatever
when I was making my second reading
speech. I hope the hon. member on this
occasion will keep away from a personal
attack on me. I only repeated to the
House conversations I have had with
people out there.
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The PRESIDENT: I ask the hon. mem- The CHIEF SECRETARY: I might have
ber to keep the debate on the same plane.

Hon. R. P. HUTCHISON: I was doing
that. I have been out there too. Mr.
Griffith wanted to know where the money
for the plan would come from. This Gov-
ernment will find it just the same as any
other Government would, and the people
will be treated justly. The interim de-
velopment request is so that the Govern-
ment can wait until something comes in
to plan with. This plan is an inheritance
from the previous Government which
started it going. The Government is doing
its level best.

People come to me every week asking
whether the Housing Commission will buy
their land because they have had such a
good deal that they are ready to sell it.
These are people who have had their land
given back to them. I can prove that
because I have the letters. To think that
these people will not be treated well or in
a proper manner is supposition that should
not be voiced in the House.

The PRESIDENT: Order! No one has
suggested that the people will not be
treated properly.

Hon. R. P. HUTCHISON: Mr. Griffith
wanted to know where the money was
coming from. I take it that is an in-
sinuation.

The PRESIDENT: The hon. member
must not place her own interpretation
on his remarks to that extent.

Hon. R. F. HUTCHISON: These people
are in my province too. I have been out
there, and I say they are reasonably satis-
fled. They know the matter will be worked
out but that it will take time.

The proposal in the Bill for an interim
development order is a good one. It gives
a breathing space so that people may be
treated justly and rightly. I have every
confidence that the Government. which
I support, will do the right thing. These
people have no need to worry, and those
I have spoken to are not worried.

I have been to the Minister and have
received a reasonable explanation. I have
been told that it will be dealt with when
something concrete comes up. and that the
Stephenson plan will be adopted. My as-
sociations out there are quite friendly;
and when the people are given the ex-
planation, they are quite satisfied.

THE CHIEF SECRETARY (Hon. G.
Fraser-West--in reply) [12.13 am.):
What Mrs. Hutchison says is correct. This
was not something of our creation; it was
an inheritance from a previous Adminis-
tration, We have been endeavouring, con-
scientiously, to carry out the job.

Hon. H. Hearn: And you have been as-
sisted by the other parties.

given credit for that if the hon. member
had not jumped in so quickly. In carry-
ing out this plan we have gone to an ex-
tent that no other Government has gone
in this State, to do the right thing.

The Stephenson plan came out in Janu-
ary of this year, and it is an overall plan
for the metropolitan area. In order to
tackle it, we approached the other parties
and formed an all-party committee to
deal with the position. The committee
dealt with it for some months, but the
progress was so slow that we could see
it would be years before we reached
finality.

One of the first recommendations sent
from the committee to the Government
was in connection with the marshalling
yards at Welshpool. When all is said and
done, the whole plan devolves upon those
marshalling yards; if they were to go
elsewhere, the plan would have to be re-
vised. I have been told that some mem-
bers in Opposition have said that if there
were a change of Government there would
be an alteration of the Welshpool plan.
Whether that is right or wrong, I do not
know, but it was told to me.

Irrespective of the Government that is
in office, the matter of the marshalling
yards is the first point to be decided, and
that was decided by the all-party commit-
tee. That, therefore, is why the decision
regarding WelshPool was first made. I
repeat that if the marshalling yards were
to go somewhere else, the plan would have
to be seriously revised.

Hon. A. P. Griffith: I am not-
The CHIEF SECRETARY: I am giving

the history.
Hon. A. F. Griffith: You did not mind

my asking you for a little advice.
The CHIEF SECRETARY: No, I am

leading up to that. The recommendation
of the committee was immediately trans-
ferred to the Government and the whole
matter centred on that. The Government
quickly decided that that was where the
marshalling yards would go. I admit that
once the decision was published in the
Press, the People immediately became con-
cerned as to what would happen to them.

Hon. C. H. Simpson: Are you satisfied
that that is the best site for the marshal-
ling yards?

The CHIEF SECRETARY: My opinion
can be disregarded. That was the de-
cision made by the all-party committee.

Hon. C. H. Simpson: It could still be
wrong.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: I am not de-
bating that aspect.

Hon. J. 0. Hislop: That comes into
your town-planning scheme.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: Yes: and
other matters are involved, because once
it was decided the marshalling yards
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should go there instead of on the other
site selected, the people that were to be
affected in the first instance wanted their
land returned to them, and that was done.

Hon. C. H. Simpson: That was not in
regard to the site for the marshalling yard,
but the route for the chord line.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: Once a de-
cision was made on the other question, the
release of land was made.

Hon. C. H. Simpson: The marshalling
yards, as authorized by law, are the pro-
perty of the Railway Department.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: The question
is all bound up with the decision made
on the marshalling yards. So requests
were made for the release of land, and
the land was returned to the people in
that area. If any other Government
tackled the question, it would be most
difficult to alter the decision.

Although the people became concerned,
no information could be released until the
all-party committee dealing with the prob-
lem had made its recommendation and
the Government had clinched the deal.

Hon. A. F. Griffith: The Government ac-
cepted the recommendation.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: That is so.
I know that at this time of the year, as
long as I have been in Parliament, com-
plaints have been raised about legislation
being introduced so late in the session.
However, it is because of the methods that
were adopted by the Government on this
question that this Bill has been brought
down so late. The Government was pre-
pared months ago to introduce interim
legislation.

We brought a similar measure in last
year and the year before, but it was useless
to do the same this year until some agree-
ment was made with the other parties,
which were given the opportunity to study
the Bill before it was introduced into
Parliament. Because the Government al-
lowed copies to be distributed to those
other parties the legislation is rather be-
lated.

Hon. H. Hearn: That all occurred within
the last week or 10 days. I saw you on
the Monday.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: Yes.
Hon. H. Hearn: You cannot blame the

all-party committee, because the Govern-
mnent had months before it was appointed
o consider the question.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: Let me ex-
plain the circumstances, and the hon.
member can then blame whom he likes.
kt the last meeting of the all-party com-
mittee it was decided that the decision
nade would be taken back to the parties,
ind they were going to let us know what
rould be done in this matter.

Hon. L. C. Diver: That is correct.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: It was not
until last week that I spoke with the vari-
ous parties in an endeavour to get some
finality so that the legislation could be in-
troduced.

Hon. H. Hearn: They had the draft for
only two days. Be fair! You are saying
that we were responsible for hanging it
up; but we did not.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: The parties
hung it up for a long time. I would say
it would be six weeks.

Hion. H. Hearn: Previously the whole
scheme was changed and since then there
has been no delay. Mr. Diver possibly saw
it two days before I did.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: Yes. As a
matter of fact, we had no word from either
party until early last week.

Hon. H. Hearn: We did not have the
time to make the decision because we did
not have the Bill.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: We could not
frame the Bill until we knew of the at-
titude of both parties. Last week I sought
a decision from the party of which Mr.
Diver is a member because we were
anxious to introduce the legislation. When
we got word that there was a possibility
of agreement being reached on the legis-
lation, a rough draft was made and a
copy of it was given to Mr. Hearn last
Friday.

Hon. H. Hearn: By arrangement, I gave
it to you at 10 am. on Monday.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: Yes. Im-
mediately the parties concerned submitted
the suggested amendments which they
thought were required, I contacted the
Town Planning Commissioner on the same
day and told him exactly what those
parties had recommended and asked him
to have the draft altered along those lines.
That was on Monday or Tuesday of this
week.

Hon. H. Heamn: That was on Monday at
10 am.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: An appoint-
ment was made with the draftsman on
Tuesday to discuss the alterations made
so that the Bill could be introduced as
soon as possible. It was introduced on
Wednesday, so I think we acted fairly
smartly. Therefore, the Government can-
not be held responsible for the Bill being
introduced so late in the session. But
I am not worrying about that at this stage.

Hon. 3. 0. Hislop: Could you not adopt
a Christmas spirit and say that it will be
agreed to?

The CHIEF SECRETARY: I think it
will be, but there are always dark clouds
before a silver lining.

Hon. J. G. Hislop: Do you think there
will be a silver lining?
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The CHIEF SECRETARY: Yes; and the H-on. L. C. Diver: Their property will
silver lining was that, having arrived at
a suitable arrangement to avoid any un-
necessary debate on the Bill when it was
introduced, we now-

Hon. A. F. Griffith: Can you tell us
whether the Government has considered
from what source it will obtain the money
to pay the people who will be affected with
regard to the new Welshpool marshalling
yards?

The CHIEF SECRETARY: There are
only two avenues from which money can
be obtained: one is through loan and one
is from revenue. Once this interim order
is agreed to no development can take place
in the Welshpool or any other area which
conflicts with the Stephenson plan. This
Bill is designed to hold the position for 12
months. If any land is required by the
Government, it will have to find the money
to purchase it. As to the portion of the
Welshpool area that is being set aside for
industry and Private organisatlons-

Hon. H. Hearn: Warehouse sites and
so on.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: Yes. Any
land that is required by them will be ob-
tained by negotiation with the people con-
cerned.

Hon. H. Hearn: Their asset is therefore
appreciating.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: As a matter
of fact, it is becoming a busy industrial
area.

Hon. A. F. Griffith: Has the Govern-
ment assessed what amount of money will
be necessary to pay for the land required
for the marshalling yards?

The CHIEF SECRETARY: Not up to
date. It was useless doing that until we
found out definitely what was going to
happen.

Hon. A. F. Griffith: That means you will
hold on, whatever the cost.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: Parliament
will hold it and not the Government. But
the people living there can continue to live
there and improve their properties so long
as their improvements do not conflict with
the regional plan for that area.

Hon. A. F. Griffith: If you were living
there, would you like to improve your pro-
perty knowing that the axe would fall on
pour neck at any time?

The CHIEF SECRETARY: Yes; because
I would know, as those people will know,
that I would be appreciating the value of
my property; and, what is more, It will
appreciate further by the time these firms
require it. It will be 10 or 15 years before
those people will have to get out. The resi-
dents who are on land not required by the
Government can stay as long as they
like.

Hon. H. Hearn: Until industry ap-
proaches them to buy them out.

appreciate in value.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: Exactly. The
value of the land will appreciate consid-
erably and there is no need to disturb
them for 10 or 15 years, or even longer.
So many unnecessary fears have been
created by some people. That is the posi-
tion at Welshpool, and it applies to all
areas embraced by the regional plan. The
Government is concerned only with that
land which it requires. Other people con-
cerned can deal with their properties in
whatever manner they like so long as it
does not conflict with the regional plan. In
the holding period of 12 months, details of
the plan must be finalised so that a defin-
ite scheme can be put forward in the
future.

H-on. H. Hearn: Could you give us some
details of the proposed amendments?

The CHIEF SECRETARY: I will say
that, in my usual co-operative spirit, I have
decided to accept some of the amendments.
Also, in view of the fact that promises
were made In another place that amend-
ments would be made in this House. other
amendments will be moved.

Question put and passed.

Bill read a second time.

In Committee.
Hon. W. R. Hall in the Chair; the Chief

Secretary in charge of the Bill.
Clauses 1 and 2-agreed to.

Clause 3-New Section 7TA added:
The CHIEF SECRETARY: I move an

amendment-
That the words "which immedi-

ately prior to the coming into opera-
tion of the order was a lawfully autho-
rised development" in lines 24 to 26,
page 3, be struck out, and the follow-
ing inserted in lieu:-

for which immediately prior to the
coming into operation of the
order, a permit or permits, if any.
required under this or any other
Act authorising the development
to be carried out, had been ob-
tained and were current.

When the Bill was in another place an
undertaking was given that an amend-
ment would be made to clarify the posi-
tion.

Hon. J. G. HISLOP: it is very difficult
to understand the amendment without a
copy of it. Does it mean that when the
Bill comes into force people with permits
will be allowed to carry on? That is a dif-
ferent viewpoint. The amendment says
that after the Act comes into operation.
an Individual can do something which was
lawful before its Introduction.
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Hon. H. Rearn: This is to cover the posi-
tion that when a permit has been granted,
the person can carry on without reference
to the plan.

Amendment put and passed.
Hon. H. K. WATSON: I move an amend-

inent-
That the word "Once" in line 30.

page 3. be struck out with a view to
inserting the words "six times" in lieu.

This amendment provides that the interim
order shall be published in the newspaper.
I consider that one publication is insuf-
ficient and I suggest that it be published
six times, perhaps to Include one publi-
cation in a Sunday newspaper.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: I agree to
the deletion of the word "one", but I ob-
ject to the six insertions. We all realise
how costly it is to advertise in newspapers
and the cost would be very great for six
insertions. I am prepared to agree to two
insertions, to include one in a week-end
paper.

H-on. H. HEARN: I hope this Chamber
will not agree to the two insertions. The
public of this State has yet to be educated
to become town-planning minded. The
committee appointed by the Government
to inquire into town planning has recom-
mended all along that the co-operation of
the public be obtained.

These interim orders would be something
new, and for a start, more frequent publi-
cation is necessary. After a year's trial
of town planning, people would become
more conscious of it. If it is possible to
buy the goodwill of the people by a more
frequent publication of interim orders, the
money would be well spent.

Amendment (to strike out word) put and
passed.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: It is desired
to obtain the co-operation of the public
as much as possible but the Government
cannot be expected to be a benevolent
society to the newspapers. Six publica-
tions in a newspaper will be tremendously
costly and unreasonable.

Hon. H. K. Watson: How many orders
do you anticipate publishing in the next
12 months?

The CHIEF SECRETARY: I cannot an-
ticipate that.

Hon. H. K. Watson: They will not come
out weekly?

The CHIEF SECRETARY: I do not know.
Hon. H. K. Watson: I have an idea

there may be only one order.
The CHIEF SECRETARY: The hon.

members idea may be wrong. There
might be 10 orders, and under the pro-
posed amendment there would need to be
60 publications. A great percentage of the
people do not read the advertisement sec-
tion of newspapers.

Referring to the instance mentioned by
Mr. Hearn, the matter had been published.
quite a lot of discussion on it took place,
a suggestion had been made by a member
of Parliament that extensions be made,
and all this appeared in the news portion.
Yet after the extended period had elapsed,
some people said they did not know. Whilst
I1 do not object to a reasonable expendi-
ture, I1 do not think six publications are
necessary.

Hon. L,. A. LOGAN: May I make the
suggestion that the order be inserted three
times, once in "The West Australian," once
in the "Daily News" and once in a week-
end newspaper.

Hon. H. K. WATSON: Then!I will alter
my amendment to read-

That the words "three times" be
inserted in lieu of the word struck
out.

Amendment put and passed.
Hon. L. A. LOGAN: I move an amend-

ment--
That the word "daily" in line 30,

page 3, be struck out.
Then the proposed new subsection would
provide for publication once in the "Gov-
ernment Gazette" and three times in a
newspaper.

Hon. J. G. HISLO)P: The practice is to
insert such advertisments in the daily
newspaper, and the point we are in doubt
about is whether it should be a daily paper
or a week-end paper. The week-end paper
is circulated mainly in the metropolitan
area and I think we should retain the word
"daily" and stipulate "and/or week-end"
newspaper.

Hon. H. K. WATSON: We could provide
for the advertisment to be inserted three
times in the daily newspaper on the under-
standing that an extra advertisment would
be inserted in the week-end paper.

Amendment put and negatived.

Hon. H. K. WATS0ON: I move an
amendment-

That the words, "or any claim for
compensation" be inserted after the
word "order" in line 21, page 4.

Amendment put and passed.
Hon. H-. K. WATSON: I move an

amendment -

That the words "with or without
qualification" be inserted after the
word "extended' in line 30, page 4.

This is purely a matter of drafting.
Amendment put and passed.
on motion by Hon. H. K. Watson, pro-

posed new subsection consequentially
amended by striking out of line 4. page 5,
the words "as is" and inserting in lieu the
words "and subject to such qualifications
or conditions as are".
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Hon. H. K. WATSON: On the second Hon. H. K. WATSON: One of the
reading. Mr. Hearn raised a question as
to whether the words "the refusal being
communicated to the applicant through the
local authority" in line 23. page 6, should
not be deleted.

Hon. H. HEARN: If the board or com-
missioner is going to make an order, it
would be far better for the communication
to be sent direct instead of to the local
authority to be passed on to the person
concerned. I move an amendment-

That the words "the refusal being
communicated to the applicant through
the local authority" in lines 24 and
25 be struck out.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: The appli-
cation would be received from the local
authority and the answer should be sent
through the same channel. The words are
necessary in view of the proposed new
Subsection (5) (b).

H-on. H. HEARN: In view of the Chief
Secretary's explanation, I ask leave to
withdraw the amendment.

Amendment, by leave, withdrawn.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: I move an
amendment-

That the words "Subject to the pro-
provisions of paragraph (b) of Subsec-
tion (1) of this section" be inserted
before the ward "suspend", in line 26,
page 6.

This will make for clarity.
Amendment Put and passed.

Hon. H. K. WATSON: I move an amend-
ment-

That the word "thirty" in line 10.
page 7, be struck out and the word
"sixty" inserted in lieu.

This relates to the time in wvhich the ag-
grieved person may appeal to the Minister
and would mean an extension from 30 to
60 days.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: I raise no
objection, but I thought 30 days would be
better for the individual.

Hon. H. K. WATSON: Although he
might not take the full 60 days, it would
be available to him.

Hon. L. CRAIG: The applicant would
know the full story, but the board would
have to make inquiries and would require
considerable time.

The Chief Secretary: Generally I think
it would be within one week.

Hon. H. HEARN: There might be an
odd occasion where the 60 days would be
necessary-perhaps where a person was out
of the State.

Amendment put and passed.

amendments I circulated sought to strike
out proposed new Subsection (9) on page
9; but In the light of Mr. Diver's explana-
tion, I doubt whether that would be wise.

Hon. L. C. Diver: I think it would be
wise for this provision to remain.

Hon. H. HEARN: The weakness would
have been apparent had we gone on with
this. It would be bad to allow even the
Government to ignore the law in that way.

The CHAIRMAN: I would remind mem-
bers that there is no amendment before
the Chair.

Hon. H. HEARN: I move an amend-
ment-

That the word "notwithstanding"
in line 22. page 9, be struck out and
the words "subject to" inserted in lieu.

I do not think the amendment really
makes any difference, but it would perhaps
mean keeping within the law.

Hon. L. C. DIVER: This is an interim
measure, but Mr. Hearn said it would be
used as the foundation of future legisla-
tion. So perhaps the best thing to do
would be to concede the point but to make
a note so that, in future, any draft legisla-
tion could make the necessary provision.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: I would
point out that the legal eagles like this
and say it is the usual procedure with an
order in council, By this amendment Mr.
Hearn is saying "Yes" and "No" in a
couple of lines.

Hon. H. Hearn: No.
The CHIEF SECRETARY: "An order

in council shall have effect accordingly"-
Hon. H. Hearn: Provided it is within the

law.
The CHIEF SECRETARY: floes the

hon. member think that a Government
would make an order in council for any
minor matter?

Hon. J. 0. Hislop: If it is outside the
law it should come back here-to cover
any major matter.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: It could be
in January.

Hon. J. G. Hislop: Now we are getting
the story.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: This is to
operate only until the end of December.
An interim order could be issued in Jan-
uary, and we would have to wait until
September to get it before Parliament, and
the legislation expires at the end of De-
cember.

Hon. L. Craig; It does not matter two
hoots either way.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: As Mr. Diver
said, why not look forward? Not much
damage could be done in the matter In a
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peried of 12 months, but a lot of damage
could be done to the plan in that period.
Anyhow, the Queen can do no wrong.

Hon. H. HEARN: Sometimes I think
the Chief Secretary blinds himself with
science. He wants me to abandon a prin-
ciple, and I do not intend to do that. When
the Crown is bound, we will have no trouble;
but in the meantime, the Governor in
Council, which, as I said before, could
mean one officer, could issue an order. I
shall not abandon the principle, and I ask
members to carry the amendment.

Hon. L. A. LOGAN: I still think my
first contention was correct. If a local
authority wants to do something it can
do it under the present Act. So what is
the good of the Governor in Council mak-
ing a decision if the local authorities can
do that?

Hon. H. HEARN: Does Mr. Logan
seriously contend that this means some-
thing different from what we have been
talking about for the last 20 minutes?
The way the clause is worded would give
one officer the power to deal with any
situation, and he could ignore the law
completely. I still want my amendment
carried.

Hon. L. A. LOGAN: If members are
not going to allow the Town Planning Act
to operate, why have one at all?

Hon. H. Hearn: That is not so.

Hon. L. A. LOGAN: Under this, the
local authority, although it disagrees with
the town planning authority, and does not
reach agreement, can do what it likes.

Hon. H. K. WATSON: The Chief Sec-
retary said that the Queen can do no
wrong. That was the plea under which
George Ifl, 200 years ago, used to suspend
laws, but that suspension of laws no
longer exists. I do not subscribe to any
principle which will allow the Queen,
which now means executive Government,
to override the law.

Amendment put and passed.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: I move an
amendment-

That the word "once" in line 34,
page 9, be struck out and the words
'three times" inserted in lieu.

Amendment put and passed.

Hon. H. K. WATSON: I move an amend-
ment-

That after the word "region" in
line 20, page 10, the words "or for loss
arising from any other cause" be in-
serted.

It is a matter of academic interest that
it starts off in a negative manner instead
of in an affirmative manner.

Amendment Put and passed.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: I move an
amendment-

That the words "permission for the
carrying out of any" in lines 25 and
26, page 10. be struck out, and the
words, "an application made pursu-
ant to the order for permission to
carry out" inserted in lieu.

This Is a matter of clarification, requested
by another Place.

Amendment put and passed.
The CHIEF SECRETARY: I move an

aminend ment
That the word "any" in line 29,

Page 10, be struck out and the word
"the' inserted in lieu.

Amendment put and passed.
Hon. H. K. WATSON: I move an

amendment-
That all the words after the word

"subsection" in line 7, page 11, down
to and including the word "received"
in line 16, be struck out.

This Precludes the claimant from going
to arbitration unless the Minister is satis-
fled by evidence adduced that solely by re-
fusal of permission for carrying out de-
velopment of land a claim arises. If a
Person claims compensation under para-
graph (a) he ought to be entitled to go
straight to arbitration without the con-
sent of the other Party. This Is making
the Minister a judge in his own cause.

Hon. L. Craig: Does it preclude the
Minister from giving compensation?

Hon. H. K. WATSON: That is con-
templated in the Act now.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: The main
reason for these words is to stop frivolous
applications going to arbitration.

Hon. J. G. Hislop: Who decides whether
they are frivolous?

The CHIEF SECRETARY: The Min-
ister.

The CHAIRMAN: Order! I would re-
mind the hon. member he is not sitting
In his seat.

Hon. H. K. WATSON: When one goes
to arbitration, costs are generally at the
discretion of the arbitrator; and if any
frivolous appeal were submitted, he would
give his award and include In that a
statement that costs should be paid by the
applicant.

Amendment put and Passed.
Hon. H. K. WATSON: I move an

amendment-
That the words "or shall at the re-

quest of the claimant" be inserted
after the word "Governor" in line 24,
page 11.

Where a person's land has been placed
under developmental order, he should
have the right to request the Crown to
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purchase it from him if he cannot develop
it. He should not be saddled with it for
.a number of years.

The Chief Secretary: I will not vote
for it and I will not vote against it.

Amendment put and passed; the clause,
as amended, agreed to.

Clauses 4 and 5, Title-agreed to.
Bill reported with amendments and the

-report adopted.

Third Reading.

Bill read a third time and returned to
the Assembly with amendments.

Sitting suspended /rcnn 1.35 to 2.10 am.

BILL-PUBLIC WORKS ACT
AMENDMENT.

Assembly's Message.
Message from the Assembly received

and read notifying that it had agreed to
the Council's amendments.

BILL-GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS
ACT AMENDMENT.
Assembly's Message.

Message from the Assembly received
and read notifying that it disagreed to the
Council's amendment.

In Committee.
Hon WV. R. Hall in the Chair: the Chief

Secretary in charge of the Bill.

Clause 6. page 3-Delete all -words in
paragraph (c) after the word "deleting"
in line 32. and substitute the words 'the
words. 'one year,' being the last two words
in the section, and substitute the words
'six months.'"

The CHAIRMAN: The Assembly's rea-
son for disagreeing is-

To retain a provision requiring an
initial period of service before an em-
ployee has the right to appeal against
punishment inflicted by the Commnis-
sion retains the objectionable features.
in a lesser degree only, that is now
contained in the Act, and violates the
principle that anyone should have the
right to appeal if he or she considers
they have been unjustly punished.

There is no reason to believe that
employees with less than twelve
months' service would lodge frivolous
appeals in greater number than
those with longer periods of service.
but if it did occur, Section 83 of the
Act provides that the appellant shall

- pay the costs of any appeal deemed
by the board to be frivolous.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: I move-
That the amendment be not in-

sisted on.

I think the reasons given by the Legis-
lative Assembly are very solid. They say
that they cannot see any reason why a
person who feels he has been harshly or
unjustly treated should be denied the
right of appeal, irrespective of how long
he has been in the department.

Hon. L. Craig: It is something new?
The CHIEF SECRETARY: No; but we

may have got some brains since it was
first put into the Act.

Hon. H. Hearn: Some people never get
them.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: There is
provision in the Act to cover those who
make frivolous appeals-they have to pay
for it.

Hon. L. Craig: Who determines whether
it is a frivolous appeal?

The CHIEF SECRETARY: The appeal
board. The person concerned would have
to pay for it; and I think that as he would
be employed in the department, ways and
means would be found of making him pay
for it. Members have broken the period
down from 12 months to six months. So
why do they not do the job properly
and cut out the time limit altogether?

Hon. C. H. SIMPSON: I hope members
will insist on the amendment, because
there is a principle involved. If members
examine the Hill, they will see that It is
a hotchpotch sort of thing covering a
number of matters, none of which is very
Important. If it is regarded as import-
ant, the Hill should have been brought
down at an earlier stage in the session so
that it could have been properly dealt
with.

A number of relatively small items are
covered in the Bill, such as the increase
in the lease from 21 to 50 years-this
affects a silo which is now being built and
they wvill go on building it whether this
measure is passed or not-a proposal to
increase the liability of the commission
from £2,000 to £6,000. In addition it is
sought to ratify a practice which is al-
ready in vogue and has been so for 70
years, because It is said there is possibly a
legal doubt.

Another one I am not very keen on is
that which qualifies the amendment. The
amendment to Section '73 took out the
words "shall not" from that section.
Originally it said "shall not" refer to the
Minister, and it has not been subject to
the Minister. An employee now has the
right to approach a Minister if he desires.

The principle with which we are con-
cerned is that an employee with less than
12 months' service was regarded as being
on probation. He knew the position, as
they all know it today and have known it
in the past. It affects a small number of
ralwaymen. A great majority of them
would not be keen on the amendment.
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The Railway Department has built Up~
more privileges than any other Government
depazflent. There are 11 unions in the rail-
ways and each one of them approaches the
commissioner for increased privileges for
its members. During the railway strike
the suggestion was that we should close
down the railways in order to break the
strike, but we found we could not do that,
because the Government had to continue
to provide a Job for the employees.

The clause was examined and it was
suggested that as the Bill was not im-
portant, we should refuse the second read-
ing. We decided to compromise, because
the measure was brought into line with the
Public Service Act. The Minister in an-
other place said the commissioners were
not in favour of It. I knew that to be so.

I would particularly refer members to
Section 23 of the Act which governs this
matter. The general powers of the com-
missioners have been whittled to such a
degree that I know they are not anxious to
have them curtailed, and are quite pre-
pared to accept this reduction to six
months because it is in line with a similar
provision in the Public Service Act. Ac-
cordingly I think we should insist on our
amendment.

Question put and a division taken with
the following result:-

Ayes ..
Noes

Majority ai

13

gainst .... 5

Ayes.
Hon. C. W. D. Barker Hon. R. F. Hutchison
Hon. E. M. navies Hon. H. C. Strickland
Hon, 0. Fraser Hon. W. F. Ivillesee
Hon. J1. J. Gatigan Hon. F. R. R. Lavetr

Noes.
Hon. L. Craig Hon. L. A. Logan
Hon. J. Cunninghamn Hon. J. Murray
Hon. L. C. Diver Ron. C. H. Simpson
Hon. Sir Frank Gibson Hon. H. K. Watson
Hon. H. Hearn HOSn. F. D. Wilimott.
Hon. J. G. Hislop Hon. A. F. Griffith
aon. A. R. Jones (Teller.)

Pairs.
Ayes.

Hon. 0. Bennetta.
Hon. J. D. Teahan

Noes.
Hon. N. E. Baxter
Hon. J. MCI. Thomson

Question thus negatived; the Council's
amendment insisted on.

Resolution reported, the report adopted
and a message accordingly returned to
the Assembly.

Sitting suspended from 2.30 to
3.10 a.

BILL-GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS
ACT AMENDMENT.

Assembly's Request for Conference.
Message from the Assembly received and

read requesting a conference on the
amendment insisted on by the Council, and

notifying that at such Conference the
Assembly would be represented by three
managers.

BEI-APPOPRIATION.
First Reading.

Received from the Assembly and read a
first time.

Second Reading.

THE CHIEF SECRETARY (H-on. a.
Fraser-West) [3.17 a.m.] in moving the
second reading said: This is the usual BiUl
to appropriate the amounts required for
the services of the year which is submitted
to Parliament when the Estimates of
expenditure from the Consolidated Rev-
enue Fund and the General Loan Fund
have been passed.

Two Supply Bills have been Passed this
session granting in all £24,590,090 from
the Consolidated Revenue Fund, £7,000,000
from the General Loan Fnd, and
£1,500,000 from the Public Account for
Advance to Treasurer. Clause 2 of this Bill
grants further supplies as set out in
Schedule "A".

The total amount required from the
Consolidated Revenue Fund for the year is
£49,745,925. Of this sum, £E9,771,485 is
Permanently appropriated by Special Acts
-and Clause 3 of the present Bill appro-
priates the balance; namely, £39,974,440
for the purposes summarised in Schedule
"1B".,

The estimated expenditure from the
General Loan Fund is £14,525,000; and
from the Public Account for Advance to
Treasurer, £3,500,000. These amounts are
also appropriated by Clause 3 for the pur-
poses set out in Schedules "C" and "'D".

Clause 3 further confirms to appropria-
tion of expenditure from "Advance to
Treasurer, 1954-55", being amounts spent
from the Consolidated Revenue Fund and
the General Loan Fund in excess of the
amounts voted for that year. The details
of these excesses will be found in Schedules
"E" and "IF" respectively.

Clause 4 of the Bill is to approve of the
expenditure from the Reforestation Fund
as set out in the Scheme of Expenditure
which has been laid on the Table of the
House and which requires the approval of
Parliament.

There are a few millions of pounds there
for members to juggle around with at this
hour of the morning. I hope members will
give the Bill their earnest consideration and
let me have the benefit of their examina-
tion. I move--

That the Bill be now read a second
time.
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HON. J MURRAY (South-West) [3.21 COMMONWEALTH JUDGES.
a.m.]: At this late hour-or early
hour, whichever members prefer-I riseto say only a few words. During the last
session of Parliament, some criticism was
levelled at the Government because of the
answers given to questions asked by mem-
bers in this Chamber. Because of that
extensive criticism, which I think was
justified at the time, I would like to
acknowledge my appreciation of the
courtesy of the Government in answering
my questions in such a full and informa-
tive manner.

Thie suggestion made in the previous
session was that answers were couched in
an evasive manner, though not to de-
liberately mislead members. The ques-
tions I asked, which referred to forestry
matters, have been most carefully
answered, and much detail was added
which proved most helpful to me. Because
of the general public interest in these
matters, I would like to express my ap-
preciation to the Government.

HON. II. HEARN (Metropolitan) [3.23
am.]: I will not detain members long
in speaking to this Bill. While the House
was considering another Bill the other
evening, I was unfortunately out of the
Chamber. Accordingly, I would like to
make my contribution tonight on the sub-
ject of judges' salaries.

We all recognise the importance of the
judiciary. I go further and say that
during the present session of Parliament
the Government has done a very good
job in making adjustments on many of
the salaries, not only those payable to
members of Parliament but also on those
payable to the Civil Service.

I am aware that Mr. Watson referred to
a number of matters on the Judges'
Salaries and Pensions Act Amendment
Bill, but I would like to enlarge on that
by giving the following analysis concern-
ing the salaries payable to the judges in
this State and elsewhere in Australia:-

SALARIES OF JUDGES IN AUSTRALIA.

STATE SUPREME COURTS.

1939. 1955.

Chief IPubne Cief Tulane
Justice. Judges. Jusice. Judges.

W.A..........2,300 2,000 4,150 (1) 3,500(1)
N.S.W. . 3,500 2,000 5.025 (2) 4,075 (3)
Victoria ... 3,000 2,500 5,000 (3) 4,500 (3)
Queensiand 2,250 2,000 4,288 (4). 3,838 (4)
6.A........2,500 200 4,5 4.0
Tasmania .. 1,800 1,00 4,000 3,500

(I) Under 11111 introduced 16-11-55.
(2) Include £ 350 expense allowance.
(a) includes £250 expense allowance.
(4) News aper announcement in Brisbane on 10-11-55

states that t iesei1ounts are to be increased but does not
state amounts.

1930. 1055.

Chief Pulsnm Chief Palms
Justice. Judges. Justice. Judges.

High Court ... 350 3,00 8,000 6,500Arbitration~ourt. 3,00 2,00 6.50 5,500
upeeCourt,

A...2,500 ... 4,7W0

Not..
(s) In 1939 WV.A. Judges received leane salary me S.A-

and £500 abort than Tasm.nia. Now they sre to receive
£500 less than S.A. aud the samie as Tanmania.

(b) Present average salaries of State Supreme Court
udges, other thon W.A.:

Chief Justice £4,792
Judges........4,173

(c) N.S.W. District Court Judges and Victoria County
Court Judges (with limited civil and criminal jurisdiction)
now receive £3,525 and £3,350 respectively.

a

Position.

Cief Justice
Puisne Judge
Preier
Cabinet Minist
Members

Parliament..

Solieltor~ecera
liader.Seretar

(highest gradi
University P'ro

tesor -

OME COMP'ARISONS WITH W.A.

Salary. I ncrease.

1039. 19155. Amount. %

S.Z0 40() I130 8
2,0 3,500 (1) 1,500 75

12, ,00 0 I1 2,20D 122er 1,600 3,400 (l) 1,800 112230 
"101)iS.l 

s

600 2,300 (1) 1,700 283

tI 1,520 .2980 1,480 go

1020 2,390 1,370 134

1,000 2,790 1,790 179

Note.
(1) Based on figures proposed in biils introduced

15-11-55.
(2) Includes £200 expense allowance.

The Minister for the North-West: Have
you the figures since 1953?

Hon. H. HEARN: No. If we carry this
to its logical conclusion, we shall find that
the judges have been placed in the lowest
category from the point of view of Per-
centages. I want these figures to be placed
on record in "Hansard" because I consider
that they make a good supplement to Mr.
Watson's speech; and I hope that the
Government will recognise that, up to date.
we have not granted the judges the same
percentage of increase as has been granted
to other public servants.

Finally I wish to quote part of a leading
article that appeared in "The West
Australian" on the 17th November wherein
it was Stated-

Judges' remuneration, which has
been most inadequate, should be ap-
proached from the aspect of the
judiciary's unique position and there

shudalso be regard for the size of
the incomes earned today by the more
successful members of the various
professions. An earnest attempt
should be made to restore judges'
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salaries to something approaching the
relative level they occupied in years
gone by. unless such action is taken.
suitable lawyers may not be attracted
to the Bench. In Its own interests,
Parliament should make an appreci-
able addition to the salaries prescribed
for judges in the Bill now before mem-
bers.

With those few remarks, I support the
second reading.

BON. C. W. D. BARKER (North) [3.32]:
1 do not intend to occupy much time;
but this is the last occasion on which this
Parliament will meet; and, on behalf of the
people of my province, I should lie to
express appreciation of what the Govern-
ment has done during its term of office.
The present Government has done for the
North more than any Government. irres-
pective of its political complexion, has done
in 20 years.

For the first time, workers in the North
have decent homes; roads have been im-
proved out of all knowledge and hospital
and educational facilities have been Im-
proved. The Government has given assis-
tance to certain industries, particularly the
blue asbestos industry at Wittenoom, Gorge,
with a view to keeping population in the
North.

In spite of the statement by a member
the other night that money had been
wasted in providing water supplies for the
banana industry at Carnarvon. the Govern-
ment has gone ahead with that scheme,
and rightly so. This industry has been
earning £250,000 a year for quite a long
time.

The Government has also proceeded
with the project for rice growing on the
Fitzroy River as a major industry. The
present Government has shown especial
regard for the North and ensured that it
has received its share of the money avail-
able. Ministers have paid particular at-
tention to that part of the State. The
Minister for Works visited the North and
made an extensive tour, the first for 31
years. The Minister for the North-West
has done an excellent Job, and I assure
him that the people of North Province ap-
preciate his work. We now have a. prospect
of getting two more ships for the coast,
which will lighten the burden on the State
Shipping Service. I should also mention
that the Wyndham Meat Works have been
managed efficiently.

RiON. L. C. DIVER (Central) [3.35 a.m.l:
I missed an opportunity to speak on the
Loan Bill, and so I am taking advantage
of this occasion to make some references
to loan funds. As no doubt every member
is aware, Western Australia is in a very
disadvantageous position because of the
formula under which the allocation of loan

money is made to the States after the
Commonwealth has taken its share out of
the general pool.

I consider that the time has arrived
when a special effort should be made to
interest the Federal Government in the
Particular circumstances in which we find
ourselves. For some years we have had the
largest intake of migrants and the most
rapid development has taken place, with a
consequent call upon our funds to provide
public facilities, such as water supplies and
sewerage and amenities such as hospitals,
schools. etc.

It appears to me that when the Teas-
urers attend a meeting of the Loan Council,
the total amount of the funds is decided
upon and treated as one; and after the
Premiers have wrangled about what the
total should be, the available money is
apportioned amongst the States. I under-
stand that the Commonwealth Treasurer
asked the States to submit a list of priority
works, but that will not fill the bill.

What this State needs is a realisation
of the fact that if we cannot get our loan
requirements from the Commonwealth,
then we should be permitted to obtain
certain funds from outside. This would be
only fair in view of the extraordinary posi-
tion in which we find ourselves following
the rapid growth of the State,

I wake these observations with the
realisation that it would not matter who
was the Treasurer of the State because he
is able to carry out public works only to
the extent to which he can obtain credit.
The position is that a lot of our public
works, which we hoped would make for
definite progress in a given time, are not
materialising, and the people are becom-
ing very weary of the present set-up. They
look on us as their representatives in Par-
liament and they expect us to make,
through the Treasurer, a different approach
if it is possible.

Every member should assist in trying to
make a common approach to the Federal
Government to get these funds made avail-
able. If we cannot get them within Aus-
tralia, then we should try to get a release
to bring In outside capital-within reas-
onable limits-to give easement to the
monetary position in our State.

I have here a sketch or graph of the
comprehensive water supply scheme, show-
ing the steelplate position as at the 27th
October, 1950. The graph shows the mains
f or which contracts have been let as well
as the mains for which contracts have not
yet been let. I notice that the Cunderdin-
Mlnnivale-Wyalkatchem section is amongst
the mains for which contracts have been
let. That was in 1950; yet not one foot of
pipe has been set on that extension, and
there is no mention of money being made
available for it in the current financial
year.
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Whoever is in charge of the Treasury
this time next year will, I trust, see that
some progress is made towards the fulfil-
ment of something that was portrayed to
be in existence in 1950; yet in 1956 there
is not trace of the substance. I hope my
few remarks will bear fruit.

HON. J. G. HISLOP (Metropolitan)
[3.44 a.m.]: I ask that some publicity be
given to the benefits that would arise both
to the individual and to the State from
the further participation by the citizens
in the Hospital Benefit Fund. There is
no doubt that the introduction of the
Hospital Benefit Fund has contributed
materially to the sound condition, finan-
cially, of hospital maintenance; yet I feel
certain that large numbers of people are
still not taking advantage of the oppor-
tunity to protect themselves by insurance
against hospital costs.

We must all realise, as we get older,
that sooner or later, in the average course
of events, we will enter a hospital for
some reason or other. It is wise for citi-
zens to protect themselves against this
risk. Those of us practising the profes-
sion still find that Individuals, feeling that
they are healthy and do not require hos-
pital services, consider they do not need
to insure themselves until such time as
ill-health overtakes them. They then join
the Hospital Benefit Fund and are some-
what upset when, on presentation of their
accounts, they find they are not to re-
ceive any contribution from the fund. It
is obvious that no insurance fund can ac-
cept the liability of large costs by allow-
ing people to pay only a modest contri-
bution at the time when disaster or need
overtakes them.

I consider also that since the introduc-
tion of the hospital benefits scheme the
cost of treatment has increased tre-
mendously. Each individual should look
at the possibility of cost in relation to his
own and his family's needs, and insure
as far as possible, according to his income,
to meet those possible charges.

An individual requiring the use for a
week of a private room in Ward 83 of the
Royal Perth Hospital could easily receive
an account for 30 guineas; yet the average
subscription to the Hospital Benefit Fund
would return only £12 a week. Therefore
it does appear that if citizens are to pro-
tect themselves against these hospital
costs, they should increase the amount ot
Insurance as provided by the scheme.

I suggest to the Government and to the
Press that they emphasise frequently to
the public the benefits of insuring in this
fund: and also that they insure, so far
as is practicable within their income, to
obtain what they consider will meet their
possible needs.

'From accounts of medical services all
over the world, this is one of the finest.
It maintains freedom of choice to the in-
dividual; prevents the need for nationalisa-
tion of hospital services; and contributes

largely to the conditions in which hos-
pitals Aind themselves, so far as mainten-
ance is concerned, throughout the Com-
monwealth. The question of the provi-
sion of further hospital accommodation
is not within the ambit of the fund known
as the Hospital Benefit Fund, but the ex-
tensive use of it by the people would en-
sure the maintenance of the hospital and
the individual would not have to meet the
large costs of hospital care when ill-
health overtook him or his family.

BON, L. A. LOGAN (Midland) [3.49
a.m.]: I do not want to start a bun-fight
at this time of the night, or morning, but
I do think the question I asked the Chief
Secretary without notice tonight, or last
evening, requires further elucidation. The
Press report is not correct, and I shall
read just what it says--

He had now informed the Fremantle
City Council anid the North Fremantle
and East Fremantle municipal coun-
cils that they could not be brought
together under the one administration
because existing legislation did not
provide for a satisfactory red istribu-
tion of the ward boundaries that would
be involved.

He went on to say-
Implementation of the proposals

had been prevented by amendments
made by the Legislative Council to
the Local Authorities, Boundaries and
Servants, Supplementary Provisions
Bill.

He said that the measure-now at
the third-reading stage-would be
dropped because it would not now per-
mit the Government to provide equit-
able ward boundaries under the amal-
gamations which had been proposed.

That was never taken out of the Bill
and was there at the third reading stage.
Because this House included in the Bill
provision making it compulsory for local
authorities to take a referendum which,
in the opinion of the Chief Secretary,
killed the Bill, he made that statement.
I would not have minded had he said that
the action of this House in including that
amendment had meant that he could not
go on with the consolidation of the local
authorities: but to say what he did was
wrong.

The Chief Secretary owes the House an
apology, or else he should put in a report
admitting that he made a mistake It is
wrong for a Minister to do such a thing
as this. We are blamed for many things.
I do not mind being blamed for that which
I have gone, but do not like taking the
blame for something I am not responsible
f or.

lHON. F. it. H. LAVERY (West) [3.52]:
For a long time, the question of workers'
homes was left more or less in the back-
ground, but during the past year a big
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step forward has been made by the Gov-
ernment in this direction. So great is the
demand for homes under this Act that I
hope the Treasurer will, during the year
be able to make further substantial sums
available for that type of housing where
the Purchaser of a home can receive it on
a very small deposit. I commend the Gov-
ernment for what it has already done in
that regard. I hope the Treasurer will be
able to make a further stum available from
the Treasury, because that money does not
come from Commonwealth funds.

HON. E. M. DAVIES (West) [3.54 a.m.]:
I wish to express my thanks to the Gov-
ernment for the great assistance it has
rendered, particularly in regard to hous-
ing in the Fremantle area; but we are not
yet out of the wood, as there are still a
number of people occupying army flats
and living in conditions not conducive to
good family life. The Minister for Hous-
ing has honoured the promise he made
when he stated that he would progres-
sively remove the tenants from the old
base fiats, which would then be de-
molished. It is gratifying to know that
that demolition is now taking place. In
addition to doing away with those flats,
the Minister for Housing has also
honoured his promise to find accommoda-
tion for the tenants.

I again bring under the notice of the
Government the need for further water
supplies in places contiguous to and within
a short distance of the Fremantle town
ball, where thickly populated areas are
without a reticulated water supply. I
might mention that those areas contain
some of the oldest pioneers of the State.

Far a long time those people en-
deavoured to obtain their own supplies of
water by means of wells and bores; but
now the main which runs down to Swin-
ana and its industrial ancillaries, passes
them, and they feel they are entitled to a
reticulated service. I refer here to Hamil-
ton Hill, which is part of the Cockburn
Road Board area, and also Jandakot
where, I repeat, many pioneers and their
descendants reside. I hope that in the
near future that district also will be given
a reticulated water supply. I support the
Bill,

THE CHIEF SECRETARY (Hon. G.
Fraser-West-in reply) [3.55]: 1 am
pleased to see members so rejuvenated at
this time as compared with their condi-
tion a few hours ago; but I do not feel
rejuvenated, and will not reply to the
many questions raised. I thank members
for the suggestions made. I will not ignore
them altogether, but their requests will be
referred to the various departments; and
in the course of time, when the investiga-
tions have been completed, members will
be notified of the answers.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee, etc.
Bill passed through Committee without

debate, reported without amendment and
the report adopted.

Bill read a third time and passed.

BIELL-TOWN PLANNING AND
DEVELOPMENT ACT

AMENDMENT.
Assemblyjs Message.

Message from the Assembly received and
read notifying that it had agreed to the
Council's amendments.

BILL-GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS
ACT AMENDMENT.

Assembly's Request for Conference.
Message from the Assembly requesting

a conference on the amendment insisted
on by the Council, and notifying that at
such conference the Assembly would be
represented by three managers now con-
sidered.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: I move-
That the Assembly's request for a

conference be agreed to, that the
managers for the Council be Hion. C.
H. Simpson, Hon. L, A. Logan and the
mover, and that the conference be held
in the Chief Secretary's room forth-
with.

Hon. C. H. SIMPSON: I feel that this
Bill contains nothing new and everything
in it is governed by conditions that have
been in operation for many years. I am
familiar with the department, and I have
given members the benefit of my experience.
I am satisfied that we did everything pos-
sible to meet the requests made for con-
sideration of the five points, and we sug-
gested a compromise in regard to one of
them. I do nut think any useful purpose
could be served by holding a conference
and it would be better if the request for a
conference were not agreed to.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: I hope that
members will not take that attitude and
refuse to confer with another place. This
is only common courtoesy between the two
Chambers.

Hon. L. Craig: There is only one ques-
tion to be decided, so what is the use of
having a conference?

The CHIEF SECRETARY: I do not
think that is the right attitude to take
when the Assembly req~uests a conference
During my time here I cannot remember
when we have ever refused such a request.

Hon. L. Craig: Mnother place has re-
fused.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: I cannot, at
the moment, remember any occasion. It
must have been an isolated instance, and
it would be a wrong attitude for us to take.
At least we can meet the Assembly's
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managers even if, when we get there, Mr.
Simpson says, "You can talk yourself blue
in the face; we Will not agree with you."
But do not let us refuse their request.

Question put and passed, and a message
accordingly returned to the Assembly.

Sitting suspended from 4.2 to 5.12 am.

BILL,-GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS
ACT AMENDMENT.

Conference Managers' Report
The CHIEF SECRETARY: I beg to re-

port that the conference managers met
in conference on the Bill and reached
the following agreement:-

That Clause 3 of the Bill be deleted.
That the Council's amendment be
amended by striking out the word
"six" in the last line thereof and in-
serting in lieu the word "three."

Saying that in plain language, the
original Clause 3 sought to repeal Section
52 of the Act. It was thought that the
original Bill would be carried as drafted,
which would have deleted the 12 months'
probationary period from the Act.

However, in view of the fact that a
period still remains In the Act, Section
52 cannot be repealed. As a result, the
conference managers have had to recom-
mend the deletion of Clause 3 from the
Bill. In the Act, the probationary period
provided will now be three months in-
stead of 12 months. I move-

That the report be adopted.
Hon. C. H4. SIMPSON: The conference

managers actually compromised. I thought
I covered the position very well in pre-
serving the reference to Section 52 in the
Act. That was my intention; but on exam-
ining the position more closely, it became
a little complicated. It was necessary not
to repeal Section 52 but to amend it, and
that is why it is recommended that Clause
3 be struck out. The Bill reaching us so
late was the reason for the hurried
amendments that were prepared;, and per-
haps that is why this slight mix-up oc-
curred. In regard to the main principle
upon which we were in agreement, as I
have said, we compromised by halving the
actual period.

Question put and passed, and a message
accordingly returned to the Assembly.

Assembly's Further Message.

Message from the Assembly received
and read notifying that it had agreed to
the conference managers' report.

CLOSE OF SESSION.
Complimentary Remarks.

The CHIEF SECRETARY: Now that
we have disposed of all the legislation
one way or another and dealt with all the

messages, I want to take the opportunity
of thanking you, Sir, for the assistance
you have given to myself and to other
members during the session. I thank also
Mr. Hall for his assistance and guidance,
and in those remarks I include the
Deputy Chairmen of Committees.

To Mr. Sparks also I think our thanks
are due. As I said the other evening, it
will be quite strange next session to find
missing Mr. Spark's smiling face, but we
wish him well in his retirement. I also
thank Mr. Roberts, the Usher of the Black
Rod, and Mr. Brown, for the extremely
attentive services they have rendered to
us during the year.

To "Hansard," of course, we owe a great
debt. Our speeches, when we see them in
"Hansard" are readable and often one
would not know that they were the
speeches that had been delivered in this
House.

The Minister for the North-West: They
amaze you!

The CHIEF SECRETARY: They do
that. I hope the members of the "Han-
sard" staff who are now present in the
Chamber will convey our thanks to Mr,
Royce and the remaining members of his
staff, including, of course, the lady typists.
I also wish to express my thanks to Mr.
Burton and his catering staff; to Mr.
Courts, our doorman; and Mr. Dave Car-
rick and the messenger lads who do an
excellent Job on our behalf. So, having
conveyed my thanks to all those who have
assisted me during the year, I now con-
clude by wishing all members the com-
pliments of the season.

Hon. C. H. SIMPSON: I also echo the
appreciation that has been voiced by the
Leader of the House and the good wishes
that have been tendered to your good self,
Sir, and to the various members of the
staff, including the "Hansard" reporters.

It is now, when we sit back and realise
the session has concluded and can allow
our blood pressure to go down a little,
relax and become normal, that we appre-
ciate that behind all the hurly-burly of
political debate there are sincere friend-
ships between all members of the House,
no matter what their Party affiliations
may be.

To finish the session in November I think
is Unusual. I cannot remember another
occasion when the session has finished in
that month. We have been blessed with
beautiful weather lately, and I hope that in
the next day or so we will take the oppor-
tunity of enjoying it. It will be remem-
bered that November is our national month
inasmuch as it features the big race day
in Australia and it has helped perhaps to
boost our infant thriving industry, the
s. p. betting shops, which have reached a
new high. So we will now have time to
think over all these things.
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My thoughts go to the retiring members;
and I would like to say that again we hope
that those members, with the exception of
the two who we know are retiring for
good, will be returned to this House. When
we become friends and gaps occur through
defeat at the polls, in the main we miss
those who do not return to this Chamber.
At the approaching Christmas season we
wish for those who will contest elections
the best of luck in their endeavours.

The two retiring members, in the sense
that they will be no longer with us after
this session-Hon. L. Craig and H-on. Sir
Frank Gibson-deserve special mention.
Mr. Craig has left his mark on this House
by his fearless and independent expres-
sions of opinion, rather too impartially I
am afraid from the party point of view.
He was so impartial that one did not know
which way he would vote. To our old
gracious friend, Sir Frank Gibson, the
same remarks in some measure also apply.
Both of these gentlemen have given us
the benefit of their charming personalities
whenever they were present, and I am
sure we shall miss them when they go.

I would like to mention in particular,
last but not least, Mr. Bevan Sparks. We
shall miss his cheery face in his usual
place in this House, although I hope we
shall see him again on many occasions.
All of us hope that he will enjoy good
health and the best of luck in the future.
I notice that Mr. Heenan is not present.
He is so modest about these things, that
I have to repeat a limerick for which Mr.
Heenan is responsible and which I feel
good enough to be enshrined in "Hansard".
I do not know if I can quote it correctly,
but I asked Mr. Heenan's permission to
repeat it as it is something we can look
back on in the years to come. This is
the limerick-

There was a blythe person named
Sparks,

Who was prone to amuse with his
larks.

He now plans to leave us,
The loss will be grievous
In our hearts he will measure full

marks.

That expresses the real affection we have
grown to cherish towards our Clerk of
Parliament. In wishing him all the best
in his retirement, we also wish those who
will be promoted by reason of that retire-
ment a very merry Christmas.

Hon. W. R. HAIL: I desire to take this
opportunity of associating myself with the
remarks expressed by the previous
speakers. I want to thank you, Sir, for
the advice and courtesy which you have
extended to me during this session of
Parliament. I also want to thank the
Clerk of the Legislative Council, Mr.
Sparks. the Usher of the Black Rod: and
the Clerk of Records for the co-opera-
tion and assistance given me. It has been

a pleasure' to be associated and to work
with those officers of Parliament, with
Yourself, and with members generally. I
appreciate the cordial relationship which
has existed between us during this and
Past sessions.

I also take this opportunity of extend-
ing my thanks to the Chief Hansard Re-
porter, Mr. Royce, and the "Hansard" staff
for the co-operation and assistance they
have rendered during the session. We
know full well the good work which they
do for members. Of course, the reporters
cannot say anything; but they have to
take down the speeches, and sometimes
make up the speeches for us. Were it not
for the corrections that they make at
times, the speeches would not make good
reading In "Hansard".

Also. I want to thank the Deputy Chair-
men of Committees--Mr. Davies, Mr.
Logan, and Mr. Griffith-for the efficient
manner in which they have carried out
their duties and assisted me during the
session. I thank Mr. Courts and Mr. Car-
rick for the courtesy they have extended
me; the assistance of those two officers
has made my job easier. As each year has
passed, their unfailing attention to me as
Chairman of Committees has become more
noticeable, and they have treated me with
kindness throughout.

Last but not least I want to thank Mr.
and Mrs. Burton for the efficient manner
they have carried out their duties and
looked after us throughout the session.
They have a very difficult job to try to
please 80 members of Parliament and the
officers. In catering for them, they have
done a magnificent job. In conclusion, I
wish you, Sir, the officers of Parliament,
the members, and all those who are con-
nected with Parliament, good health, a
merry Christmas and a happy new year.

The MINISTER FOR THE NORTH-
WEST: I would like to associate myself
with the felicitations and remarks that
have been expressed in this House to-
night. I join with other members in ex-
pressing appreciation to the staff of Par-
liament on the catering side, the -Han-
sard" staff, and the other officers.

I am sure that the Parliament of West-
ern Australia will suffer a great loss on
the retirement of Mr. Craig and Sir Frank
Gibson. I have known the Craig family
for quite a long time, but I was not as-
sociated with Mr. Leslie Craig until 1950.
1 know his brothers well and I met
him here. I cannot help thinking
that this House is going to suffer a severe
loss on his retirement. He has always
been an impartial man, and he has given
his service to this House with impartiality
and used his own judgment. He has con-
ducted himself as a member of this Cham-
ber should. I am sure that his retirement
will be a loss to the State of Western
Australia. I1 regret that he has decided to
retire from parliamentary life.
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Sir Frank Gibson has not known Me
for as long as I have known him-or,
rather, known of him-because my first
knowledge of him was gained when I was
a small boy of 10 or 11 years of age. I can
remember going to the opening of South
Beach about 1910 or 1912. and we all know
that little pigs have big ears, and I can
distinctly remember hearing at that time
the name of Frank Gibson, the chemist in
Fremantle. I desire to associate myself
with the remarks that have been expressed
here at the loss the Parliament of Western
Australia is sustaining through the retire-
ment of men of the calibre of Sir Frank
Gibson and Mr. Craig. I wish them the
best of health and happiness in their
retirement.

The PRESIDENT: The fourth session
of the 21st Parliament has almost conclu-
ded and, within a few hours, members will
disperse to various parts of the State.
Before the House reassembles, next year,
there will be a general election as well as
the biennial elections for the Legislative
Council. To those members who are up
for election. I wish a successful campaign.
and I trust that all will be returned as
members to this Chamber.

I trust that Sir Frank Gibson and Mr.
Craig. who are not seeking re-election, will
enjoy, for many years, good health and
happiness, and that they will both at Odd
times be visitors to Parliament House.

I thank those members who have gone
out of their way to help me during this
session; and especially do I thank the
Chief Secretary and the Minister for the
North-West for advising me on what they
proposed to do with legislation before the
House.

To the Chairman of Committees, Mr.
Hall; and the Deputy Chairmen, Messrs.
Davies, Logan and Griffith, I express my
appreciation for the way they have handled
Bills during Committee stages.

I thank the Clerk of the Legislative
Council, Mr. Sparks; the Clerk Assistant,
Mr. Roberts; the Clerk of Records, Mr.
Brown; Mr. Courts and Mr. Carrick for the
help they have given to me and to all
members during the Session.

On behalf of all members. I express ap-
preciation to the Controller, Mr. Burton,
and his wife for the smooth running of
Parliament House. All members are
grateful to Miss Watkin and Miss McCaul
for the manner that correspondence has
had attention. To the "Hansard" staff
and the domestic staff, I say "thank you"
for a job well done.

As this will be the last occasion on which
we will have the present Clerk of the
Legislative Council. Mr. Sparks officiating
in this Chamber, I would like to make
reference to him for a few moments. Mr.
Sparks joined the office staff as Clerk of

Records in 1923 and occupied that posi-
tion until 1936. He was then appointed
Clerk Assistant and Usher of the Black
Rod, which position he held until 1951.

On the death of Mr. Leake, Mr. Sparks
was appointed Clerk of the Legislative
Council and Clerk of Parliaments, and has
held these positions until the present time.
He has served under five Presidents-
Sir Edward Wittenoom, Sir John Kirwan.
Mr. Cornell, Sir Harold Seddon, and my-
self.

For health reasons Mr. Sparks has de-
cided to retire and he advised me early in
October that he wished to terminate his
term of office as soon as the business of
this session concluded. He has at all
times been of great assistance to all mem-
bers, particularly to those who have had
to act as Chairman of Committees.

I feel that I am expressing the feeling
of all members When I say that we regret
he has decided to retire; but now that the
decision has been made, we all wish Mrs.
Sparks and him, many years of good health
and happiness.

I conclude by wishing all members and
everyone connected with Parliament House
a happy Christmas and a prosperous and
brgh New Year.

ADJOURNMENT-SPECIAL.

THE CHIEF SECRETARY (Hon.
Fraser-West): I move-

G.

That the House at its rising adjourn
to a date to be fixed by the President.

Question put and passed.

House adjourned at 5.35 a.m. (Saturday).
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